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Mechanisms of Scale Invariance in Embryonic Patterning Systems 

Abstract 

Embryos pattern themselves with remarkable consistency and readily adjust their 

patterning programs to drastic changes in embryo size. This robustness of pattern formation, 

termed scale invariance, requires cells to determine their precise location within the organism. 

Recent technological advances in genetics, molecular biology, and imaging have enabled 

unprecedented insights into how cells send and receive patterning signals. In this dissertation, I 

examine how vertebrate embryos convey, interpret, and regulate positional information. In 

Chapter II, I use novel embryological techniques, genetic perturbations, and confocal 

fluorescence microscopy to explore how signaling by the morphogen Sonic Hedgehog enables 

scale-invariant patterning of the ventral spinal cord. We find that Sonic Hedgehog represses the 

positive signaling regulator Scube2 and explore its function. In addition, we demonstrate that 

this self-regulation of morphogen signaling is necessary for pattern scaling. In Chapter III, we 

uncover the gene expression of single cells during vertebrate development and map the cell 

state landscape of early patterning. We then focus on how cell state landscapes change when 

critical patterning cues are disrupted via targeted mutagenesis with CRISPR Cas9. In Appendix 

3, my colleagues and I use the scale invariance of somite patterning to gain new insights into 

patterning mechanisms with live imaging, pharmacological interventions, and embryological 

manipulations. We find that Fibroblast Growth Factor signaling gradients in the presomitic 

mesoderm are scale-invariant and make important refinements to the existing clock and 

wavefront model. We then test the predictions of our mathematical model against proposed 

alternatives and observe “echos” in somite patterning, which are uniquely predicted by our 

model. Taken together, this work yields new insights into the mechanism of vertebrate 

patterning and provides a valuable genomic resource for the scientific community. 
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Part I: Scaling Pattern to Size with Morphogen Gradients 

Scale invariance in pattern formation 

Over 127 years ago, Hans Driesch first separated the blastomeres of the sea urchin 

embryo and found that each blastomere formed a separate larva that patterned normally at a 

reduced size. Several years later in 1895, Thomas Hunt Morgan separated the blastomeres of a 

frog embryo and found they, too, could form proportionally patterned embryos at a drastically 

reduced size (Morgan, 1895). Hans Spemann later showed in his famous constriction 

experiments that amphibian embryos could produce twins (Spemann, 1938). More recently, 

biologists have sought to quantify this patterning and found that surgically size-reduced 

embryos pattern their tissues with remarkable scale invariance (Cooke, 1981).  

Similar findings have been reported in embryos with naturally varying embryo sizes and 

between related species of varying size (Gregor et al., 2008; Uygur et al., 2016). Systems that 

are capable of scale-invariant patterning have significant evolutionary advantages. Scale-

invariant patterning programs would enable more rapid life history evolution when embryonic 

and larval sizes may need to adapt to new ecological niches. Moreover, these systems allow for 

correct patterning in stressful conditions when egg sizes are known to be more variable, or if 

blastomeres are separated in early development, as in monozygotic twins (Machin and Louis).  

The ability of embryos to adjust patterning to tissue availability has long puzzled 

developmental biologists because scale-invariant patterning implies robust control of positional 

information during development. Cells must determine not only where they are compared to an 

absolute positional cue, but they must also be able to sense relative position. Revolutions in 

genetics and molecular biology, along with diligent work by developmental biologists, have 

revealed a great deal about the factors that embryos use to obtain positional information. 

However, how these patterning networks allow for cells to sense relative position during 

patterning remains unclear. 
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Scaling of morphogen gradients  

Morphogen gradients are found throughout developing organisms and enable cells to 

sense their position in a tissue relative to a positional cue (Rogers and Schier, 2011; Wolpert, 

2011). In morphogen-mediated patterning systems, a group of cells generates a positional cue 

termed a morphogen—often a secreted protein—that diffuses through the extracellular space 

and degrades as it crosses the tissue. These ligands are sensed by receiving cells in a dose-

dependent manner, thus instructing cells on their position (Figure 1.1A). However, simple 

formulations of these models fail to pattern domains in a scale-invariant way (Figure 1.1B). 

Wolpert proposed that morphogen-mediated patterning systems may have sinks, an area of the 

tissue where degradation is extremely high to encourage pattern scaling. However, these 

models have a limited capacity for generating scale invariance (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010). This 

led Cooke to question these formalizations of morphogen-mediated patterning after he 

measured the impressive scale invariance of Xenopus embryogenesis (Cooke, 1981). 

Recently several theoretical models have emerged that aim to explain morphogen 

scaling. One such model—called the expander-repressor model—postulates that morphogen 

scaling can be achieved by a morphogen repressing a positive regulator of its own spread 

(Figure 1.1C). These models require that the “expander” acts cell-non-autonomously to either 

increase the diffusion or decrease the degradation of a morphogen (Figure 1.1G-H). The first 

proposed biological example of this mechanism was in patterning of the Xenopus dorsoventral 

axis (Ben-Zvi et al., 2008). In this system, gradients composed of Bone Morphogenetic Protein 

(BMP) are read out by cells of the early embryo as a ventral position cue. Establishment of the 

dorsal organizer is dependent on BMP antagonists, such as Chordin (Khokha et al., 2005). 

Previous work has argued that Chordin is not just responsible for antagonizing BMP signaling 

but is also necessary for concentrating it at the ventral pole through shuttling (Shimmi et al., 

2005; Wang and Ferguson, 2005; Zee et al., 2006). Ben-Zvi and colleagues propose that Anti-

Dorsalizing Morphogenic Protein (ADMP), which is repressed by BMP signaling, competes with  
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Figure 1.1 Morphogen gradient scaling 

(A) A schematic of the classic French Flag Model of morphogen-mediated patterning. 

Morphogens are produced by cells on one side of the tissue and form a concentration gradient 

by transport (usually diffusion) and degradation. Cells then make threshold-like responses to 
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Figure 1.1 (Continued) perceived morphogen concentration and make cell fate decisions 

accordingly, as demonstrated by the blue, white, and red cell populations. (B) An example of 

aberrant patterning following size reduction of a simple morphogen-mediated patterning system. 

Disproportionate morphogen production and unchanged chemical properties causes a buildup 

of morphogen leading to incorrect spatial patterning. (C) Schematic of the expander-repressor 

model where a morphogen represses the expression of an expander that would broaden the 

signaling domain of the morphogen. (D) The initially proposed expander-repressor system 

thought to govern patterning of early D-V axis specification in Xenopus (Ben-Zvi, 2008). In this 

system, competition between ADMP and BMP for the binding of the inhibitor and proposed 

shuttle Chordin enables ADMP to expand distributions of BMP. ADMP is in turn repressed by 

BMP signaling. (E) Expander-repressor-like topology of the Sizzled-dependent scaling model 

(Inomata et al., 2013). In this model, inhibition of Chordin degradation by Sizzled serves to 

expand distributions of Chordin. BMP signaling inhibition by Chordin then lowers Sizzled 

expression as shown. (F) Scaling of Dpp gradients in the wing disc through the expander, Pent. 

In this system, Pent is repressed by Dpp signaling. Dpp ligand spread is promoted by Pent via 

Pent’s promotion of HSPG internalization. HSPGs normally inhibit ligand diffusion. (G-H) 

Schematized models of expander-repressor systems whereby accumulation of the expander 

encodes a signaling equilibrium. This enables adjustment of morphogen spread to the size of 

the patterning domain. (H) Decreased expression of the expander following size reduction 

causes morphogen constriction and pattern scaling. 
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BMP for Chordin binding, thus allowing the BMP gradient to expand (Figure 1.1D) (Ben-Zvi et 

al., 2008).  

More compelling data later showed that ADMP was dispensable for pattern scaling in 

early Xenopus dorsoventral patterning and proposed an alternative model (Inomata et al., 2013) 

(Figure 1.1E). This paper establishes that the metalloprotease inhibitor, Sizzled, is responsible 

for pattern scaling (Figure 1.1E) (Inomata et al., 2013). Chordin is required for graded BMP 

signaling and is degraded by metalloproteases during early patterning. Sizzled, which is 

upregulated in response to BMP signaling, inhibits these metalloproteases, thus expanding the 

distribution of Chordin (Lee et al., 2006). Interestingly, this topology is mathematically equivalent 

to the expander-repressor model, except in this regime Chordin can be thought of as the graded 

patterning cue—not BMP—and Sizzled the expander (Ben-Zvi et al., 2014). 

Further evidence for the prevalence of expanders in scaling morphogen gradients was 

provided by two papers in the fly wing disc (Ben-Zvi et al., 2011a; Hamaratoglu et al., 2011). In 

this system, gradients of Dpp—the drosophila homologue of BMP—are known to scale during 

growth. These independent groups both found that Pentagone, a regulator of glypican 

internalization, fits all the qualifications for an expander of Dpp: it is repressed by morphogen 

signaling, cell-non-autonomously expands Dpp, and is required for pattern scaling (Figure 1.1F). 

Later work uncovered that Pent acts by promoting internalization of HSPGs, which normally 

inhibit Dpp transport (Norman et al., 2016). 

Alternative models have also been proposed to underlie the scaling of pattern formation, 

the simplest being the flux optimization model. In this model, tuning morphogen production to 

overall embryo size may allow for “good enough” patterning where there is only mild error 

following size changes. Specification errors in these models are exaggerated in domains close 

to and far from the morphogen source and in patterning systems with many domains (Umulis 

and Othmer, 2012; Umulis and Othmer, 2013). However, these models require extremely 
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accurate control of morphogen production. If morphogen production does not scale with embryo 

size, no failsafes exist to correct patterning.  

More commonly, it is proposed that opposing morphogen gradients are responsible for 

mediating pattern scaling. In this model, cells sense not just absolute levels of a morphogen, but 

also the ratio between two morphogens. These models—as with flux optimization models—are 

sensitive to minor level variations in individual morphogens (Ben-Zvi et al., 2011b). In these 

regimes, integration of morphogen signaling is thought to happen in the transcriptional networks 

that are downstream of morphogen signaling. While such opposing gradients are known to exist 

in some systems, it is unclear whether ratios between signals are used in normal embryos to 

determine fates over long ranges or set the boundaries between patterning regimes. 

Intermediate cell types between two domains are not formed in the vertebrate neural tube when 

significant levels of both the opposing morphogens Shh and BMP are present, casting some 

doubt on a simple ratio-sensing theory in this system (Pierani et al., 1999; Zagorski et al., 2017). 

Scaling of morphogen gradients has been studied in many contexts: in species of 

varying sizes, during organ growth, and via experimental manipulation of embryo size within a 

species. But only the last of these yields insights into the robustness of initial patterning systems 

without interference from potential genetic or tissue level changes. To examine patterning 

robustness in genetically comparable embryos, we designed a system to reduce the size of 

zebrafish embryos surgically. This technique will be discussed in part II of this introduction. 

Patterning of the neural tube 

Patterning of neural subtype specification in the vertebrate neural tube is regulated by a 

series of morphogen gradients that are interpreted by a mutually repressive transcriptional 

network to select cell fates. Positional information for cells in the dorsal spinal cord cell is 

provided by BMP signaling, which specifies dorsal cell types in a dose/duration-dependent 

manner (Liem et al., 1995; Timmer et al., 2002). BMP ligands are secreted by the roof plate of 
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the neural tube, forming a signaling gradient from dorsal to ventral. BMP is only necessary for 

the induction of the dorsal-most cell types and suppresses ventral and intermediate neural cell 

type specification. High doses of BMP signaling induce Atoh1, which marks the D1 neuron 

domain, while intermediate doses induce NeuroG1 and D2 neurons (Figure 1.2). BMP signaling 

also promotes the expression of more broadly expressed transcription factors that mark dorsal 

neural cells including Pax2, Pax7, and Olig3. 

A gradient of Shh signaling patterns the ventral neural tube and induces cell types in a 

dose-dependent manner. Shh ligands are secreted by the notochord and later by the floorplate 

of the developing neural tube. Prolonged high doses of Shh signaling induce Nkx2.2 and 

medium-high doses induce Olig2, and they in turn repress each other to specify the V3 and Mn 

domains respectively (Figure 1.2). Lower doses of Shh signaling then induce the V2 and V1 

domains, which are defined by overlapping expression domains, and not by single transcription 

factors.  

Specification of cells in the intermediate neural tube—V0 or D6 cells—are known to 

depend on retinoic acid which is produced in the somites, and not on Shh or BMP signaling 

(Pierani et al., 1999). Recent work, which used microfluidics to precisely control morphogen 

dose, indicated that cells of the intermediate neural tube need morphogen levels to be 

extremely low for the specification of intermediate cell fates (Zagorski et al., 2017). Interestingly, 

both dorsal and ventral patterning regimes will expand to fill the neural tube when the other is 

absent, indicating that they are both responsible for setting boundary conditions to inhibit 

expansion by the alternative program. How this expansion of progenitor specification is 

achieved remains unclear.  
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Figure 1.2 Morphogen-mediated patterning of the neural tube 

Schematic representation of patterning of the neural tube by the morphogens Shh and BMP. 

Shh ligands are secreted from the notochord and floorplate and specify ventral neural 

progenitors in a dose-dependent manner. V3 interneuron progenitors receive the highest dose 

of Shh and initially express both olig2 and nkx2.2. High levels of Shh signaling cause nkx2.2 to 

be induced at high enough levels to repress olig2. Olig2+ progenitors lacking nkx2.2 expression 

go on to form the motor neuron domain of the ventral spinal cord. V1 and V2 interneurons 

depend on low levels of Shh signaling for their specification and are defined by overlapping 

expression domains of multiple transcription factors, including Pax6. V0 and D6 neuron 

populations are thought to be independent of Shh and BMP signaling and rely on retinoic acid 

signaling for their specification. V0 and D6 interneurons are marked by the transcription 
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Figure 1.2 (Continued) factor dbx1. Dorsal interneurons are then specified by a network of 

transcription factors, simplified here to show only atoh1 which defines the D1 domain, neurog1 

which defines the D2 domains, and olig3, which is expressed in the D1-D4 domains. 
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Shh signaling and ligand transport  

Hedgehog proteins are a family of dually-lipid-modified secreted signaling proteins that 

are conserved throughout metazoans (Adamska et al., 2007). The Hedgehog pathway plays a 

central role in development and disease as both a differentiation and growth factor. Shh proteins 

begin as a full length amino acid chain with an N-terminal signaling domain, ShhN, and c-

terminal intein-like domain. The C-terminal intein-like domain catalyzes its own removal and in 

the process covalently attaches cholesterol to the C-terminus of ShhN (Figure 1.3.1) (Porter et 

al., 1996a; Porter et al., 1996b). In addition to its C-terminal processing, the N-terminus is 

processed to remove the signal sequence and is then palmitoylated by Hedgehog 

Acetyltrasferase (Figure 1.3.2) (Buglino and Resh, 2008; Pepinsky et al., 1998). This unique 

dual lipid modification of Shh has complicated their study as long range signaling ligands. 

Without a secondary mechanism, Shh ligands ought to be tightly associated with cell 

membranes. 

Release of Shh proteins from producing cells is known to require Dispatched (Figure 

1.3.3) (Burke et al., 1999; Kawakami et al., 2002). The activity of Dispatched in Shh release 

depends on its cholesterol modification, which is counterintuitively required for its long range 

signaling (Burke et al., 1999; Lewis et al., 2001). Given the homology of Dispatched to RND 

efflux pumps—which are known to expel hydrophobic molecules from bacterial membranes—

some have hypothesized that Dispatched may act by a similar mechanism (Petrov et al., 2017; 

Tseng et al., 1999). Recent work has shown that Dispatched alone is not sufficient for full Shh 

release, which requires the presence of Scube family proteins; this will be addressed in the next 

section (Creanga et al., 2012; Petrov et al., 2017; Tukachinsky et al., 2012). As expected by its 

function, Dispatched is commonly co-expressed with Shh, and its expression in Shh+ cells is 

required for release (Nakano et al., 2004; Tian et al., 2005).  

Soluble multimeric Shh is known to require lipid modifications for its formation and is 

necessary for long range Shh activity in vivo (Chen et al., 2004; Zeng et al., 2001). However,   
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Figure 1.3 Molecular mechanisms of Shh signaling 

Figure adapted from “Sending and Receiving Hedgehog Signals” by Petrov, K., Wierbowski, 

B.M. and Salic, A., as published in Annual Review of Cell and Developmental Biology (2017). 

(1) Autocatalytic removal of the c-terminus of Hh ligands catalyzes the addition of a cholesterol 

modification. (2) Hhat-mediated palmitate modification of Hh. (3) Release of Hh ligands by 

several proposed mechanisms, including Dispatched-and Scube2-dependent solubilization and 

transport on lipoprotein particles. (4) Released Hh ligands interact with a variety of Hh-signaling 

modifying agents including HSPGs, the Hh co-receptors Boc, Cdo, and Gas1, and Hhip, a 

secreted antagonist. (5) In the absence of Hh ligands, Patched inhibits Smoothened by 
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Figure 1.3 (Continued) regulating inhibitory sterols or sterol trafficking to the cilium. Hh co-

receptors facilitate the binding of Hh to Patched. Hh ligand binding causes the internalization of 

Ptch, relieving its repression of Smoothened. In its active state, Smoothened then induces the 

activity of Gli family transcription factors.  
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alternative models of Shh transport via cytonemes and lipoprotein particles have been proposed 

(Gradilla et al., 2014; Matusek et al., 2014; Parchure et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2013). Unlike 

soluble Shh, these methods of Shh transport have not been shown to be required for long range 

signaling, and lipoprotein particles containing Shh seem to have a low signaling activity (Palm et 

al., 2013). 

Transport of Shh through the extracellular space is also facilitated by Heparin Sulfate 

Proteoglycans (HSPGs) (Figure 1.3.4) (Bellaiche et al., 1998; Rubin et al., 2002; The et al., 

1999). Loss of certain HSPGs leads to the accumulation of Shh on producing cells and a failure 

of release (Bellaiche et al., 1998). Facilitation of Shh signaling by HSPGs is dependent on a 

Cardin-Weintraub motif within Shh that facilitates HSPG interactions (Rubin et al., 2002). 

Interestingly, HSPG-binding deficient mouse mutants have defects in Shh mitogenic responses 

but not patterning, indicating that HSPGs may have a more important role in regulating growth 

than fate specification (Chan et al., 2009). HSPGs modify a variety of morphogen distribution 

and are known as important regulators of BMP, FGF, and Wnt signaling (Yan and Lin, 2009).  

The extracellular protein Hhip was thought to be a membrane-anchored inhibitor of 

Shh’s binding to its receptor Patched (Chuang and McMahon, 1999; Chuang et al., 2003; Jeong 

and McMahon, 2005). However, recent work has revealed cell-non-autonomous activity for Hhip 

(Figure 1.3.4) (Holtz et al., 2015; Kwong et al., 2014). Interestingly, Hhip-Shh inhibitory 

complexes may assemble on HSPGs, potentially accounting for HSPG’s observed role in Shh 

inhibition (Holtz et al., 2015). 

Shh ligands are received by target cells through binding to its receptor, Patched (Figure 

1.3.5) (Goodrich et al., 1996; Hooper and Scott, 1989; Nakano et al., 1989; Stone et al., 1996). 

Binding of Shh to Patched is facilitated by co-receptors including Gas1, Cdo, and Boc (Martinelli 

and Fan, 2007; Tenzen et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006). While Patched is a receptor for Shh, it 

is also a negative regulator of pathway activity. In the absence of Shh binding, Patched 

represses the activity of the transmembrane protein, Smoothened (Figure 1.3.5) (Taipale et al., 
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2002). Recent work has indicated that cholesterol is responsible for Smoothened activation and 

that Patched may act by limiting the access of Smoothened to cholesterol or by producing an 

inhibitory sterol (Bidet et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2016; Roberts et al., 2016). Following Shh 

binding, Patched is internalized along with bound Shh, relieving its repression of Smoothened 

(Figure 1.3.6) (Briscoe et al., 2001; Chen and Struhl, 1996). Once this repression is relieved, 

Smoothened converts Gli family transcription factors from a transcriptionally repressive to 

activating form (Aza-Blanc et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2000). Gli family transcription factors have 

many targets in cells that are context dependent (Oosterveen et al., 2013; Vokes et al., 2007). 

Feedback regulation of components of Shh signaling is known to modulate cellular 

responses to Shh (Ribes and Briscoe, 2009). Shh signaling directly upregulates expression of 

its receptor, Patched, which is often used as a proxy for Shh signaling. In addition to inhibiting 

Smoothened, Patched sequesters Shh, giving Patched two roles in inhibition of Shh signaling 

(Chen and Struhl, 1996). Hhip is also upregulated by Shh signaling in many contexts and 

inhibits further Shh signaling. Both Patched and Hhip have recently been suggested to have 

cell-non-autonomous negative effects on Shh signaling (Holtz et al., 2015; Kwong et al., 2014; 

Roberts et al., 2016). While Hhip is thought act over a distance by traveling through the 

extracellular space, Patched is a transmembrane protein, leading some to hypothesize that a 

secondary inhibitory cholesterol precursor produced by Patched is responsible for this effect 

(Roberts et al., 2016). As a rule, positive regulators of Shh signaling are usually down-regulated 

by pathway activation. The Shh co-receptors Cdo, Boc, and Gas1 are down-regulated by Shh 

signaling in the neural tube, and found expressed in the dorsal neural tube (Allen et al., 2007; 

Tenzen et al., 2006). These feedback networks are thought to buffer Shh signaling to variability 

in morphogen dose, but the molecular logic and design principles for these relationships remain 

unclear. 
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Scube2’s expression and function during patterning 

Scube (Signal peptide-CUB domain-EGF repeat containing) proteins were first identified 

from mouse cDNA libraries, and Scube2 was found to show localized expression to the 

dorsomedial neural tube during mouse development (Grimmond et al., 2000; Grimmond et al., 

2001). The zebrafish “you” mutant, known for deficient Shh signaling, was mapped to Scube2 

and was shown to be required for Shh signaling (Hollway et al., 2006; Woods and Talbot, 2005). 

Unlike other positive regulators of Shh signaling, Scube2 was identified to act cell non-

autonomously in zebrafish; this was later confirmed by cell culture experiments (Creanga et al., 

2012; Kawakami et al., 2005; Tukachinsky et al., 2012; Woods and Talbot, 2005). Initial reports 

concluded that Scube2 was a permissive factor in Shh signaling, as ubiquitous mRNA 

expression was capable of rescuing mutants, and overexpression seemed to have no 

phenotype (Woods and Talbot, 2005). Later, Scube family proteins were shown to be strictly 

required for Shh signaling in zebrafish when Scube1, 2, and 3 were simultaneously knocked 

down (Johnson et al., 2012). Of the Scube family, Scube2 has a dominant role in facilitating 

embryonic Shh signaling in zebrafish, as Scube1 and Scube3 single and double knockdowns 

have no detectable phenotype (Johnson et al., 2012). 

Cell culture experiments have demonstrated that Scube2 is a potent stimulator of Shh 

ligand release (Creanga et al., 2012; Tukachinsky et al., 2012). Scube2 expression is not 

required in Shh-secreting cells, and Scube2 conditioned media is sufficient to stimulate release 

of Shh in producing cells. Later work has argued that Scube2 may promote cleavage of 

lipophilic domains off of Shh, but this disputes previous HPLC analysis and has yet to be 

reproduced by another group (Creanga et al., 2012; Jakobs et al., 2014). As with other positive 

regulators of Shh signaling, scube2 expression is repressed in the ventral neural tube, though 

the localization of its expression is somewhat disputed in zebrafish (Grimmond et al., 2001; 

Hollway et al., 2006; Kawakami et al., 2002). Furthermore, a genome-wide screen for genes 

regulated by Shh identified that Scube2 was down-regulated by hyper-activation of the Shh 
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pathway (Xu et al., 2006). These features led me to hypothesize that Scube2 may act in a 

similar manner to previously described expanders in BMP signaling. In Chapter II, I explore the 

localization, regulation, and role of Scube2 during ventral neural patterning. 
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Part II: Dorsal-Ventral Axis Specification in Vertebrates  

Symmetry breaking and organizer induction 

In early development, multiple symmetry-breaking events are required for setting up the 

future body axes. The first symmetry-breaking event after fertilization is the induction of 

Spemann’s organizer (Figure 1.4). In Xenopus, the position of this event is determined by the 

sperm entry site. After sperm entry, a cytoskeletal rearrangement termed “cortical rotation” 

occurs towards the position of sperm entry, and future dorsal is induced directly opposite 

(Gerhart et al., 1989; Spemann, 1938). This clear demarcation of the future embryonic axis in 

amphibians made possible the early studies of the organizer by Spemann and his colleagues 

(Spemann, 1938). In zebrafish, the sperm entry point is fixed to the position of the micropyle, a 

narrow pore at the animal pole (Amanze, 1990). Thus, sperm entry position is unable to 

influence the position of organizer induction. Some studies have argued that division orientation 

sets the future embryonic axis in zebrafish, but this was falsified by analysis of janus mutants 

(Abdelilah et al., 1994). Zebrafish janus mutants have defects in the first embryonic division that 

cause the separation of the blastomeres in early development. If the initial embryonic division 

was responsible for inducing organizer position, these embryos would develop in a stereotyped 

manner. However, organizer formation in these mutants—and in all zebrafish—is random with 

respect to the division plane; this causes a spectrum of axis duplication and single axis embryos 

in janus mutants. 

Microtubule polymerization is known to be necessary for organizer induction in both 

zebrafish and Xenopus (Gerhart et al., 1989; Jesuthasan and Stähle, 1997). Transport of the 

dorsal determinants, Wnt mRNAs, on microtubules is required for induction of the organizer 

(Figure 1.4A-B) (Lu et al., 2011; Nojima et al., 2004; Nojima et al., 2010). Perturbation of the 

early embryo by wounding the yolk in zebrafish or inverting/centrifuging Xenopus can disrupt the 

transport of dorsal determinants and inhibit organizer formation (Marikawa et al., 1997; Mizuno 
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et al., 1999; Neff et al., 1983). Wnt signaling then induces the embryonic organizer, which 

begins its transcriptional program as described in the next section (Grill, 2011; Lu et al., 2011; 

Nojima et al., 2004; Schneider et al., 1996). 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Induction and function of the organizer 

(A) A schematic of the early zebrafish embryo at the one cell stage. Maternal mRNAs are 

deposited at the vegetal pole, including mRNA encoding the dorsal determinant (likely wnt8a). 

(B) Fertilization of the egg triggers seemingly random selection of the direction and orientation 

of microtubules that grow rapidly in the first 10 minutes of egg activation. Maternal mRNAs 

encoding the dorsal determinant are transported to the margin, where they are translated and 

induce the organizer (marked in orange). (C) As the organizer becomes signaling active, it 

expresses chordin, which inhibits BMP signaling that would otherwise grow to become 

ubiquitous in the embryo. This inhibition of BMP signaling enables formation of the dorsal tissue 

of the early embryo, including ectoderm and dorsal mesoderm. (D) A simplified topology of the 

regulation of BMP signaling following organizer formation. 

The function and regulation of Spemann’s organizer 

The dorsal organizer has been known to be critical for developmental patterning since 

Hans Spemann’s constriction experiments in the beginning of the 20th century (later reviewed by 

Spemann in 1938). Spemann’s PhD student, Hilde Mangold, took these experiments further by 
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showing via transplantation that a small group of cells was capable of inducing—or 

“organizing”—an entirely new body axis. Since this time, we have elucidated many of the 

molecular mechanisms underlying this central patterning system.  

Before organizer induction, the TGFβ family signaling ligands BMP2, BMP4, and BMP7 

are expressed broadly in the early embryo. When Wnt ligands induce the organizer, 

downstream transcription factors turn on the expression of the BMP antagonists, Noggin, 

Chordin and Follistatin (Figure 1.4B) (Hemmati-Brivanlou et al., 1994; Lamb et al., 1993; Sasai 

et al., 1994). Their antagonism is required for the formation of the BMP signaling gradient that 

patterns the dorsal-ventral axis (Barth et al., 1999; Khokha et al., 2005). BMP antagonists are 

degraded by Tolloid metalloproteases that in turn control their level and range of inhibition 

(Piccolo et al., 1997). Interestingly, these proteases are capable of cleaving Chordin and leaving 

BMP intact in order to encourage further BMP signaling (Piccolo et al., 1997). Another layer of 

regulation is added by the protein, Sizzled, whose expression is induced by BMP signaling. 

Sizzled then promotes the activity of chordin by inhibiting cleavage by Tolloid metalloproteases 

(Lee et al., 2006). Understanding the function and specification of the organizer is critical to 

designing surgical techniques which manipulate the early embryo. These studies informed my 

development of a technique to reduce the size of zebrafish embryos. 

Embryologically sound surgical size reduction in zebrafish 

Inspired by work on the scaling of Xenopus embryos following bisection, a Megason lab 

post-doctoral fellow, Kana Ishimatsu, had already developed a technique for reducing the size 

of zebrafish embryos when I joined the lab (Figure 1.5A). In this method, yolk and cells of the 

blastula were removed at once in a single cut along the Animal-Vegetal axis. Using this 

technique, one could generate size-reduced embryos that patterned normally around one fifth of 

the time. Embryos that survived surgical size reduction with this technique showed highly 

variable phenotypes. Embryos were routinely somewhat or severely ventralized (Figure 1.5B-C). 
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This was, in part, due to the inability to visualize the organizer in early zebrafish development. 

Unlike amphibian embryos, zebrafish embryos are radially symmetric in appearance until the 

onset of gastrulation and lack a visual indicator of organizer location, such as the grey crescent.  

In search of a better method, I experimented with a litany of ways to produce smaller 

embryos. One such method was to force the maturation of smaller oocytes using oocyte culture 

systems (Langdon and Mullins, 2011; Lokman et al., 2007; Nagahama and Yamashita, 2008). 

However, after lengthy experimentation, embryos produced by this method were not 

significantly smaller than naturally spawned embryos. Attempts at chopping later—when it is 

possible to visualize the organizer through fluorescent reporters at sphere stage in 

tg(dharma:gfp) or morphologically during shield formation—were also unsuccessful. Zebrafish 

embryos almost always failed to heal the yolk after wounding at these stages.  

My research on organizer induction informed my development of an embryologically 

sound surgical method for reducing the size of zebrafish embryos. This method is performed by 

removing cells of the animal cap and wounding the yolk at the vegetal pole (Figure 1.5D). We 

found that wounding embryos at the mid-to-late blastula stage had the best rates of recovery. At 

this stage, embryos heal rapidly and wounding of the yolk does not affect transport of maternal 

organizer determining mRNAs. This method proved to be much more successful, producing 

healthy embryos without a spectrum of ventralization phenotypes. By avoiding damage to the 

organizer, which is being induced along the blastoderm margin at these time points, size 

reduced embryos showed better health and survival rates closer to 50-60%. Embryos reduced 

in size by this method showed remarkable scale invariance in their patterning, enabling my 

study in Chapter II and the work led by Kana Ishimatsu in Appendix 3. 
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Figure 1.5 Initial radial chopping and revised lateral chopping 

(A) Initial radial chopping technique for embryonic size reduction. In this method, a glass needle 

is used to remove yolk and cells of the blastula simultaneously in a longitudinal cut. (B) 

Ventralized embryo generated by radial chopping. (C) Ventralized embryo generated by 

injection of BMP2b mRNA (Nguyen et al., 1998). (D) Lateral chopping technique that I 

developed to increase consistency in embryonic size reduction. This technique avoids 

damaging signaling centers that are important for early D-V patterning which are located at the 

blastoderm margin.  
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Analysis of Chordin phenotypes using single cell transcriptomics and gene editing 

Single cell sequencing technology is enabling new levels of insights into developing 

systems. With these technologies, we can quantitatively measure gene expression at the single 

cell level. When I started my PhD, these techniques were prohibitively expensive and enabled 

measurement of only a few hundred single cells. In 2015, a breakthrough approach that enables 

the rapid barcoding of individual cells for sequencing on a single sequencing lane was published 

by two labs at Harvard (Klein et al., 2015; Macosko et al., 2015). With these tools in hand, Dan 

Wagner, a post-doctoral fellow in the Megason and Klein labs, began developing zebrafish 

single cell sequencing protocols and assembled an atlas of single cell transcriptomes 

throughout early zebrafish development, which is detailed in Chapter III. In this work, we 

developed a map of the cell trajectory landscapes of early vertebrate development. We set out 

to explore how disruption of major patterning programs, such as D-V patterning, might alter this 

landscape.  

Techniques for targeted mutagenesis have made rapid progress due to the CRISPR 

Cas9 system (Cong et al., 2013; Hwang et al., 2013; Jinek et al., 2012). When I began graduate 

school, CRISPR was just beginning to be applied to zebrafish with pioneering work that showed 

how inexpensive and rapid CRISPR mutant generation could be (Gagnon et al., 2014; Hwang et 

al., 2013). Remarkably, concentrated Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complexes are so efficient at 

mutagenesis in zebrafish that homozygous mutant phenotypes can be studied in injected 

embryos without waiting for germline genetic transmission (Burger et al., 2016; Gagnon et al., 

2014). We used this method to reliably produce Chordin-null embryos and study the effects of 

Chordin loss on the landscape of single cell gene expression, explored in Chapter III. In 

addition, we performed a small-scale screen for novel regulators of organizer function based on 

co-expression of uncharacterized genes with known organizer factors. This work is not 

discussed in Chapter III and is still ongoing.  
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Abstract 

Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) signaling serves as a key patterning cue in early development. To 

enable robust patterning Shh signaling is tightly regulated. Here we explore how a Shh 

morphogen gradient in the ventral neural tube enables proportional patterning in embryos of 

varying sizes. Using a surgical technique to reduce the size of zebrafish embryos and 

quantitative confocal microscopy, we find that patterning of neural progenitors remains 

proportional after size reduction. We show that this robust patterning depends on Scube2, a 

protein expressed on the opposite side of the neural tube which is known to enable Shh release. 

scube2 expression levels control the intensity of Shh signaling during ventral neural patterning. 

We find that Scube2 is highly diffusible and spreads broadly from producing cells during 

patterning. Membrane tethering experiments suggest, that Scube2’s mobility is required for its 

full activity. In addition, we demonstrate that Shh signaling represses the expression of Scube2, 

thereby constricting its own signaling. By returning to surgical size reduction experiments, we 

show that Scube2 is disproportionately downregulated in size-reduced embryos. Moreover, this 

regulatory feedback is necessary for pattern scaling, as demonstrated by a loss of scaling in 

Scube2 overexpressing embryos. We conclude that feedback between Shh release and scube2 

expression enables proportional patterning in the ventral neural tube by encoding a tissue size 

dependent morphogen gradient.  

Introduction 

When Lewis Wolpert first posed the “French Flag Problem”, he was seeking the answer 

to this fundamental question: What systems enable proportional patterning in embryos 

independent of embryo size? By the time Wolpert formalized his hypothesized answer to the 

French Flag Problem and the role of morphogens in positional information, developmental 

biologists had long known that embryos scale down patterning programs in response to 

alterations in embryo size (Wolpert, 1969). Sea urchin larva pattern normally from a single 
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blastomere up to the four-cell stage, and amphibian embryos can survive bisection and often 

pattern proportionally at a reduced size (Cooke, 1981; Driesch, 1892; Morgan, 1895; Spemann, 

1938). Significant scaling of pattern formation to tissue availability is seen as a near universal 

property of developing organisms. Yet, as we pass the 50-year anniversary of Wolpert’s work, 

how morphogen gradients scale to pattern domains of varied sizes remains unclear in many 

systems.  

Recent theoretical studies have proposed mechanisms that could account for scaling of 

morphogen-mediated patterning (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010; Umulis and Othmer, 2013). 

Amongst the most prominent of these is a model termed expander-repressor integral feedback 

control (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010). Under this regime, a morphogen represses the expression 

of another gene that affects the range of the morphogen itself cell-non-autonomously, known as 

the expander. In such models, morphogen signaling will expand until it has reached an encoded 

equilibrium. This equilibrium is controlled by the morphogen’s repression of the expander, thus 

enabling “measurement” of the size of the domain in need of patterning. The first proposed 

biological example of this mechanism was in Xenopus axial patterning. In this model, ADMP 

expands BMP signaling by binding Chordin and inhibiting shuttling of BMP towards the ventral 

side (Francois et al., 2009). However, more recent experimental work implicated another factor, 

Sizzled, which regulates the rate of Chordin degradation in a mathematically equivalent manner 

to expander-repressor systems (Ben-Zvi et al., 2014; Inomata et al., 2013). Expander-like 

relationships have also been proposed to regulate scaling of Dpp gradients during wing disc 

growth and even scaling of synthetic patterns in bacterial colonies (Ben-Zvi et al., 2011a; Cao et 

al., 2016; Hamaratoglu et al., 2011). 

Though scaling of early axis patterning following size reduction has been extensively 

studied, the molecular mechanisms through which organs subsequently scale their patterning in 

these embryos has received relatively little attention (Ben-Zvi et al., 2008; Inomata et al., 2013). 

Patterning organs in size-reduced embryos face the same challenge as those of earlier axial 
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patterning: a need to compensate for a changed patterning domain size using signals with the 

same chemical properties. Scaling of patterning during organ growth has mostly been 

considered in the fly wing disc, which grows remarkably in size while maintaining proportion 

(Averbukh I et al., 2014; Ben-Zvi et al., 2011a; Hamaratoglu et al., 2011). In vertebrates, the 

developing neural tube has been a powerful model to study morphogen-mediated patterning. 

While neural tube patterning does not scale over time with growth, embryos of different species 

maintain consistent embryonic proportions with vastly different sizes at initial patterning 

(Kicheva et al., 2014; Uygur et al., 2016).  

The vertebrate ventral neural tube is patterned by the morphogen Sonic Hedgehog 

(Shh). Shh is produced by the notochord and floorplate and induces ventral cell fates over a 

long range in a dose-dependent manner (Briscoe et al., 2001; Zeng et al., 2001). Shh ligands 

themselves are dually lipid-modified and are highly lipophilic (Pepinsky et al., 1998; Porter et al., 

1996a; Porter et al., 1996b). While mechanisms of Shh transport have long been disputed, 

biochemical evidence supports soluble Shh as a primary component of long-range signaling 

(Chen et al., 2004; Zeng et al., 2001). Release of Shh ligands from cell membranes is thought to 

be critical for their long-range signaling, and thus gradient formation. Shh release was largely 

thought be achieved by the protein, Dispatched, but recent work has identified Scube2 as a 

more potent factor in promoting Shh release (Burke et al., 1999; Creanga et al., 2012; 

Kawakami et al., 2002; Tukachinsky et al., 2012).  

Scube2 is a Signal sequence containing proteins with a CUB domain and EGF-like 

repeats. Scube2’s role in Shh signaling was first identified from work using the zebrafish you 

mutant (Hollway et al., 2006; Kawakami et al., 2005; van Eeden et al., 1996; Woods and Talbot, 

2005). Interestingly, while scube2 mutants have defects in ventral patterning, scube2 is 

predominantly expressed in the dorsal and intermediate neural tube in both mice and zebrafish 

(Grimmond et al., 2001; Kawakami et al., 2005; Woods and Talbot, 2005). Additionally, epistasis 

experiments indicated that Scube2 acts upstream of Patched to stimulate Shh signaling (Woods 
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and Talbot, 2005). This effect was also found to be cell-non-autonomous, as mosaic injection of 

scube2 mRNA was capable of rescuing Shh-signaling defects over a long range (Hollway et al., 

2006; Woods and Talbot, 2005). Studies in cell culture then demonstrated that Scube2 releases 

Shh from secreting cells in a cell-non-autonomous manner (Creanga et al., 2012; Tukachinsky 

et al., 2012). Recent work has argued that Scube2 may be responsible for catalyzing the 

shedding of lipids from the Shh ligands, but this model conflicts with previous findings that 

released Shh is dually lipid-modified (Creanga et al., 2012; Jakobs et al., 2014; Jakobs et al., 

2016; Tukachinsky et al., 2012). Scube2’s cell non-autonomous role in Shh release and 

unexpected expression pattern led us to wonder what role it plays in the regulation of Shh 

signaling. In this work, we use quantitative imaging of cell fate specification in zebrafish to 

investigate the scaling of ventral neural patterning and the regulatory role of Scube2. 

Results 

Ventral neural patterning scales with embryo size 

Scaling of pattern formation to differences in tissue size occurs in many developmental 

and evolutionary contexts. However, studying mechanisms of scaling during growth of an 

organism or between species of different sizes is difficult because many aspects of the system 

change over developmental and evolutionary time. (Ben-Zvi et al., 2011a; Hamaratoglu et al., 

2011; Kicheva et al., 2014; Uygur et al., 2016). To study scaling of pattern formation in embryos 

with comparable genetic backgrounds at matched time points, we developed a technique to 

reduce the size of zebrafish embryos inspired by classical work in amphibians (Ishimatsu et al., 

2017; Morgan, 1895; Spemann, 1938). To avoid damaging signaling centers crucial to early D-V 

patterning, two lateral cuts are made across the blastula stage embryo. First, we removed cells 

from the animal cap, followed by removal of a limited amount of yolk at the vegetal pole (Figure 

2.1A). With this technique, a significant fraction of embryos pattern normally and develop at a 

reduced size (Figure 2.1B).  
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Figure 2.1 Neural tube patterning scales following embryonic size reduction 

(A) Surgical size reduction technique during which cells and yolk are removed at the 128-256 

cell stage. (B) Example of a resulting size-reduced larva at 6 DPF on the bottom, with a normal-

sized sibling above. (C) Schematic of an embryo mounted for imaging; anterior-posterior length 
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Figure 2.1 (Continued) of the imaging window is shown with blue lines. Red lines indicate the 

3-D extent of the imaging window. (D) 3-D rendering of a confocal z-stack on an example 

ptch2:kaede mem-mcherry image volume. (E-F) Transverse view of 20 hpf tg(ptch2:kaede) 

control (E) and size-reduced (F) embryos, which have been injected with mem-mcherry mRNA. 

(G) Dorsal-ventral height-normalized ptch2:kaede intensity profiles demonstrating scaling of the 

response gradient. (H) Non-D-V height-normalized ptch2:kaede intensity profiles from G. 

Statistically significant shift in position of 50% control max intensity is shown with an asterisk 

(unpaired t-test p=0.0100; Control N=5, Size Reduced N=5). (I-J) Transverse view of 22 hpf 

tg(nkx2:mgfp; olig2:dsred; dbx1b:GFP) control (I) and size-reduced (J) embryos. (K) 

Quantification of mean reporter intensity versus ventral-to-dorsal position of embryos from I-J. 

When compared relative to their individual D-V heights, statistically significant shifts are seen in 

the extent of dorsal-ventral patterning, as demonstrated by a ventral shift in the upper 

boundaries of the p1-p2 and p0-d6 domains (unpaired t-test pp2=0.0495 and pd6 =0.0309, 

Control N=2, Size Reduced N=3).   
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To quantitatively measure scaling of neural patterning in the size-reduced embryos, we 

utilized recently developed imaging methods and designed an image analysis pipeline 

(Megason SG, 2009; Xiong et al., 2013). At 18-22 Hours Post Fertilization (hpf), embryos were 

anesthetized in tricaine and mounted for confocal imaging in the dorsal-mount, allowing high 

resolution imaging of the spinal cord (Figure 2.1C). During each imaging session, confocal z-

stacks were collected with identical settings from a matched somite level in control and 

experimentally-perturbed embryos. Imaging volumes were analyzed by manually selecting the 

dorsoventral axis and width of the neural tube along the length of the dataset (see methods for 

more details). Imaging data from each left-right half of the neural tube were then recovered and 

quantified in a set number of bins along the D-V axis (Figure S2.1). This system allowed for the 

quantitative and unbiased comparison of 3-4 somite lengths of neural imaging data from 

multiple embryos.  

Using our imaging platform, we compared the expression of patched2—a direct 

transcriptional target of Shh—using the tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter in stage-matched wild type and 

size-reduced embryos (Huang et al., 2012). When quantified relative to total neural tube dorsal-

ventral height, Patched2 response gradients maintained nearly identical intensity distributions. 

Neural tube height in size-reduced embryos was diminished on average by 12% in this dataset 

(N=2), indicating that Shh responses scale following size reduction (Figure 2.1E-G). When 

viewed in their endogenous dimensions, ptch2:kaede intensity distributions no longer scaled 

with D-V height (Figure 2.1H). To quantify this effect at the level of cell fate specification, we 

utilized a triple transgenic imaging strategy based on reporter lines marking Nkx2.2a (p3 

progenitors), Olig2 (pMn and some p3 progenitors), and Dbx1b (p0, d6 progenitors) (Gribble et 

al., 2007; Jessen et al., 1998; Kinkhabwala et al., 2011; Kucenas et al., 2008). Average intensity 

profiles were then collected and segmented to form cell fate profiles (see supplementary 

methods and Figure S2.2). Using this method, we generated average cell fate profiles which 

can be compared between embryos (Figure S2.2). After normalizing for their altered D-V height, 
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average cell fate profiles of size-reduced embryos were virtually indistinguishable from controls 

(Figure 2.1I-K). Furthermore, discrepancies between progenitor boundary positions were visible 

when size normalization was removed (Figure 2.1K). Statistically significant shifts were seen in 

the p0 upper boundary and d6 upper boundary positions relative to controls only when 

compared in their endogenous coordinates (Figure 2.1K). This demonstrates that ventral neural 

patterning adjusts to changes in total D-V height. 

Scube2 levels control Shh signaling 

Scube2’s role in the cell-non-autonomous regulation of Shh release and dorsal 

expression pattern led us to hypothesize a potential role of Scube2 in enabling scaling of Shh 

gradients. This hypothesis depends on scube2 expression levels modulating Shh signaling 

activity. However, previous work has argued that Scube2 is only required for Shh signaling as a 

permissive factor (Kawakami et al., 2005; Woods and Talbot, 2005). To examine the role of 

Scube2 in ventral neural patterning, we performed a morpholino knockdown of scube2 in 

tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter embryos using a previously validated translation inhibiting morpholino 

(Figure 2.2A-C) (Woods and Talbot, 2005). We observed a decrease in Shh signaling following 

morpholino injection, as demonstrated by a statistically significant suppression of maximum 

ptch2:kaede intensity (Figure 2.2C) (Woods and Talbot, 2005). Additionally, quantification of 

Nkx2.2a, Olig2, and Dbx1b domain sizes in embryos injected with scube2 morpholino showed a 

contraction of ventral progenitor domains (Figure 2.2D-F). Ventral shifts in the upper boundaries 

were statistically significant, due in part to near complete elimination of the nkx2.2a+ p3 domain 

(Figure 2.2F). Previous work concluded that Scube2 was a permissive factor based on a 

qualitative lack of amplification of Shh signaling following overexpression. Our data demonstrate 

that injection of scube2 mRNA causes the expansion of Shh signaling, as shown by higher 

intensities and broader distributions of tg(ptch2:kaede) fluorescence (Figure 2.2G-I). Embryos 

injected with scube2 mRNA showed significant increases in maximum tg(ptch2:kaede) 
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intensities (Figure 2.2H). In addition, scube2 overexpression affected cell type specification in 

the ventral neural tube, as measured in triple transgenic Nkx2.2a, Olig2, and Dbx1b embryos 

(Figure 2.2J-L). Quantification of cell fate profiles in these embryos revealed large increases in 

p3 and pMn domain sizes, a decrease in the size of the p2-p1 domains, and unchanged 

patterning of the p0-d6 domains and more dorsal cell types. Ventralization was measured by 

comparing dorsal boundaries of the p3, pMn, and d6 domains, which were all statistically 

significantly shifted (Figure 2.2L). These data indicate that not only is Scube2 required for long 

range Shh signaling, but that scube2 overexpression also amplifies endogenous Shh signaling. 

Additionally, this suggests that Scube2-stimulated Shh release may not be saturated in normal 

development. 
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Figure 2.2 Scube2 expression levels regulate Shh signaling in the ventral neural tube 

(A-B) Transverse view of a confocal z-stack of 22 hpf tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter line embryos 

injected with (A) mem-mcardinal mRNA alone or (B) co-injected with scube2 morpholino. (C) 

Quantification of mean intensity distributions in segmented neural tissue from z-stacks of  
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Figure 2.2 (Continued) embryos as treated in A-B. Maximum intensities of morpholino treated 

embryos were statistically significantly reduced compared to controls (p= 0.0183). (D-E) 

Transverse view of 20 hpf tg(dbx1b:gfp, olig2:dsred, nkx2.2a:memgfp) reporter line embryos 

injected with (D) mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA alone or (E) co-injected with scube2 morpholino. (F) 

Results of automated segmentation of progenitor domain sizes using a custom algorithm with 

embryos treated as in D-E. Statistical comparisons of progenitor domain boundaries are shown 

with connected lines and significance marked by number of asterisks. Changes in the d6 upper 

boundary were not significantly different between control and morpholino populations (p= 

0.2718); the upper boundary of pMn and p3 domain were both significantly contracted in 

morpholino injected embryos (pMn= 0.0158 and pp3= 9.8729e-09). (G-H) Transverse view of 20 

hpf tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter line embryos injected with (G) mem-mcardinal mRNA alone or (H) 

co-injected with scube2 mRNA. (I) Quantification of mean intensity distributions of embryos as 

treated in G-H. Maximum intensity values of scube2 mRNA-injected embryos is statistically 

significantly increased over controls (p=.0367 ). (J-K) Transverse view of 20 hpf tg(dbx1b:GFP, 

olig2:dsred, nkx2.2:mgfp) reporter line embryos injected with (J) mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA alone or 

(K) co-injected with scube2 mRNA. (F) Mean results of automated progenitor domain 

segmentation J-K. Statistical comparisons of progenitor domain boundaries are shown with 

connected lines and significance marked by number of asterisks. Changes in upper boundary of 

d6 was somewhat shifted while pMn and p3 domains were drastically shifted dorsally in scube2 

mRNA injected embryos (pd6= 0.0196, pMn=8.6748e-04, and pp3=0.0034 respectively).   
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Shh negatively regulates Scube2 expression over a long-range 

To study Scube2’s expression, we developed the tg(scube2:moxng) reporter line 

containing 7.6KB of the endogenous regulatory sequences driving the extremely bright 

moxNeonGreen fluorescent protein (Figure 2.3A). The expression of tg (scube2:moxng) we 

observed is consistent with previously reported in situ hybridizations (Grimmond et al., 2001; 

Kawakami et al., 2005; Woods and Talbot, 2005). Tg(scube2:moxng) embryos showed down-

regulated expression close to the sources of Shh in the floor plate and notochord—as visualized 

with a transgenic shh:memCherry reporter line—and high levels of expression in the medial 

neural tube (Figure 2.3A-C). Time lapse imaging of tg(scube2:moxng) embryos revealed weak 

mesodermal expression in the early embryo, which faded during the onset of neurulation and 

was replaced by high levels of expression in the dorsal and intermediate neural tube (Figure 

S2.3).  

A key prediction of expander-repressor based models of scaling is that the expander is 

repressed by signaling downstream of the morphogen. To test whether Scube2 is similarly 

downregulated by Shh signaling, we injected mRNA encoding a potent activator of the Shh 

pathway, dnPKA, at the single cell stage and observed the resulting embryos. Embryos injected 

with dnpka mRNA showed near complete ablation of neural tg(scube2:moxng) expression 

(Figure 2.3 D-F). To test whether Shha ligands themselves were capable of suppressing 

Scube2 expression at a distance, we mosaically overexpressed shha in tg(scube2:moxng) 

embryos by injecting them at the 16-cell stage with either mem-mtagbfp2 alone or with shha 

mRNA (Figure 2.3 G-I). We expected local inhibition of Scube2 reporter activity near secreting 

cells. Surprisingly, tg(scube2:moxng) expression was nearly completely eliminated in these 

embryos as well, showing cell-non-autonomous repression of Scube2 by Shh, as quantified by a 

highly significant reduction of peak intensities (Figure 2.3 I). To test whether Shh’s inhibition of 

Scube2 was required for its ventral downregulation, we treated embryos with cyclopamine, a 

potent Smoothened antagonist starting at the late gastrula stage. Resulting embryos showed 
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expanded scube2 expression towards the floor plate and notochord (Figure 2.3J-L). Shifts in 

ventral boundaries were quantified by measuring the D-V position at which 50% of the 

maximum intensity of the control population was reached. These measurements were 

statistically significantly shifted in cyclopamine-treated embryos relative to controls, indicating 

that endogenous Shh signaling is responsible for a lack of ventral scube2 expression (Figure 

2.3L). To further probe the transcriptional regulation of Scube2’s expression, we performed a 

small scale CRISPR screen. Pax6a and Pax6b mosaic CRISPR mutants showed significant 

downregulation of tg(scube2:moxng) relative to embryos injected with sgRNA targeting 

tyrosinase an unrelated pigment gene (Figure S2.4). Whether Shh directly regulates scube2 

expression or acts only by repressing pax6 related transcription factors remains to be 

determined. 
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Figure 2.3 Scube2 is expressed distantly from Shh secreting cells and Shh signaling 

represses Scube2 expression 

(A) Schematic of the scube2:moxng transgenic expression reporter construct used to generate 

the tg(scube2:moxng) line. (B) Wide-field fluorescence image of tg(scube2:moxng) embryos at 
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Figure 2.3 (Continued) 20 hpf. (C) Transverse view of mem-mtagbfp2-injected 

tg(scube2:moxng; shh:mem-mcherry) embryos at 20 hpf. (D-E) Transverse view of 18 hpf 

tg(scube2:moxng) reporter line embryos injected with (D) mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA alone or (E) 

co-injected with dnpka mRNA. (F) Quantification of mean reporter intensity of embryos as 

treated in D-E. Maximum scube2:moxng intensity values were significantly reduced in dnpka 

mRNA-injected embryos (p= 0.0014). (G-H) Transverse view 20 hpf tg(scube2:moxng) reporter 

line embryos injected at the single cell stage with mem-mcherry mRNA and then injected at the 

8-16 cell stage with either (G) mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA alone or (H) co-injected with shha mRNA. 

(I) Quantification of mean reporter intensity of embryos as treated in G-H. Maximum 

scube2:moxng reporter intensity is significantly reduced in shha injected embryos 

(p=.0000091439). (J-K) Transverse view 20 hpf tg(scube2:moxng) reporter line embryos 

injected with mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA and (J) treated with an ethanol sham or (K) treated with 

Cyclopamine. (L) Quantification of mean reporter intensity of embryos as treated in J-K. The 

black bar marks the position of 50% of control maximum intensity which was used for statistical 

testing. These values were statistically significantly shifted ventrally in scube2 overexpressing 

embryos relative to control (p= 0.0045). 
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Scube2 diffuses during patterning which is necessary for its cell non-autonomous 

activity 

While Scube2 is known to act cell non-autonomously from transplantation experiments 

and Scube2-conditioned media has a potent Shh release stimulating effect in vitro, Scube2’s 

localization during development had yet to be explored (Woods and Talbot, 2005; Creanga et 

al., 2012). In vitro, Scube2 is thought to associate with Heparin Sulfate Proteoglycans, and 

Scube2’s diffusion from expressing cells in vivo has been disputed (Kawakami et al., 2005; 

Hollway et al., 2006; Jakobs et al., 2016). To examine Scube2’s localization, we developed 

Scube2 fluorescent fusion proteins by tagging the C-terminus based on previously validated 

Scube2 tagging approaches (Figure 2.4A) (Creanga et al., 2012). The resulting Scube2-Citrine 

fusion proteins were functional and rescued Scube2 CRISPR mutants at comparable rates to 

wildtype Scube2 (Figure S2.5). Mosaic injection of scube2-citrine mRNA at the 32-64 cell stage 

revealed that Scube2-Citrine diffuses distantly from injected cells (Figure 2.4B). Following single 

cell mRNA injection, Scube2-Citrine fusions were secreted and did not remain associated with 

cell membranes (Figure 2.4C). In addition, Scube2-Citrine fusions recovered rapidly after 

photobleaching, further supporting their solubility in the extracellular space (Figure 2.4D).  

To observe distributions of Scube2 during development, we generated a transgenic line 

expressing the full length Scube2 protein under control of Scube2 regulatory sequences (Figure 

2.4E-H). Tg(scube2:scube2-moxng) embryos showed broad distributions of Scube2 during 

patterning, but localized expression (Figure 2.4E-H). Distributions of Scube2-moxNeonGreen in 

early patterning show Scube2 present near cells marked by tg(shha:mem-mCherry) (Figure 

2.4E-F). These data suggest that Scube2’s long range of effect can be explained by diffusion 

from secreting cells to the floor plate and notochord to aid in the release of Shh.  
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Figure 2.4 Scube2 diffuses from secreting cells and is broadly distributed during 

patterning 

(A) Schematic of Scube2-Citrine fluorescent fusion protein design. (B-C) Scale bar represents 

100 μm. (B) Scube2-Citrine fluorescence at the sphere stage from embryos injected at the 64-

cell stage with scube2-citrine mRNA. (C) Scube2-Citrine fluorescence from embryos injected at 

the single cell stage scube2-citrine and membrane mCherry mRNA. (D) Fluorescence recovery 

after photobleaching at the neural plate stage of Scube2-Citrine. (E-F) Scale bar represents 
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Figure 2.4 (Continued) 20 μm. (E) Transverse view of an 11.5 hpf tg(sc2:sc2-moxng;shh:mem-

mCherry) embryo. (F) Transverse view of a 14 hpf tg(sc2:sc2-moxng;shh:mem-mCherry) 

embryo. (G) Transverse view of a 22 hpf tg(scube2:scube2-moxng) embryo. (H) Horizontal view 

of the z-stack from D.  
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To assess whether Scube2’s mobility is necessary for its function, we generated 

Morpholino-Resistant Scube2-Citrine (MR-Sc2-Cit) and Morpholino-Resistant Scube2-Citrine-

TransMembrane (MR-Sc2-Cit-TM) constructs using the CD4 transmembrane domain (Figure 

2.5A). As expected, MR-Sc2-Cit-TM failed to diffuse from secreting cells and localized to the 

plasma membrane (Figure 2.5B). Co-injection of mr-sc2-cit mRNA alongside scube2 morpholino 

nearly fully rescued endogenous patterning in triple transgenic cell-fate reporters, with some 

residual defects in patterning of the dbx1b:gfp+ domain (Figure 2.5C-D,I). Single cell injection of 

mr-sc2-cit-tm mRNA showed partial patterning rescue (Figure 2.5C-E,I). Interestingly, MR-Sc2-

Cit-TM-rescued embryos showed olig2 expression levels and pMn/p2 boundary positions nearly 

identical to wildtype, which were significantly higher than embryos injected with morpholino only 

(p=0.0126) (Figure 2.5I). However, p3 progenitors in MR-Sc2-Cit-TM-rescued embryos were 

markedly reduced relative to control, as shown by a statistically significant ventral shift in the 

position of the p3-pMn boundary (Figure 2.5I). Rescue experiments performed in 

tg(ptch2:kaede) embryos yielded similar results, with greater rescue of tg(ptch2:kaede) intensity 

following injection of MR-Sc2-Cit relative to MR-Sc2-Cit-TM (Figure 2.5F-H,J). Both 

transmembrane and freely diffusible Scube2 constructs showed statistically significant increases 

in maximum ptch2:kaede intensity relative to control (Figure 2.5I). These data indicate that 

transmembrane Scube2 is able to only partially rescue the activity of the freely diffusible form, 

suggesting that Scube2’s diffusivity or mobility in the extracellular space may be necessary for 

its full function in Shh signaling. 
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Figure 2.5 Membrane-tethered scube2 partially rescues Scube2 morphants  
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Figure 2.5 (Continued) (A) Schematic of Morpholino Resistant Scube2-Citrine (MR-Sc2-Cit) 

and Morpholino Resistant Scube2-Citrine-TransMembrane (MR-Sc2-Cit-TM) constructs. (B) 

Embryos mosaically injected with scube2-citrine-tm mRNA at the 8-16 cell stage, imaged at the 

sphere stage, and rendered as a maximum intensity projection. Scale bar represents 100 μm. 

(C-E) Transverse view of 20 hpf tg(dbx1b:gfp, olig2:dsred, nkx2.2:memgfp) reporter line 

embryos which were injected with mem-mtagbfp2 and scube2 morpholino (C) or co-injected 

with either (D) mr-sc2-cit or (E) mr-sc2-cit-tm mRNA at the single-cell stage. Scale bars 

represent 20 μm. (F-H) Transverse view of 20 hpf tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter line embryos which 

were injected with mem-mtagbfp2 and scube2 morpholino (F) or co-injected with either (G) mr-

sc2-cit or (H) mr-sc2-cit-tm mRNA at the single-cell stage. Scale bars represent 20 μm. (I) Mean 

results of automated progenitor domain segmentation of embryos treated as in C-E compared to 

simultaneously imaged control (mem-mtagbfp2 only) embryos. No statistically significant 

differences were found between control and morpholino rescued scube2-cit embryos in the 

position of p3, pMn, or d6 upper boundaries (pp3=0.4891, ppMn=0.1975, pd6=0.0687). Upper 

boundaries of ventral progenitors, however, showed significant shifts when compared to 

embryos injected with only morpholino (pp3=1.3517e-10, ppMn=4.5318e-04). Significant lowering 

of the p3 upper boundary was observed in sc2-cit-tm-rescued embryos relative to controls, while 

pMn and d6 boundaries were not significantly shifted (pp3=0.0280, ppMn=0.3360, pd6=0.2211). 

Transmembrane Scube2 rescued embryos also showed significant dorsal shift over morpholino 

alone in position of the pMn boundary, but no statistically significant change in either p3 or d6 

upper boundary position (pp =0.2415, ppMn=0.0126, pd6=0.1103). Both ventral progenitor 

domains show significant shifts in the calculated dorsal boundary in sc2-cit rescued embryos 

versus sc2-cit-tm rescued embryos, but no shift in d6 dorsal position (pp3=0.0035, ppMn=0.0154, 

pd6=0.1444). (J) Mean distributions of ptch2:kaede fluorescence in scube2 morpholino only, 

scube2 morpholino rescued with mr-sc2-cit, or with mr-sc2-cit-tm. Maximum intensity for mr-

scube2-cit-rescued embryos was found to be significantly higher than those injected with  
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Figure 2.5 (Continued) morpholino only (p=0.0056). Significant increases in maximum intensity 

over morpholino treatment alone were also seen in embryos rescued with mr-sc2-cit-TM 

(p=0.0435).  
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Feedback regulation of Scube2 levels is necessary for pattern scaling 

To examine the regulation of Scube2 in size-reduced embryos, we performed our size 

reduction technique on tg(scube2:moxng; shha:mem-mcherry) embryos and imaged them at 20 

hours post fertilization. Unlike other observed patterning genes, scube2 expression levels did 

not scale in size-reduced embryos but were instead significantly reduced (Figure 2.6A-C). This 

finding is consistent with an expander-repressor-like model of Scube2-Shh. In this regime, 

inhibition of scube2 expression would then contract Shh signaling, enabling adjustment of Shh 

signaling for a decreased tissue size.  

We next examined whether feedback control of scube2 expression levels by Shh 

signaling is required for pattern scaling by saturating scube2 expression. Saturation of scube2 

expression was performed by injecting high doses of scube2 mRNA into ptch2:kaede reporter 

lines and performing size reduction. If Scube2 is responsible for adjusting Shh signaling during 

scaling, we would expect Scube2-overexpressing size-reduced embryos to have expanded Shh 

response gradients compared to controls following normalization for differences in D-V height 

(Figure 2.6G-J). If scaling of ventral patterning is not dependent on Scube2, we would expect 

maintenance of pattern scaling with a proportional increase in ptch2:kaede distributions. We 

found that size-reduced Scube2-overexpressing embryos showed a disproportionate expansion 

of the Ptch signaling gradient compared to normal-sized Scube2-overexpressing embryos 

(Figure 2.6D-F). Dorsal expansion of Shh signaling is quantified using the position of 50% of 

maximum control peak height, which is statistically significantly shifted dorsally in size-reduced 

embryos (Figure 2.6 F). We thus conclude that control of scube2 expression levels is required 

for scaling the Shh response gradient, as schematically represented in Figure 2.6G-J.   
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Figure 2.6 Scube2 expression is size-dependent and control of Scube2 levels is required 

for pattern scaling  

(A-B) Transverse view of mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA-injected tg(scube2:moxng; shh:mem-mcherry) 

control (A) or size-reduced (B) embryos at 20 hpf. (C) Quantification of mean tg(scube2:moxng) 
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Figure 2.6 (Continued) intensity versus ventral-to-dorsal position of embryos as treated in A-B. 

Maximum intensity values are statistically significantly reduced in treated embryos 

(p=.00030306). (D-E) Transverse view of 20 hpf tg(ptch2:kaede) control (D) and size-reduced 

(E) embryos injected with mem-mcherry and scube2 mRNA. (F) Quantification of mean 

tg(ptch2:kaede) intensity versus ventral-to-dorsal position of embryos treated as in D-E. 

Statistically significant shifts are observed in the dorsal position of 50% of the maximum 

intensity value (p= 0.0092). (G-H) Schematic of expander-repressor-like feedback control of Shh 

signaling by Scube2 and its ability to enable pattern scaling. Repression of Scube2 by Shh 

encodes an equilibrium level of Shh signaling across the tissue by linking morphogen spread to 

tissue size. (I-J) Schematic representation of the experiment as described in D-E, where 

Scube2 levels are at saturation due to overexpression, and size-reduced embryos (J) are 

disproportionately affected.  
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Discussion 

Our work uncovers a mechanism by which the morphogen Sonic Hedgehog can self-

regulate to enable scale-invariant patterning by linking morphogen signaling to inhibition of 

Scube2, which is reported to promote Shh release (Creanga et al., 2012; Tukachinsky et al., 

2012). We discovered that patterning of the neural tube adjusts to tissue availability following 

surgical size reduction in zebrafish embryos. Using overexpression experiments we 

demonstrated that Scube2’s activity during patterning is not just permissive—overexpression of 

Scube2 instead enhances Shh signaling (Woods and Talbot, 2005). Utilizing a transgenic 

reporter line which we developed, we characterized the expression of Scube2 during neural 

patterning and found that Shh signaling is responsible for its repression in the ventral neural 

tube. Using Scube2 fluorescent fusion proteins we found that Scube2 is broadly distributed from 

secreting cells, explaining its previously reported cell non-autonomous activity (Ben-Zvi and 

Barkai, 2010; Creanga et al., 2012; Woods and Talbot, 2005). Unlike other patterning genes, 

Scube2 responds to changes in neural tube height by disproportionately decreasing its 

expression, and overexpression of Scube2 inhibits scaling of the Shh signaling gradient. 

Scube2’s expression thus can be seen as comparable to the “size-dependent factor” Sizzled, 

which is thought to enable pattern scaling in early D-V patterning by tuning its expression levels 

in response to excessive Chordin production (Inomata et al., 2013).  

The relationship between Scube2 and Shh has important similarities to proposed 

“expander-repressor” models of morphogen scaling (Barkai and Ben-Zvi, 2009; Ben-Zvi and 

Barkai, 2010; Inomata et al., 2013). As with expanders in these models, Scube2 is repressed by 

Shh signaling, acts cell non-autonomously, and enhances Shh pathway activity. However, 

Scube2’s reported role in morphogen release is distinct from the proposed mechanism of 

expanders. Expanders-like molecules promote the diffusion or inhibit the degradation of 

morphogens (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010). While release of Shh ligands from secreting cells 

would support their transport, the irreversible nature of this effect and local action at the 
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morphogen source would make distinct predictions for Scube2’s effects on morphogen 

distributions. Nonetheless our study marks the first observation of an expander-repressor-like 

relationship outside of the BMP/Dpp signaling pathway. This finding raises the possibility that 

expander-repressor-like relationships may be common motifs in the regulation of morphogen 

gradients. 

However, scaling of neural patterning is unlikely to be achieved by regulation of Shh 

signaling alone. Graded BMP signaling in the dorsal neural tube is known to pattern dorsal 

progenitors. Scaling of BMP signaling in neural patterning may be achieved via a similar 

mechanism to its scaling in early D-V axis patterning. In this system, both existing models 

propose expander-like relationships between elements of the BMP signaling pathway. The first 

model proposed ADMP as a scaling related factor, while more recent research has 

demonstrated that Sizzled has an indispensable role in scaling (Ben-Zvi et al., 2008; Ben-Zvi et 

al., 2014; Inomata et al., 2013). During neural patterning, the BMP antagonists Noggin, 

Follistatin, and Chordin are expressed in the notochord while BMP ligands are expressed in the 

roof plate. Intriguingly, while Sizzled does not seem to be expressed during neural patterning, 

ADMP is expressed in the notochord and thus may play a role in the scaling of BMP-mediated 

patterning of the dorsal neural tube (Willot et al., 2002). 

BMP signaling is known to increase the thresholds for Shh-dependent cell fate 

specification, making signaling integration between these pathways a potential candidate 

regulator of scaling (Liem et al., 2000; McHale et al., 2006). Inhibition of either Shh or BMP 

signaling causes expansion of signaling by the alternative program. In normal patterning, cells 

do not measure ratios of BMP and Shh. In fact, Dbx1 positive progenitors in the medial neural 

tube require little to no Shh or BMP signaling present in order to be specified (Pierani et al., 

1999). In addition, recent experiments with precise control of Shh and BMP concentrations in an 

explant system have shown that cells choose either ventral or dorsal fates in the presence of 

high BMP and Shh signaling (Zagorski et al., 2017). Regulation of scube2 expression may be 
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another way to enable crosstalk between signaling pathways, as Scube2 is not expressed in the 

dorsal most cells of the spinal cord, suggesting repression by dorsal factors. Specification of the 

dorsal boundary of scube2 expression may encode yet more information about the size of the 

tissue which would then affect Shh spread. 

We began this work in part due to interest in the discrepancy between the area of 

Scube2’s activity in the ventral neural tube and its expression exclusively in the dorsal neural 

tube. Our work with Scube2 fluorescent protein fusions revealed that Scube2 is highly diffusive 

and is distributed broadly from producing cells. Scube2’s diffusion from producing cells could 

easily account for the distance between its expression domain and area of effect. Taken 

together with Scube2’s known binding of Shh and release-promoting activity, this raises the 

possibility that Scube2 may serve as a chaperone for Shh during its transport (Tukachinsky et 

al., 2012). Our transmembrane Scube2 rescue experiments may help answer this question. In 

that experiment we ubiquitously over expressed transmembrane Scube2 and found that it was 

only partially capable of rescuing Shh signaling. If Scube2 was required only at the surface of 

secreting cells, we would have expected full rescue of Shh signaling in embryos rescued by 

transmembrane Scube2. These findings cast some doubt on the hypothesized role of Scube2 in 

promoting Shh lipid shedding to enable its release (Jakobs et al., 2014; Jakobs et al., 2016).  

Scube2 is one of several recently identified elements of the Shh signaling pathway that 

exerts cell non-autonomous effects. Recent work has shown that Hhip—initially characterized 

as a membrane-tethered hedgehog antagonist—acts over a long range that cannot be 

explained by ligand sequestration (Kwong et al., 2014). Additionally, the Hedgehog receptor, 

Patched, may also have cell non-autonomous inhibitory effects on Smoothened through 

regulating inhibitory sterols or sterol availability (Bidet et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2016). 

Together with known feedback relationships and the diffusivity of Scube2 that we demonstrated 

here, these mechanisms interlink Shh signaling between neighboring cells and may enable 

tissue level properties, such as the scaling of pattern formation we observed.  
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Methods 

Generation of Transgenic Lines 

The construct used to make tg(scube2:moxng) was generated by isothermal assembly 

of PCR-amplified scube2 regulatory elements obtained from the CHORI-211 BAC library. 

Regulatory elements were in part chosen based on annotations of H3K4me1 and H3K4me3 

binding (Aday et al., 2011). Selected regulatory sequences spanned 1677bp of upstream 

intergenic sequence and 5962bp of the area spanning exons 1-5 scube2. Regulatory 

sequences were cloned into a pMT backbone by placing a zebrafish codon-optimized 

moxNeonGreen fluorescent protein and sv40 poly-A tail just downstream of the endogenous 

scube2 Kozak sequence (Costantini et al., 2015). The construct used to make 

tg(scube2:scube2-moxng) was generated using the same regulatory sequences as 

tg(scube2:moxng), with the addition of exons 6-23 of the Scube2 coding sequence downstream 

of exon 5 and moxNeonGreen attached at the c-terminus with a 10 amino acid long GA rich 

linker. The construct used to make tg(shh:mem-mcherry) was derived from the previously 

reported tg(shh:gfp), by replacement of GFP with mem-mCherry (Megason, 2009; Shkumatava 

et al., 2004). 

Transgenic lines were generated by injecting plasmid DNA for each construct along with 

Tol2 mRNA into wild type (AB) embryos at the single cell stage, as described previously 

(Kawakami, 2004). moxNeonGreen positive embryos were then selected for raising. Upon 

reaching sexual maturity, F0s were outcrossed and screened for founders. Founders were 

isolated and raised as single alleles. Monoallelic versions of each line are shown throughout the 

paper.  
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Zebrafish Strains 

For wild type lines, AB fish were used. All fish were kept at 28°C on a 14-hour-light/10-

hour-dark cycle. Embryos were collected from natural crosses. All fish-related procedures were 

carried out with the approval of Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at 

Harvard University. tgBAC(ptch2:kaede) (Huang et al., 2012; renamed from ptch1 due to a 

change in zebrafish gene nomenclature), tg(nkx2.2a:mgfp) (Jessen et al., 1998), tg(olig2:gfp) 

(Shin et al., 2003), tg(olig2:dsRed) (Kucenas et al., 2008), and tgBAC(dbx1b:GFP) 

(Kinkhabwala et al., 2011) have been described previously. 

Size Reduction Technique.  

Size reduction was performed as described in our previous report (Ishimatsu et al., 2017). 

Embryo sizes were reduced by sequentially removing ~1/3 of the cells from the animal cap, then 

wounding the yolk. These surgeries are performed in 1/3 ringers solution, and embryos are 

immobilized in a thin layer of 2% methyl cellulose. Surgery is performed either with glass 

needles – as previously described – or using a loop of thin stainless-steel wire that is inserted 

through a glass capillary tube and mounted on a halved chopstick. Healthy uninjected embryos 

show a maximum success rate of ~60% while embryos which have undergone injection or from 

relatively inbred or older females have significantly lower success rates. In each size reduction 

experiment, embryos are selected for analysis by their health and reduced size; those with 

morphological defects are discarded. 

Construct Generation and Injections of mRNAs and Morpholinos 

Scube2-Citrine, MR-Scube2-Citrine, and MR-Scube2-Citrine were all generated using cDNA 

obtained from the Talbot lab (Woods and Talbot, 2005). Fluorescent protein fusions were made 

by attaching Citrine or moxNeonGreen with a 10 amino acid GA rich linker to the c-terminus of 

Scube2. Membrane-mTagBFP2 constructs were generated using membrane localization tags 
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reported previously (Megason, 2009; Subach et al., 2011). These constructs were each sub-

cloned into a pMTB backbone. mRNA for all experiments was synthesized from pCS or pMTB 

backbones via in vitro transcription using the mMESSAGE mMACHINE system (Ambion). 

Embryos were injected at the single cell stage using a Nanoject system set to 2.3nl of injection 

volume containing 92pg of RNA for each mRNA injected, unless otherwise specified. Injected 

embryos were then screened for brightness, and damaged embryos were removed. Scube2 

morpholino injections were performed with 7ng of Scube2 MO2 and 3.5ng of p53 MO to control 

for phenotypic variability (Gerety and Wilkinson, 2011; Woods and Talbot, 2005). 

Cyclopamine Treatment 

Cyclopamine was dissolved in 100% ethanol to make 50mM stock solution and was diluted for 

treatment in egg water to 100 uM. Equal amount ethanol as used to suspend cyclopamine was 

used for controls. Treatment began at 7 hpf and continued until imaging at 18-20 hpf. 

Confocal Imaging 

For quantitative imaging, embryos were staged and mounted in our previously described dorsal 

mount (Kimmel et al., 1995; Megason, 2009; Xiong et al., 2013) in egg water with 0.01% tricaine 

(Western Chemical, Inc.). Embryos were manipulated for proper positioning with hair loops, 

before gently lowering the coverslip. Embryos were not depressed by the coverslip or impinged 

by the mold, enabling imaging of their normal proportions. Imaging was performed on embryos 

staged at 18-22 hpf, unless otherwise noted in corresponding figure legends. Live imaging was 

performed using a Zeiss 710 confocal/2-photon microscope, Zen image acquisition software, 

and C-Apochromat 40X 1.2 NA objective. For fluorescent protein excitation, 405 nm (BFP), 488 

nm (GFP/moxNeonGreen), 514 nm (Citrine), 561 nm (mCherry/dsRed) and 594 nm (mCardinal) 

lasers were used. The imaging field was centered in each embryo on the somite 6/7 boundary 

for consistent positioning between images. For quantitative analysis, imaging datasets are only 
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compared between sibling embryos imaged on the same day with the same settings. This 

approach aims to avoid clutch effects or variability in detector sensitivity and laser power that 

occur over time. Typical imaging settings with the 40x objective were as follows: image size of 

1024x1024 pixels with .21um per pixel and an interval of 1um in the Z direction. For display 

purposes, images are rendered in cross sectional views (X-Z axis) which are then rotated for 

display, with image intensities for co-injection markers adjusted evenly within datasets for 

brightness. Imaging for FRAP, early stage embryo imaging, and the tg(sc2:moxng;shh:mem-

mcherry) time-lapse were performed using a 1.0 NA 20x objective. Brightfield and widefield 

fluorescence images of whole embryos were obtained using an Olympus MVX10 and a Leica 

MZ12.5 dissecting microscope. 

Image Analysis 

Images were analyzed using a custom MATLAB-based image analysis software that enables 

rapid segmentation of neural tube imaging data. Neural imaging data is segmented by the user 

sequentially from anterior to posterior. Over a set step size (usually 50 pixels), the user selects 

points at the base of the floor plate cell and top of the roof plate cell that divide the neural tube 

into its two halves (Figure S2.1A). The user then selects the widest point of the neural tube in 

each image. Imaging data from mature neurons, found laterally, and within the lumen of the 

neural tube, found medially, are disregarded using a set percentage of neural width (Figure 

S2.1B). Once these positions are recorded, imaging data is then recovered as average pixel 

intensity in 25 bins from ventral to dorsal. This binning and averaging strategy enables 

comparison of data between embryos that accounts for variations in neural tube D-V height. 

During the segmentation process, the researcher is blinded to the title of the dataset which 

contains information about its treatment condition. For distribution plots, binned intensities are 

reported for each embryo as the average intensities for each bin along the entire AP axis. Each 
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embryo’s average intensity profile is then treated as an independent sample and averaged for 

displayed distribution profiles and standard deviations.  

Progenitor domain segmentation is performed on average intensities profiles from each 

embryo in a dataset in the following manner: first, all intensity profiles in the data set undergo 

background subtraction and if nkx2.2 signal intensities are too low, .95 gamma is applied 

uniformly across the dataset to enable automated segmentation. Intensity profiles are then fed 

to a peak finding algorithm to identify local maxima. Both dbx1b+ and nkx2.2a+ progenitor 

domains are found in the green channel, so a maximum of two peaks is allowed. In the red 

channel, only one peak is specified to identify olig2:dsred signal. Average peak intensity values 

for each domain are then calculated for the entire control dataset, and 50% of this value in the 

case of the nkx2.2a and dbx1b domains is used as the threshold for calculating domain width. 

Given its greater spread along the D-V axis, a threshold of 25% of peak height is used in 

calculating width of the olig2+ domain. Domain widths are then extracted from spline-

interpolated intensity profiles to avoid errors introduced by rounding to the next bin. Segmented 

widths and positions of nkx2.2a, olig2, and dbx1b expression are then averaged. Domain plots 

are generated by assigning all nkx2.2a+ progenitors to the p3 fate, olig2+ progenitors lacking 

nkx2.2a expression overlap to the pMn fate, and dbx1b+ progenitors to the p0-d6 fate. These 

domain sizes and positions are then used to reconstruct domains in-between or flanking them, 

which include the p2-p1 domain between pMn and p0-d6, the floorplate below p3, and the d5-

roofplate above p0-d6. These heights and positions are then used to generate the stacked bar 

plots shown. Occasionally, expansion of the “floorplate” domain is observed in stacked bar 

plots, this is due to the lowered intensity of nkx2.2a:memgfp expression and not likely expansion 

of actual floor plate cells. 
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Statistical Analysis  

Statistical comparisons of maximum average intensity and position of 50% maximum 

intensity are performed by an unpaired T-test. Although each dataset contains hundreds of 

measurements of each binned intensity value over the A-P axis of a z-stack, only the average of 

these measurements for each embryo is treated as a data-point for calculation of the standard 

deviation and statistical significance tests. This is done to avoid oversampling that would 

exaggerate statistical significance. In all measurements, statistical significance is markedly 

increased if analysis is performed by treating all underlying intensity measurements as samples. 

Thresholds for calculating position of half maximum are determined from the average maximum 

of the corresponding control dataset for each experiment. Position is then determined from the 

fitted trend-line to avoid inaccuracies due to rounding. To calculate the significance of shifts in 

boundary positions, upper domain boundaries for each embryo were compared in an un-paired 

t-test between embryos from each population. When the progenitor domain segmentation 

algorithm finds there is no domain present, the boundary is set to 0. 

CRISPR Screen for Scube2 Regulators 

Candidate gene lists were generated by a review of transcription factors known to be 

important in patterning of the neural tube near the boundaries of scube2 expression. In addition, 

znf362b and sox21b were targeted based on their correlation with scube2 expression from 

single cell sequencing data (Chapter III). Cas9 protein was generated and purified in lab. Three 

guide RNA sequences targeting the first one-to-three exons of each gene were selected based 

on their quality using the web-tool CHOP-CHOP and synthesized using standard methods 

(Gagnon et al., 2014). Equivalent guide RNA and Cas9 protein concentrations were used in all 

samples for mosaic knockout. Phenotypes were assessed at 18-20 hpf by confocal microscopy. 
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Abstract 

High-throughput mapping of cellular differentiation hierarchies from single-cell data 

promises to empower systematic interrogations of vertebrate development and disease. Here, 

we applied single-cell RNA sequencing to >92,000 cells from zebrafish embryos during the first 

day of development. Using a graph-based approach, we mapped a cell state landscape that 

describes axis patterning, germ layer formation, and organogenesis. We tested how clonally 

related cells traverse this landscape by developing a transposon-based barcoding approach 

(“TracerSeq”) for reconstructing single-cell lineage histories. Clonally related cells were often 

restricted by the state landscape, including a case in which two independent lineages converge 

on similar fates. Cell fates remained restricted to this landscape in chordin-deficient embryos. 

We provide web-based resources for further analysis of the single-cell data. 

Main Text 

A major goal of developmental biology is to understand the progression of embryonic 

cell lineages from pluripotency to adulthood (Schier and Talbot, 2005). Fate mapping, and 

analysis of mutant phenotypes, have explained much of what we know of development, yet we 

still lack a systematic atlas of all cell states in a developing embryo. Owing to technical 

advances in single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) (Hashimshony et al., 2016, Islam et al., 

2014, Klein et al., 2015, Macosko et al., 2015, Mazutis et al., 2013) it is now possible to 

assemble comprehensive single-cell atlases describing complex and dynamic in vivo biological 

processes. Here, we utilized inDrops scRNA-seq (Klein et al., 2015, Zilionis et al., 2017) to 

collect over 92,000 single-cell transcriptomes from dissociated wild-type and mutant zebrafish 

embryos during the first 24 hours of embryonic development (Figure 3.1A-B and S3.1). For 

different developmental stages, we sampled 0.17x to 0.97x of the total cells per embryo, 

sufficient to detect cell states as rare as 0.1-0.5% of all cells (Figure S3.1C), including germ 

cells which were detected in all timepoints (Figure 3.1B and Table S3.2). From this dataset,  
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Figure 3.1. A single-cell transcriptional atlas of the zebrafish embryo. 

(A) Experimental workflow: Single-cell suspensions were dissociated from staged zebrafish 

embryos and introduced into the inDrops microfluidic device. Single-cell transcriptome libraries 

were prepared and sequenced by RNA-seq. (B) tSNE maps for each timepoint, constructed in 

dimensionality-reduced PCA subspace defined by highly co-variable genes (see Methods). 

Cells are colored by germ layer identities inferred from expressed marker genes (see also 

Figure S3.2A and Table S3.2).   
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clustering of the wild-type transcriptomes revealed an expanding set of epidermal, neural, 

mesodermal, and endodermal cell states over developmental time, many of which could be 

specifically annotated based on expression of marker genes (Figure 3.1B, S3.2A and Table 

S3.2) (Thisse et al., 2001). We collected seven biological replicates for the final timepoint (24 

hours post-fertilization, hpf) which demonstrated consistency of both transcriptional signatures 

and cell state proportions across independent specimens (Figure S3.2B-C). 

A single-cell graph of cell state progression in the developing zebrafish embryo 

We sought to map trajectories of cell state during development by linking cell states 

across time. Several computational approaches exist to infer orderings of asynchronous 

processes from scRNA-seq data (Trapnell et al., 2014, Bendall et al., 2014, Shin et al., 2015), 

typically by projecting all cells into a single low-dimensional latent space. Such strategies may 

be ill-suited to map gene expression in developing embryos, which exhibit dramatically 

increasing cell state dimensionality and continuous changes in the sets and numbers of cell 

state-defining genes (Figure S3.2D-E). To overcome these obstacles, we developed a graph-

based strategy for locally embedding consecutive timepoints on the basis of biological variation 

that they share, rather than using a global coordinate system for all timepoints. This approach 

first constructs a single-cell k-nearest-neighbor graph for each timepoint ti, with nodes 

representing cells and edges linking neighbors in a low-dimensional subspace; it then joins the 

graphs by identifying neighboring cells in pairs of adjacent time points, using a coordinate 

system learned from the future (ti+1) timepoint (see Methods). The resulting graph spans all time 

points, and allows application of formal graph-based methods for data analysis. When applied to 

our zebrafish data, the full graph forms a branching network (Figure 3.2A). Inspection of 

numerous domain and cell-type specific transcriptional markers shows that major initial 

branches represent neural, epidermal, and mesendodermal states undergoing progressive and  
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Figure 3.2. Single-cell graph reveals a continuous developmental landscape of cell 

states. 

(A) Overview of graph construction strategy, and a force-directed layout of the resulting single-

cell graph (nodes colored by collection timepoint). For each cell, up to 20 within- or between-

timepoint mutual nearest neighbor edges are retained. (B) Single-cell graph, colored by germ 

layer identities inferred from differentially expressed marker genes (see Table S3.2). (C) Single-

cell graphs, colored by log10 expression counts for indicated cell type-specific marker genes.  
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spatially restricted differentiation (Figure 3.2B-C, S3.3). We also noted distinct and early 

branching events for germline, notochord, enveloping layer (EVL) epidermis, and the prechordal 

plate.  

To test whether this graph recapitulates known lineage relationships, we used a 

measure of graph distance (Diffusion Pseudotime or “DPT”) (Haghverdi et al., 2016) to explore 

long-range temporal connections between cell states. Cell states of the early gastrula (shield 

stage, 6hpf) are defined largely by positional marker genes (Figure 3.3A), yet these cells are 

connected—through the single-cell graph—to tissue-specific states that emerge later (e.g. 

pharyngula stage, 24hpf). We found that the shield stage cells with the shortest mean graph 

distance to each particular 24hpf tissue were clustered, and expressed spatial marker genes 

predicted from previous in vivo fate mapping studies (Kimmel et al., 1990, Melby et al., 1996, 

Warga and Nusslein-Volhard, 1999, Woo and Fraser, 1995), e.g. 24hpf neural tissues mapped 

to the 6hpf dorsal anterior epiblast (Figures 3.3B, S3.4). Conversely, direct comparison of 6hpf 

and 24hpf gene expression states failed to capture lineage relationships (blue points, Figs. 

3.3B, S3.4). 

We next tested the extent to which the single-cell graph represents a simple tree-like 

hierarchy of discrete states. For this, we ‘coarse-grained’ the graph by collapsing groups of 

similar cells into state nodes; edges between state nodes were weighted by the number of 

original single-cell connecting edges. A spanning tree was then traced through the most densely 

weighted edges to a 4hpf root state (Figure 3.3C, S3.5A). This spanning tree (the ‘state tree’) 

reflects many specific aspects of early development. In the neural plate, we observe notable 

branch points for the optic cup, the diencephalon, telencephalon, mesencephalon, and 

rhombencephalon, with associated states for region-specific post-mitotic neurons (e.g. eomes+ 

and dlx1+ neurons in distinct forebrain branches). The neural plate also includes neural crest, 

which branches to include cell states for melanoblasts, iridoblasts and xanthoblasts. In the 

lateral plate / ventral mesoderm, the state tree encodes extensive branching into hematopoietic  
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Figure 3.3. Single-cell and coarse-grained graphs encode progenitor-fate relationships. 

(A) tSNE map of 6hpf epiblast and hypoblast states, colored by normalized transcript 

counts for select positional marker genes. Overlapping color gradients demonstrate continuous 

expression domains defined by position. Diagram relates positions of cells in the tSNE map to 

theoretical positions in the embryo. (B) In silico fate predictions for 6hpf embryo cells. The top 

100 cells with predicted 24hpf fate outcomes are indicated for shortest graph diffusion distances 

(red) or direct single-cell gene expression correlation distances (blue) between 6hpf cells and 

24hpf cluster centroids. (C) Construction and overview of the coarse-grained graph (See also 

Figure S3.5). Nodes indicate states (groups of transcriptionally similar cells), colored by 

timepoint. Weighted edges connect similar states within or between timepoints. Spanning tree 

edges connecting each node to the 4hpf root state through the top weighted edges are 

highlighted in dark grey. (D) Coarse-grained graph nodes are colored by a “canalization” score, 
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Figure 3.3 (Continued) defined as the ratio of diffusion distances between each node and the 

4hpf root node through state tree edges only vs. through all graph edges. Highly canalized 

regions of the graph correspond to branches with the fewest off-tree edges.  
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cells, endothelial cells, heart, pharyngeal arches, the pronephritic duct, and fin buds. In the 

endoderm, two branch points give rise to cell states for pancreatic primordium (which includes 

insulin+ cells) and the pharyngeal pouch. In the epidermal lineage, branch points differentiate 

the otic placode, lateral line, ionocytes, and several states expressing markers for annotated 

“mucous-secreting” cells (Thisse et al., 2001). To facilitate data exploration, we developed web-

based interfaces for the state tree and the full single-cell graph (www.tinyurl.com/scZfish2018). 

These tools permit interactive examination of: the inferred state hierarchy; expression for any 

gene of interest; and differential expression analysis between states, state combinations, or 

single cells. 

Although many major cell state transitions are captured in the state tree, more complex 

features are evident in the coarse-grained and single-cell graphs. Off-tree interconnections 

between states, for example, were evident for (1) the neural crest and pharyngeal arches, (2) 

spinal cord and somitic mesoderm, (3) the neural plate, and others (Figure 3.3C, S3.5A). To 

formalize the degree to which the developmental landscape can be approximated as a hierarchy 

with discrete, non-looping branches, we defined a ‘canalization score’ (Figure 3.3D, see legend 

for definition), which reflects the off-tree connectivity of each coarse-grained state node. This 

analysis revealed widespread regions of ‘low canalization’, particularly in the neural plate and 

somitic mesoderm. These observations suggest that, in contrast to the classic notion of a cell 

lineage, the zebrafish cell state landscape cannot be fully represented as a tree. 

Cell lineage history does not invariantly reflect cell state graph topology 

While the single-cell and coarse-grained graphs represent an inferred landscape of 

developmental cell states, they do not reveal how individual cells traverse these states. A simple 

prediction would be that individual cell histories mirror graph topology. We tested this prediction 

by developing an inDrops-compatible strategy for recording in vivo lineage histories at the 

single-cell level: Sequencing of Transcribed Clonally Encoded Random Barcodes 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.tinyurl.com_scZfish2018&d=DwMFaQ&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=ZXBb6-_ZFrL10essZYzSv88ANo1NriFBwtlyi8SSdcM&m=pT7UIe0HAh_0BObKt2r5vhAbCgoagHiUu6E79CmirO0&s=qARflY-ZNU2aA5fGR1pRpfkPbLGBIuFpINAHnkjJTQ4&e=
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(“TracerSeq”). TracerSeq utilizes the Tol2 transposase system (Kwan et al., 2007) to randomly 

integrate GFP reporter cassettes driven by the beta-actin promoter (actb2) into the zebrafish 

genome. To render each integration event unique and detectable by RNA-seq, we utilized 

Gibson assembly (Gibson et al., 2009) without subsequent amplification to introduce a random 

20mer sequence barcode into the GFP 3’ UTR (Figure 3.4A and S3.6). Because transgenic 

insertions can occur asynchronously over successive cell divisions, TracerSeq barcodes can 

facilitate the construction of lineage trees (Figure 3.4A). TracerSeq offers an advantage over 

related Cas9-based approaches (McKenna et al., 2016, JP et al., 2017), which can generate 

identical edits and/or large barcode deletions in independent lineages at non-trivial frequencies. 

By contrast, TracerSeq barcodes are uniformly distributed over a large sequence space (e.g., 

420 = 1012 unique sequences), facilitating straightforward calling of genetic clones (Figure S3.7). 

The small (20bp) locus size also greatly simplifies the construction, sequencing, and analysis of 

TracerSeq inDrops libraries. 

The use of TracerSeq to analyze potentially small clones of cells (each restricted to a 

single embryo) requires high-efficiency tissue dissociation and transcriptomic barcoding 

methods. We therefore optimized a high-yield cell dissociation and recovery protocol for 

individual 24hpf zebrafish embryos (Figure S3.1D and Methods) and leveraged the high cell 

barcoding efficiency (>80%) of the inDrops platform (Zilionis et al., 2017). We then sequenced 

individual embryos (N=5) at 24hpf (Figure S3.7) that were injected at the 1-cell stage with the 

TracerSeq library, generating combined lineage+transcriptome datasets for 1,269 clonal 

barcodes distributed over 4,342 single cells (Figure S3.8). 2,361 of these cells (54%) were each 

marked by >2 distinct barcode integrations; 624 cells (14%) were marked by >5 integrations 

(Figure S3.8). Hierarchical clustering of TracerSeq barcodes organized these cells into over a 

hundred distinct founder clones with internal nested clone structures (Figure 3.4B, S3.9A-D). 

We then compared the lineage history and inferred transcriptional history of each founder clone 

by embedding its constituent cells onto the single-cell graph (Figure 3.4C). We  
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Figure 3.4. Single-cell transcriptomic barcoding of cell lineages using TracerSeq. 

(A) Method overview. (B) Clustered heatmap for 1/5 TracerSeq embryos (See also Figure S9A-

D) displaying lineage and transcriptome information for each cell. Heatmap rows are single cells 

for which both transcriptome and >1 TracerSeq barcodes were recovered. Columns denote 

unique TracerSeq barcodes (left, black squares: >1 UMI) and tissue identities (right, red 

squares) inferred from cluster annotations (Table S3.2). Heatmaps were clustered using 

Jaccard similarity and average linkage. (C) Examples of TracerSeq founder clones with 

positions of constituent cells (colored nodes) overlaid on the single-cell graph. Graph edges are 
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Figure 3.4 (Continued) shown in dark grey. Colors indicate the first lineage bifurcation within 

each founder clone. In the three cases shown, the founder clone included cells that 

differentiated into both ectodermal and mesodermal states, while one of the two first subclones 

was restricted to ectoderm.   
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found that the largest clones often marked a wide diversity of cell states. In multiple cases, 

however, additional barcode integrations in the same founder clone marked cells that were 

state-restricted. For example, one such clone (34F1), marked cells of the neural plate, 

epidermal tissues, and muscle, but contained a sub-clone restricted to anterior ectoderm. 

Similar lineage restriction events could be described for other founder clones (Figure 3.4C). 

These observations suggest that the current timing of TracerSeq integrations encompasses the 

transition from unrestricted pluripotency to the first fate restriction events appearing in the 

zebrafish embryo.  

To investigate lineage relationships more systematically, we assessed the likelihood of 

recovering shared TracerSeq barcodes from all pairs of transcriptional states in the 24hpf 

zebrafish embryo. We first calculated a lineage coupling score (Figure S3.9E and Methods), 

defined as the number of shared barcodes relative to randomized data (z-score standardized), 

with values ranging from positive (coupled fates) to negative (anti-coupled fates). Hierarchical 

clustering of the pairwise correlation between coupling scores revealed structured groups of cell 

states (Figure 3.5A), which comprised related tissues and/or inferred germ layer derivatives. 

These included one distinct group that contained both mesodermal and endodermal derivatives, 

4 groups containing ectodermal derivatives, and 2 groups containing mixtures of ectoderm and 

mesoderm. Several of these lineage groups are corroborated by prior fate mapping studies. We 

discuss here three examples. The first major lineage group, (‘MesEndo’), includes derivatives of 

both lateral plate mesoderm and endoderm. These tissues originate from the marginal 

blastomeres of the early zebrafish gastrula, which involute first during gastrulation to form the 

hypoblast, and then rapidly migrate towards the animal pole (Kimmel et al., 1990, Warga and 

Nusslein-Volhard, 1999, Warga et al., 2009). The observed lineage isolation of these tissues is 

thus consistent with an early spatial partitioning of this region, further reflected in Figure 3.5A by 

negative lineage correlations to most other states. A second group, (Figure 3.5A ‘Ecto III’), 

captures strong lineage couplings between anterior neural tissues including the optic cup,  
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Figure 3.5. TracerSeq reveals systematic relationships between cell lineage and cell 

state. 

(A) Heatmap of TracerSeq lineage coupling scores (see Methods) between pairs of 24hpf 

states, clustered by correlation distance and average linkage. Groups of states with similar 

lineage coupling signatures are annotated. (B) Quantitative relationships between lineage 

coupling correlation distances and scaled state tree diffusion distances for (i) endothelial, (ii) 

optic cup, and (iii) myl+ muscle states (see also S3.10A-F). 
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midbrain, and telencephalon (Woo and Fraser, 1995), and also to anterior epidermal derivatives 

such as the olfactory placode (Whitlock and Westerfield, 2000). These tissues are coupled to a 

lower degree with another group (‘Ecto II’), which includes couplings between the hindbrain, 

spinal cord, and neural crest (grem2+). The third example we note is a group coupling ectoderm 

and mesoderm (Figure 3.5A ‘MesEcto II), including muscle (myl1+), myotome, spinal cord, 

posterior neural crest, and epidermal states. These correlations mirror development of posterior  

body regions, which trace their origins to blastomeres proximal to the medial and ventral margin 

(Kimmel et al., 1990). These mesodermal-spinal cord couplings might also be explained by the 

presence of a later population of transient, multipotent neuromesodermal progenitor cells 

(NMPs) in the embryonic tailbud, which give rise to both of these populations (Tzouanacou et 

al., 2009, Davis and Kirschner, 2000, Kanki and Ho, 1997). Interestingly, these lineage groups 

tend to be organized by position (e.g. along the A-P axis) rather than strictly by germ 

layer/tissue origin (e.g. neural, epidermal, mesodermal). 

We next questioned how clonal relationships compared with cell state relationships. A 

simplistic model of development is that cells progressively diverge in state as they diverge in 

lineage. Developing embryos, however, could violate this prediction in at least two ways: first, 

clonally distinct embryonic fields can give rise to similar cell types (i.e. ‘convergent clones’); 

second, major transcriptional changes might drive related cells into qualitatively dissimilar 

states, possibly even late in development (i.e. ‘ divergent clones’). Overlaying TracerSeq 

lineage correlation scores on the cell state graph and comparing these scores to graph-derived 

state distances (Figure 3.5B, S3.10) revealed that some nearby states on the state graph were 

indeed clonally correlated, as expected by the simplistic model. However, nearby cell states 

also frequently displayed weak clonal correlations, suggesting convergent differentiation. These 

patterns were evident amongst state relationships for endothelial, optic cup, and muscle tissues 

(Figure 3.5B, S3.10A-F), and systematically when examining all states (Figure S3.10G). 
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We observed considerably fewer cases of divergent clonal behavior (Figure S3.10G). 

However, one notable example manifested as apparent looping of the neural crest into the 

pharyngeal arches, which originate in the graph from both neural plate and lateral plate 

mesoderm and merge at 18-24hpf (Figure 3.2A-B, S3.11A). While the contribution of neural 

crest to various mesenchymal tissues is well established (Le Douarin and Dupin, 2003, Le 

Douarin et al., 2004, Le Lievre and Le Douarin, 1975), the transcriptional information reflected 

by the graph loop alone does not reveal which annotated pharyngeal arch states arise from 

neural crest. TracerSeq data, however, provides a clear signature of distinct clonal patterns 

between pharyngeal arch states: one pharyngeal arch state (ph.arch-tbx1) is a member of the 

“MesEndo” lineage group with mesodermal clonal associations, while the second pharyngeal 

arch state (ph.arch-cd248b) is clonally related to neural crest and posterior neural states (Figs. 

3.5A, S3.11B-F). These data indicate that cells in the ph.arch-cd248b state diverged from a 

neural plate lineage and subsequently converged with other lateral plate-derived states. The 

ability of embryonic clones to undergo dramatic converging/diverging behaviors thus 

underscores a continued need for independent measurements of both cell state and lineage in 

the mapping of cell fate hierarchies. 

Robustness of cell type transcriptional programs following a signaling perturbation 

Single-cell maps of vertebrate development can in principle facilitate unbiased, 

systematic analyses of mutant phenotypes and disease states. We used scRNA-seq to analyze 

the mutant phenotype for chordin, a well-studied developmental gene encoding a secreted BMP 

inhibitor expressed in the organizer and required for patterning the early dorsal-ventral axis 

(Sasai et al., 1994, Hammerschmidt et al., 1996, Schulte-Merker et al., 1997, Sasal et al., 1995, 

Piccolo et al., 1996). Chordin disruption leads to changes in gross embryo morphology, with an 

expansion of ventral tissues and a reduction of dorsal tissues (Hammerschmidt et al., 1996). 

scRNA-seq is uniquely suited to address how every tissue in the embryo changes in 
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abundance, and in gene expression, while also allowing detection of qualitatively new states, or 

combinations of states, if they occur. 

We used CRISPR/Cas9 (Gagnon et al., 2014) to disrupt the chordin locus, resulting in 

highly penetrant clutches of mutant zebrafish embryos (Figure S3.12). inDrops profiling was 

performed on chordin-targeted and control embryos (tyrosinase-targeted, see Methods) in a 

narrow time series corresponding to ~14-16hpf (Figure 3.6A). After sequencing, we classified 

each of the chordin- and control-targeted cells to reference cell clusters of the 14hpf wild-type 

embryo (Figure S3.13 and Methods) and tested for altered gene expression. We reasoned that 

a qualitatively new cell state, if formed as a result of the aberrant patterning, would manifest as 

widespread changes in gene expression following mutation, with a magnitude comparable to the 

differences between wild-type embryonic states. Applying this criterion, we found no evidence of 

a qualitatively novel cell state following chordin depletion. Rather, the number of genes 

differentially expressed within states was modest compared to the differences defining the wild-

type states of the 14hpf embryo (Figures 3.6B, S3.14A). Moreover, a tSNE mapping of 

CRISPR-targeted cells (Figure S3.13A-C) identified only a single cluster uniquely occupied by 

chordin-mutant cells (Figure S3.13D), distinguished primarily by a heat-shock/stress-like 

transcriptional signature. This same stress signature was elevated in multiple states in chordin 

targeted embryos (Figure S3.14A).  

We next tested whether chordin disruption led to changes in abundance of particular 

classified cell types. As expected, expansion of states corresponding to ventral tissues (e.g., 

somitic mesoderm, epidermis, hatching gland, blood and endothelial tissues) at the expense of 

dorsal tissues (e.g., the neural plate and notocord) was observed (Figure S3.14A-B) 

(Hammerschmidt et al., 1996, Leung et al., 2005). Additional features could be appreciated by 

projecting the CRISPR datasets directly onto the wild-type single-cell graph (Figure 3.6C-D). For 

example, a sharp boundary bisected the lateral plate mesoderm into two compartments of 

opposing chordin-sensitivity, separating the heart and fin bud progenitor fields. Similar  
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Figure 3.6. Regulatory features of the developmental landscape identified by genetic 

perturbation 

(A) Left: Overview of the CRISPR experiment. Three pairs of chordin and tyrosinase (control) 

targeted samples were prepared and processed by inDrops ~14-16hpf. (B) Histogram  
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Figure 3.6 (Continued) depicting numbers of differentially expressed genes (DEG) identified in 

chordin vs. control (tyrosinase) cells for each state (blue bars), compared to DEG numbers 

when comparing between all state pairs (red bars). DEG were identified by Wilcoxon rank-sum 

test (adj. p-value < 0.01, absolute log2 fold change >1, average expression > 25 transcripts per 

million). (C) Histogram of Pearson correlation similarities (after PCA-projection) between each 

chordin/tyrosinase cell and its nearest neighbor from 10hpf, 14hpf, and 18hpf wild-type datasets 

(see Methods). (D) Log2 ratios of cell states with significant differential abundance (FDR < 0.25) 

in the chordin vs. tyrosinase samples. Purple and green regions correspond to wild-type cell 

states that are over- or under-represented in the chordin mutant, respectively. Adjacent graph 

domains with opposing chordin sensitivity are highlighted by brackets. TB: tailbud region (see 

cdx4 expression in Figure S3.3).  
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juxtaposed domains of opposing chordin sensitivity were evident in the axial mesoderm, 

partitioning notocord from hatching gland, and in the tailbud separating spinal cord from somitic 

mesoderm (Figure 3.6D). Strikingly, each of these pairs of phenotypic domains appeared to be 

organized downstream of an inferred branchpoint in the cell state landscape. These domain 

pairs, therefore, likely reflect binary fate choices that are tuned by BMP signaling in wild-type 

embryos. 

In a final analysis, we searched for the putative identity of the cells responding to chordin 

in the tailbud, as this is the site showing the largest expansion (somitic mesoderm) and loss 

(spinal cord) after perturbation. In zebrafish, chordin is expressed in the embryonic shield, 

transiently in the neural plate, adaxial cells, and also in the posterior tailbud region (Miller-

Bertoglio et al., 1997). All of these expression patterns were confirmed in our single-cell graphs 

(Figure S3.15A). Furthermore, in contrast to its earlier expression in the shield, continued 

expression of chordin in the tailbud was distinct among a large panel of known BMP inhibitor 

genes (Figure S3.15A) and was tightly apposed by expression domains for multiple bmp 

transcripts (Figure S3.15B). These expression characteristics might explain the elevated chordin 

sensitivity of posterior body regions. To examine this region in greater detail, we isolated a 

subgraph of tailbud and descendent cells, Consistent with previous studies, two cell state 

trajectories branching from a common neuromesodermal-like brachyury+;sox2+ progenitor state 

were identified, each expressing markers of neural fates (sox3, sox19a, pax6a, neurog1), or 

somitic fates (tbx16, tbx6, tbx24, msgn1, myod1) (Figure S3.16A-C) (Row and Kimelman, 2009, 

Kanki and Ho, 1997, Row et al., 2016, Gouti et al., 2017). Strikingly, the neural-mesodermal 

branchpoint coincided with the boundaries of both chordin expression and sensitivity (Figure 

3.16D-E). The chordin expressing cells in this region of the single-cell graph exhibited a distinct 

expression profile (Figure S3.17), including a cadherin (cdh11), early neurogenic markers (her3, 

her8a, sox19a), and several relatively uncharacterized genes (gig2g, foxb1b, foxb1a). We 
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hypothesize that these cells represent a key transition state at which point tailbud cells initiate a 

posterior neurogenic program in a chordin-dependent manner.  

Discussion 

Our study demonstrates a graph-based approach for mapping whole-embryo 

developmental landscapes, over time, from scRNA-seq data. The graph was constructed with 

minimal assumptions about development, and describes individual cell states transitioning from 

pluripotent blastomeres to a large array of cell types and tissues during the first day of zebrafish 

embryogenesis. This dataset can now be mined to identify temporal and tissue associations for 

any gene, cell type, or biological process of interest. As with genome annotation efforts over the 

years, we expect that the annotation of identified cell states may undergo refinement with 

community input. 

As single-cell atlases and landscapes of embryo development become routinely 

available, one is challenged to reconsider the relationship between a cell lineage (by definition, 

a tree), and the considerably more topologically complex gene expression landscape through 

which these cells traverse. Using TracerSeq, we confirmed that differentiating cells of the 

zebrafish embryo do not invariantly follow tree-like hierarchies. Instead, we observed both 

widespread convergence in cell states for clonally distant cells and instances in which clonally 

related cells diverged into distant states. Non-tree like convergence of cell states could be 

explained by the differentiation of well-separated spatial domains of the embryo into the same 

basic cell types (e.g. along the A-P axis), while divergence could involve mechanisms such as 

asymmetric cell division or exposure to spatially varying signals (Gonczy, 2008). We anticipate 

that the synthesis of single-cell lineage and transcriptome information will continue to be crucial 

for deciphering how cells traverse state trajectories with complex topologies (e.g. loops or 

continua). 
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Single-cell mapping of genetic perturbation data presents a powerful framework for 

identifying regulatory features of a developmental landscape. Following deletion of the BMP 

inhibitor, chordin, we showed that the defining transcriptional features of the landscape 

remained mostly unchanged, yet cell state abundances could be dramatically and reciprocally 

altered, as if the landscape were “tilted” but cell fates remain canalized. Future systematic 

mapping of signaling perturbations could be used to reveal the complete signaling logic of the 

embryo, as cells are specified toward their final fates. Together, these studies demonstrate the 

power, modularity, and quantitative benefits of unbiased scRNA-seq-based interrogations of 

embryonic development. We anticipate that similar large-scale datasets will facilitate 

explorations of additional developmental stages, tissues, and species.  

Materials and Methods 

Zebrafish 

Both AB and TU wild-type strains were used. Embryos were generated by natural 

spawning and the time of fertilization was used to stage each clutch. Later stages were 

confirmed using morphological criteria (Kimmel et al., 1995). Embryos were incubated at 28.5C 

for all wild-type time course experiments and processed for inDrops at the indicated times. All 

zebrafish were housed in a facility overseen by the Harvard Medical Area Standing Committee 

on Animals (our IACUC) which performs regular inspections and under which we have an 

approved protocol for all animal procedures. 

Cell Preparation 

Zebrafish embryos were grown to the indicated times and chorions were removed by 

incubating in 1mg/mL Pronase (Sigma P5147-1G) for 3-4 min followed by washing in 0.3X 

Danieau Buffer. [10X Danieau Buffer = 174 mM NaCl, 2.1 mM KCl,1.2 mM MgSO4, 1.8 mM 
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Ca(NO3)2, 15 mM HEPES, pH 7.6]. Dissociation of embryonic tissues was performed similarly 

as previously described (Manoli and Driever, 2012) with the following modifications. For wild-

type time course experiments, 50-100 embryos were used to generate each sample. Embryo 

tissues were triturated to homogeneity in 1-5mL FACSmax cell dissociation solution (Genlantis 

T200100) and incubated for 4-5 minutes at room temperature. Cells were then filtered through a 

40μm cell strainer mesh (Fisher 352340), and centrifuged in a swinging bucket rotor at 310g for 

5 minutes. Cell pellets were resuspended in 1X DPBS (no Ca/Mg, Life Technologies 14190-

144) containing 1% BSA (Sigma A3311-100G), and subjected to 2-3 additional rounds of 

centrifugation and resuspension. After washing, cells were resuspended in 0.05% BSA / DPBS 

containing 18% optiprep density medium (Sigma D1556-250ML). Cell density was quantified 

manually using INCYTO™ C-Chip™ Disposable Hemacytometers (Fisher 22-600-100), and 

adjusted to ~100,000 cells per mL. For single-embryo dissociations, all FACSmax and wash 

volumes were reduced to a volume 0.5 mL and were carried out in 0.5mL LoBind 

microcentrifuge tubes (Eppendorf 022431005) that had been pre-coated with 10% BSA/DPBS 

for 15 minutes at room temperature.  

Single-cell Microfluidic Droplet Barcoding 

Single-cell transcriptomes were barcoded using inDrops (Klein et al., 2015), as 

previously reported (Zilionis et al., 2017). Following the within-droplet reverse transcription step, 

emulsions were split into batches of approximately 1,000-2,000 cells, frozen at -80C, and 

subsequently processed as individual RNA-seq libraries (see Table S3.1). 

Preparation of RNA-Seq Libraries 

Standard transcriptome RNA-seq libraries were processed as previously reported 

(Zilionis et al., 2017). For TracerSeq experiments, TracerSeq-targeted RNA-Seq libraries were 

also prepared. These targeted libraries were reverse-transcribed from the product of the linear 
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amplification in vitro transcription (IVT) reaction (step 143 of the Zilionis et al 2017 protocol, ref 

7) without prior RNA fragmentation. Non-fragmented IVT product (5 uL) was mixed with 4 uL 

water, 1 uL 10mM dNTPs, and 1 uL of 10uM primer TracerRT. This reaction was incubated at 

70C for 3 min, then moved to ice. To this reaction was added 4 uL 5X PrimeScript Buffer, 3.5 uL 

water, 1 uL RNASE-OUT (Thermo-Fisher 10777-019), and 0.5 uL PrimeScript Enzyme (Clontec 

2680A). Reverse transcription (RT) was performed by incubating the reaction first at 30C for 10 

min, followed by 42C for 1 hour, and inactivated at 70C for 15 min. RT products were purified 

using 1.2X AMPureXP beads (Beckman Coulter A63881), and eluted in 15 uL of RE Buffer (10 

mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.1mM EDTA). TracerSeq cDNA was then PCR-amplified as follows: 5 uL RT 

product was mixed with 3 uL of water, 1 uL each of inDropsTracerF and inDropsTracerR 

primers (10uM), and 10 uL of 2X Phusion Master Mix (Thermo-Fisher F548L). This reaction was 

thermal cycled: 98C for 30 sec; 10 cycles of [98C 10 sec; 63C 20 sec; 72C 30sec]; 72C for 3 

min, and then cleaned up using 1.2X AMPureXP beads and eluting in 12 uL RE buffer. Illumina 

sequencing adapters and sample indices were then incorporated by resuming the standard 

inDrops library preparation protocol (step 157 of Zilionis et al 2017). Final libraries for each 

multiplexed sample index were quantified using the KAPA library quantification kit (Kapa 

KK4844) and pooled at equimolar ratios (2mM final concentration) prior to sequencing. 

Sequencing and Read Mapping 

All inDrops transcriptome and TracerSeq libraries were sequenced on an Illumina 

NextSeq 500 using the NextSeq 75 High Output Kits according to the following sequencing 

specifications. V2 libraries used custom sequencing primers and 35 cycles for Read1, 51 cycles 

for read2, and 6 cycles for IndexRead1 and included 15-25% PhiX spike-in. V3 libraries used 

standard Illumina sequencing primers and 61 cycles for Read1, 14 cycles for Read2, 8 cycles 

each for IndexRead1 and IndexRead2. Raw sequencing data (i.e. FASTQ files) were processed 

using the inDrops.py bioinformatics pipeline available at github.com/indrops/indrops. 
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Transcriptome libraries were mapped to a zebrafish reference transcriptome built from the 

zebrafish GRCz10 genome assembly (Assembly Accession: GCF_000002035.5). Bowtie 

version 1.1.1 was used with parameter –e 200; inDrops.py UMI quantification was performed 

with parameter –u 2 (counts were ignored from UMIs split between more than 2 genes). For 

TracerSeq libraries, sequencing reads were filtered and sorted by inDrops.py and then 

processed by custom barcode filtering pipeline (see below).  

Cell Filtering and Data Normalization 

inDrops data were filtered to only include UMIs originating from abundant cell barcodes. 

This determination was made by manually inspecting a weighted histogram of UMI counts for 

each cell barcode, and thresholding only the top ~95% of the largest (and often the only) mode 

of the distribution. Transcript UMI counts from multiplexed libraries originating from each 

biological sample then concatenated into a single genes x cells table and adjusted by a total-

count normalization. 

Identification and Filtering of Variable Genes 

For each normalized UMI counts table corresponding to a single biological sample, 

highly variable genes were identified by first computing gene Fano factors, and ranking all 

genes by an above-Poisson noise statistic, as previously described (Klein et al., 2015). The top 

2000 variable genes according to this statistic were then filtered to include only genes whose 

single-cell transcript counts were minimally correlated (correlation coefficient > 0.2) to at least 

one other variable gene. A set of cell cycle and housekeeping-associated genes were then 

excluded from downstream analyses. This set was generated by “growing” a list including any 

gene that was similarly expressed (single-cell correlation coefficient > 0.4) to any of the 

following genes. Cell Cycle: cdk1, mcm2, mcm7, rrm2, cenpa, cdc6, ccnf, cdca4, ccnd1, kif4; 

Housekeeping: hmgb1b, hmgb3a, hspd1, hspa9, rplp0, hnrnpaba, rps2, rps12, rpl12, rps13, 
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rps14, rps15a, rpl10, rps3a, rpl31, rpl37, rps6, rpl9, rpl11, rpl34, rpl13, rpl36a, rpl26, rps8a, 

rpl21, rps27.1, rpl27a, cirbpb. The resulting list was then subjected to a second “growing” round, 

and all associated genes were discarded.  

Low Dimensional Embedding and Clustering 

Normalized gene x cell counts data were projected into low dimensional subspace by 

first standardizing counts for each gene (by z-score) and performing principal component 

analysis (PCA). The number of significant PCA dimensions was then estimated by comparing 

the eigenvalue distribution of cell principal components to the eigenvalue distribution of 

randomized data, as previously described (Klein et al., 2015). Non-significant principal 

components were removed from subsequent steps of the analysis. Two-dimensional t-

distributed stochastic neighbor embeddings (tSNE) (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) were 

then generated from cell PC scores using a perplexity setting of 30, with 1000-5000 iterations. 

Datasets containing >10,000 cells implemented a Barnes-Hut approximation (Van der Maaten, 

2014). Groups of related cells in the resulting tSNE maps were then identified by density 

clustering (Rodriguez and Laio, 2014). Cell cluster annotations were assigned according to 

known cell type and tissue expression patterns (https://zfin.org) and/or specific marker genes. 

For timepoints 6hpf, 14hpf, 18hpf, and 24hpf, a single small cluster was initially identified whose 

defining genes consisted solely of housekeeping factors (see “Identification of Variable Genes”). 

Cells contributing to these clusters were inferred to represent dead/unhealthy cells and were 

removed from subsequent analyses. In some cases, examination of cell or tissue-specific 

marker expression on the tSNE map revealed sub-groups of transcriptionally distinct cells that 

were not captured by the first round of density clustering. In these cases, clusters were isolated 

and sub-clustered. Cases in which two adjacent clusters failed to display any differentially 

expressed genes were merged into a single cluster.  

https://zfin.org/
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Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes 

Cluster-defining transcripts were identified by “Model-based Analysis of Single-cell 

Transcriptomics” / “MAST” (Finak et al., 2015) or a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, as indicated. 

Cluster-specific marker genes (Table S3.2) were identified by comparing cells of each cluster to 

cells from all other clusters in the same timepoint. Genes were considered differentially 

expressed based on fold-change, minimum expression, and adjusted p-value cutoffs, as 

indicated. Tests were implemented in Matlab (rank-sum) or R / Seurat 2.2.0 (rank-sum and 

MAST). Unless otherwise noted, p-values were adjusted for multiple hypotheses by either a 

Bonferroni correction (Seurat 2.2.0), or Storey (Storey, 2002) correction (Matlab/mafdr).  

Automated Annotation of Cell States 

Cells collected from chordin and tyrosinase-targeted embryos were classified using the 

fitcknn and predict functions in Matlab. A kNN classifier object was first trained using the PCA-

projected wild-type dataset (14hpf) and corresponding cell-state assignments using the 

“exhaustive” search algorithm. The following parameters were chosen automatically via the 

“optimize hyperparameters” subroutine: Euclidean distance, and 5 nearest neighbors. Ties were 

broken by selecting the class with the nearest neighbor. Cell state assignments were then 

predicted for chordin and tyrosinase datasets by first standardizing counts for each gene (z-

score) and projecting the data into PCA space defined by the 14hpf wild-type dataset. The 

predict function was implemented with default settings. 

Construction of Single-Cell Graphs 

A nearest-neighbor graph of cells represents the manifold of cell states observed in 

scRNA-Seq data by a set of nodes (cells) connected to their nearest neighbors by edges. Graph 

representations of single cell data have been used before, for example using k-nearest-neighbor 

(knn) graphs (Weinreb C, 2016). The knn graph construction has the property that it allows 
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regions of the graph to have variable neighborhood sizes. For scRNA-Seq embryo data, this 

means that each tissue can have a different natural scale for similarity between cells. However, 

such simple graph constructions are not suitable for the complexity of whole embryo time series 

data, because of two challenges: (1) different time points can reside in different sub-spaces of 

gene expression; (2) the absolute number of cells sampled from different tissues can vary 

significantly, such that the optimal connectivity of the graph required to identify features is not 

uniform across tissues. In addition to these two constraints, scRNA-Seq data still presents 

differing neighborhood sizes. To address constraint (1), we construct a single cell graph in a 

step-wise manner using a subspace defined by cells from consecutive timepoints. In this case, 

we find that projecting cells into a future time point is sensible because each progressive time 

point is of higher complexity, but sufficiently close to justify a unidirectional choice. Other 

situations may warrant projecting cells back in time point or defining a consensus subspace 

shared by two or even multiple time points. To address constraint (2), one can invoke the 

advantages of more than one graph construction approach in order to account both for 

differences in neighborhood size and in the abundance of cells sampled (Zhu Q, 2016, Ting D, 

2011). We made sequential use of four neighbor-selection approaches: initially non-mutual k-

nearest neighborhoods, then locally self-tuning neighborhoods, a globally-tuning neighborhood, 

and mutual k-nearest neighborhoods. This sequential approach is heuristic but succeeds in 

resolving the major aforementioned constraints. The specific steps used are as follows: (1) each 

cell in time point ti forms an outgoing edge to its 200 nearest neighbors from all cells in time 

points (ti, ti-1), where all cells are projected into the non-trivial PC subspace defined by the cells 

in ti alone (see Low Dimensional Embedding section above for definition of the subspace). 

This strategy forces any edges between timepoints to directly compete with edges within a 

timepoint. Correlation was used as the distance metric. (2) Edges are then subjected to local 

neighborhood restriction (a self-tuning graph construction (Ting D, 2011)): an outgoing edge 

from cell i to j was kept if the distance dij was less than a local threshold eij=3*mink≠i(dik), i.e. 
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retained neighbors were at most 3-fold as far as the cell’s closest neighbor. (3) To avoid very 

sparse neighborhoods becoming connected to distant regions of the graph, edges were then 

subject to a global neighborhood restriction: edges were kept if they were below the average 

edge distance across all cells between time points (ti, ti-1), or if they were within 1 standard 

deviation of the average edge distance within the same time point ti. (4) The graph was further 

reduced by retaining at most 20 mutual nearest neighbor edges.  

Construction of Coarse-Grained Graphs 

A coarse-graining procedure to abstract the major features of the single-cell graph was 

performed as follows. First, single-cell nodes belonging to the same annotated tSNE cluster ID 

were collapsed into a single state node. Edges between each pair of state nodes were then 

weighted by calculating the Jaccard index of original shared single-cell edges (i.e. the ratio of 

shared single-cell edges to the total number of outgoing edges for that node pair). State edges 

were then discarded if they received a Jaccard index weight < 0.01. Finally, a spanning tree was 

traced through the weighted edges as follows. Beginning with the final timepoint, edges for all 

nodes were ranked according to weight. Edges then were then removed recursively, starting 

with the weakest edges, unless doing so would increase the total number of graph connected 

components. This process was then repeated for each timepoint. The resulting spanning tree 

connects all nodes to a single 4hpf “root” node defined by all cells of the first timepoint.  

Graph Visualization 

Single-cell graphs were visualized using a force-directed layout (Jacomy et al., 2014), 

implemented in Gephi (0.9.1) (Bastian M., 2009). Coarse-grained graph layouts were also 

rendered in Gephi, using the Yifan Hu Proportional algorithm (Y, 2006) and were based only on 

tree edges. The tailbud single-cell subgraph was visualized using the Matlab “subspace” layout 

subroutine implementing the visualization algorithm described in (Y, 2009).  
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Generation of TracerSeq Embryos 

TracerSeq experiments were performed by co-injecting 2-4 nL of TracerSeq library 

(~20ng/uL) together with Tol2 transposase mRNA (~50 ng/uL) in water and containing a 1:20 

dilution of Phenol Red solution (Sigma P0290). Embryos were screened for mosaic GFP 

fluorescence (see Figure S3.7A) the following day, and the brightest embryos were dissociated 

into single-cell suspensions and processed by inDrops. 

Preparation of TracerSeq inDrops Libraries 

TracerSeq barcode libraries were generated by isothermal assembly (Gibson et al., 

2009) (ISO) of two PCR-amplified dsDNA fragments via a single-stranded “bridge” 

oligonucleotide containing a stretch of 20 randomized bases (Figure S3.6A). The initial 

TracerSeq libraries were based on a pMTB vector containing a superfolder-GFP gene driven by 

the actb2 promoter and flanked by Tol2 sites. The two ISO fragments were PCR-amplified from 

the pMTP-sfGFP plasmid using Phusion Polymerase (Thermo-Fisher F548L) as follows: 2 uL 

pMTB-sfGFP plasmid (~ng/uL), 18uL water, 2.5 uL each of forward and reverse primers (see 

Table S3), and of 2X Phusion Master Mix (Thermo-Fisher F548L). Reactions were cycled: 98C 

for 30 sec; 25 cycles of [98C 10 sec; 66C 20 sec; 72C 30sec]; 72C for 3 min. PCR products 

were then cleaned up and concentrated with 1.0X AMPureXP beads and eluted in DS buffer (10 

mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.1mM EDTA). Isothermal assembly was performed by combining 0.4 pmoles 

of each ISO fragment (1 and 2) with 1.2 pmoles of the TracerBridge oligo and water to a final 

volume of 5 uL. This mixture was then combined with ISO master mix and incubated at 50C for 

30 min. The desired ~6.7kb final product was gel purified and then cleaned up using 1.0X 

AMPureXP beads and eluted in water. Aliquots of this final library were stored at -80C. To 

generate sufficient amounts of library for zebrafish embryo injections without the need for PCR 

amplification, the entire ISO procedure was scaled to 10-12X the recipe volumes listed above. 

All ISO reactions included a “no-Bridge” control in which the TracerBridge oligo was omitted 
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from the reaction (see Figure S3.6B). Some TracerSeq libraries were also generated by 

circularizing a single 6.7kb ISO fragment (amplified using pMTBF1_Reverse and 

pMTBF2_Forward primers) using the same TracerBridge oligo, and using the same reaction 

conditions as described above (Figure S3.6A). In these cases, gel purification was based on 

differential migration of the open circular vs. linear forms of similarly sized DNA molecules. 

Homemade ISO master mix was prepared as previously described (Gibson et al., 2009). 

Diversity of TracerSeq barcode libraries was initially assessed by Sanger sequencing. Briefly, 

the TracerSeq barcode junction was PCR-amplified from a fully assembled library, ligated into 

the pCR4-Blunt-TOPO cloning vector, and transformed into One-Shot Top10 competent cells. 

Sanger sequences from each of 19 individual bacterial clones are shown in Figure S3.6C. 

TracerSeq library diversity was subsequently and more thoroughly assessed using RNA-seq 

data (Figure S3.7B-D). 

Processing of TracerSeq Sequencing Reads 

TracerSeq sequencing data were processed by inDrops.py to perform read filtering and 

inDrops cell barcode correction. Sorted FASTQ files for TracerSeq cDNA reads (with inDrops 

cell barcodes and UMI sequences in the header) were then processed as follows. First, 

sequences flanking both sides of the N20 barcode were identified and trimmed; reads that did 

not contain at least 12bp of flanking sequence were discarded. Second, all reads corresponding 

to unique UMI-cell barcode pairs were combined and used to generate a multiple-sequence 

alignment consensus for each uniquely detected TracerSeq barcode in each cell. To determine 

which TracerSeq barcodes were derived from the same clonal insertion event, pairwise 

sequence comparisons were performed between all unique transcript barcodes detected across 

all single-cell libraries associated with a single TracerSeq embryo. Barcode diversity for a typical 

experiment is illustrated in Figure S3.7B, in which 1,000 unique transcript barcodes were 

selected at random from the TracerSeq Fish1 embryo and subject to pairwise edit distance 
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comparisons. The “edit” distance between two sequences was based on the Levenshtein 

distance, except that each single-base substitution was weighted as 2, while each indel was 

weighted as 1. The resulting distance matrix was clustered and plotted as a heatmap, revealing 

subsets of barcodes with identical or near-identical sequences. This signature was not detected 

when performing comparisons amongst random 20mers. A histogram plot of all pairwise edit 

distances (excluding self-pairs) confirmed a bimodal distribution in which the majority of pairwise 

distances were consistent with those of the random distribution (Figure S3.7C). The smaller 

peak in the distribution, centered at an edit distance of zero, was only observed when 

comparing barcodes within the same embryo (Figure S3.7D). Based on these observations, 

TracerSeq barcodes were grouped into clones first by identifying and collapsing any barcodes 

with exact sequence matches. Remaining unique barcodes were then combined into clones if 

they were within an edit distance of “6” (e.g. up to 3 base substitutions) to a previously identified 

clone barcode. A UMI counts table of clones vs. cells was then generated for each TracerSeq 

embryo and subjected to downstream analysis. In order to directly compare UMI counts for both 

clones and transcripts for each individual cell, error-corrected inDrops cell barcodes (identified 

by inDrops.py) were retained for all cells. Analyses appearing in Figures 3.4-5 and Figures 

S3.9-11 were restricted to cell barcodes for which both TracerSeq and transcriptome data were 

recovered. 

Calculation of TracerSeq Lineage Coupling Scores  

Cells from all 5 TracerSeq embryos that were associated with both the clone and 

transcript datasets were used. First, the total number of shared TracerSeq clones was tabulated 

for each pair of 24hpf states. A TracerSeq clone was defined as “shared” when it contained at 

least 2 individual cells assigned to each state. Only clones with at least 5 total cells were 

considered. The number of shared clones was then compared to randomized data in which cell 

state assignments were permuted. A total of 20,000 random permutations were performed and 
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used to calculate a z-score for each original “shared” clone count with respect to the random 

distribution. Lineage coupling z-scores were clustered and plotted as a hierarchically clustered 

heatmap in Figure S3.9E. Positive z-scores indicate pairs of 24hpf states that shared 

significantly more TracerSeq clone barcode hits than expected by chance; a negative score 

indicates state pairs that were significantly less coupled than expected by chance. We then 

computed a correlation coefficient between z-scores for each pair of states. Lineage coupling 

correlations were plotted as a clustered heatmap in Figure 3.5A.  

CRISPR  

CRISPR experiments were performed by co-injecting 1-cell stage zebrafish embryos 

with in vitro-transcribed purified sgRNAs together with purified recombinant Cas9 protein. 2-4 nL 

injections were performed with sgRNAs at a combined concentration of ~100ng/uL (~3uM) and 

with Cas9 protein at ~7uM final concentration diluted in water and containing a 1:20 dilution of 

Phenol Red solution (Sigma P0290). Embryos that were damaged during the injection process 

(typically < 5%) were discarded. Embryos were incubated at 28C for 4-6 hours before moving to 

23.5C so that they would develop to approximately the 10-14 somite stage (normally 

corresponding to ~14hpf) by the following morning. Endpoint stages for each clutch of embryos 

were confirmed as described above. For each CRISPR experiment, 20-30 individual chordin or 

tyrosinase-targeted embryos were dissociated into single cell suspensions and barcoded 

sequentially by inDrops as approximate stage-matched sample pairs. A total of 3 such pairs 

were sequenced and analyzed. The tyrosinase gene, when disrupted, generates a mild 

pigmentation defect that can serve as both a positive control for Cas9 activity and a negative 

control for injection-induced toxicity that can accompany CRISPR experiments (Jao et al., 

2013). Embryos with disrupted tyrosinase develop otherwise normally and can be effectively 

treated as wild-type for the purposes of this experiment. chordin sgRNAs were designed using 

ChopChop (http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/) to target exons 1-2 of the chordin locus. tyrosinase was 

http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/
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targeted using a previously reported sgRNA sequence (Jao et al., 2013). sgRNAs were 

synthesized in vitro as previously described (Gagnon et al., 2014) using primer sequences listed 

in Table S3.3. Recombinant His-tagged Cas9 protein was expressed in e.coli and purified as 

previously reported (Gagnon et al., 2014). 

Projecting CRISPR inDrops datasets onto the Single-Cell Graph 

A total of 6 inDrops datasets consisting of 3 biological replicates for both chordin and 

tyrosinase CRISPR-targeted samples were analyzed. To compare cells of CRISPR-targeted 

samples to those of the wild-type timecourse, each CRISPR dataset was indexed to include z-

scored variable genes and projected into PCA subspaces that were defined by each of the 

following wild-type timepoints: 10hpf, 14hpf, and 18hpf. These timepoints were chosen to limit 

the analysis to wild-type states that were collected within a similar time frame as the CRISPR 

samples. A set of k-nearest neighbor edges from each CRISPR cell to one of the wild-type cells 

were then identified. The nearest neighbor number k was scaled to correct for different numbers 

of cells in each sample such that the total number of edges sought for each timepoint projection 

was set to 100 * (the number of wild-type cells in the target dataset). This process resulted in a 

vector of 6 projecting edge counts for each wild-type cell, 3 from each of the two CRISPR target 

genes. To identify cell state neighborhoods that were significantly over- or under-represented in 

chordin-targeted embryos (relative to tyrosinase-targeted embryos), a t-test was performed 

between the 3 embryo edge counts from each CRISPR target, for each cell node. Cell nodes 

participating in significantly different numbers of projecting edges were identified (FDR < 0.25), 

and their associated log2 mean edge count ratios were color-coded on the single-cell graphs in 

Figure 3.6D and Figure S3.16D. 
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Pseudo-Spatiotemporal Ordering and Identification of Dynamically Varying Genes 

To assess the continuum of cell states comprised within the tailbud region of the single-

cell graph, a subgraph was first extracted. The subgraph consisted of cells from the 8hpf-18hpf 

timepoints and included all cells assigned to posterior neural (hindbrain or spinal cord), tailbud, 

or pre-somitic mesoderm tSNE clusters. A pseudo-spatiotemporal ordering of cells along the 

resulting continuum was determined in a variation of Wanderlust (Bendall et al., 2014), as 

follows. First, approximately 200 cells at each “end point” of the continuum were manually 

selected. Next, a series of shortest paths were calculated between these two sets of cells 

through a version of the subgraph in which 50% of all edges were randomly deleted. This 

process was repeated for a total of 100 iterations in which different sets of edges were randomly 

deleted. All cells/nodes discovered during this process were ordered based on their average 

position over all shortest paths in which they appeared, resulting in a continuous ordering of 

cells. A “start point” zone was then inferred based on expression of the ta / brachyury transcript. 

Genes that varied dynamically along this trajectory were then identified similarly to as previously 

described (Macosko et al., 2015). Sliding windows of 100 cells were first scanned to identify two 

windows with maximum and minimum average expression levels for all genes, respectively. A t-

test was then performed between these two sets of 100 expression measurements (FDR < 

0.05). Gaussian-smoothened expression z-scores for significantly variable genes along the 

trajectory were then calculated. A subset of the significant genes identified are shown in Figure 

S3.16B. 
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This thesis provides insights into the mechanisms of scale invariance in pattern formation and 

reveals new features of the molecular networks that govern patterning. In this work, we used 

new techniques in embryology, cutting edge genetic tools, and quantitative imaging to 

interrogate the mechanistic basis of patterning. Here I discuss the broader implications of this 

work and outline open questions that merit further exploration.  

Signaling gradients and patterning robustness 

 Extracellular signaling molecules and their distributions are critical cues in embryonic 

patterning. Since the discovery of the first morphogen, a growing list of factors have been 

identified that regulate their signaling. The molecular logic of these regulators dictates 

fundamental mechanisms of patterning. In Chapter II we focused on the role of Scube2 in 

regulating Shh signaling during patterning of the ventral neural tube. Scube2 was particularly 

interesting to us due to the ventral patterning defects of the mutant and its unexpected 

expression in the dorsal neural tube. In our work we demonstrated that feedback regulation of 

Scube2 by Shh links morphogen signaling to morphogen spread. In expander-repressor 

systems, signaling downstream of the morphogen represses the expression of an expander, 

which non-cell-autonomously enhances spread of the morphogen (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010; 

Shilo and Barkai, 2017). Expander-repressor-like systems are powerful contributors to signaling 

robustness, particularly of pattern scaling, as discussed in Chapter II.  

 Scube2 may have the most direct effect on morphogen spread of existing expander-like 

interactions, as it acts by binding Shh and promoting its release from cell membranes (Creanga 

et al., 2012; Tukachinsky et al., 2012). Previously reported expanders act by a variety of indirect 

mechanisms. The proposed expander ADMP was thought to lengthen BMP distributions by 

competing with BMP ligands for the binding of Chordin, which would inhibit ventral shuttling of 

the morphogen (Ben-Zvi et al., 2008). However, Sizzled was later determined to play a more 

prominent role in scaling early D-V axis patterning (Inomata et al., 2013). The mechanism of 
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Sizzled as an expander is even less direct than that of ADMP, so much so that to view Sizzled 

as an expander you must also view Chordin as the relevant graded signaling molecule (Ben-Zvi 

et al., 2014). The proposed Dpp expander Pentagone in the wing disc also acts on the 

morphogen indirectly, as it promotes turnover of Heparin Sulfate Proteoglycans (HSPGs) that 

normally inhibit Dpp diffusion (Ben-Zvi et al., 2011a; Hamaratoglu et al., 2011; Norman et al., 

2016).  

 Outside of its role in scaling, Scube2’s contribution to Shh signaling is unique. Scube2’s 

solubility in the extracellular space is not found in other members of the Shh signaling pathway. 

Shh ligands themselves are known for being associated with the cell surface in the absence of 

release machinery (Petrov et al., 2017). In addition, many regulators of the Shh signaling 

pathway are thought to be membrane tethered or are transmembrane proteins, including 

HSPGs, Gas1, Boc, Cdo, and Patched. However, the hedgehog antagonist, Hhip, was recently 

found to act cell non-autonomously (Kwong et al., 2014). This long-range of effect was inhibited 

by tethering Hhip to the cell membrane, implying travel of Hhip away from secreting cells is 

important for this activity. Extracellular interactions with Hedgehog ligands are critical for their 

signaling. Interestingly, our data are consistent with a model in which Scube2 persistently binds 

Hedgehog ligands to facilitate their transport as a chaperone.  

Scube2’s diffusivity, combined with its binding of Hedgehog, makes Scube2 an excellent 

candidate Shh chaperone (Petrov et al., 2017). Scube proteins as chaperones may help to 

resolve the mismatch between Shh ligand’s lipophilic nature and their long range of effect. While 

it is possible that Scube2 plays a role in lipid-shedding, this model is made less likely by the 

impaired function of membrane-tethered Scube2 we observed (Jakobs et al., 2014). Combined 

with the conflict of shedding observations with previous HPLC analysis and the findings of two 

independent groups, this hypothesis seems unlikely (Creanga et al., 2012; Tukachinsky et al., 

2012). A model of Scube2 in which it acts only transiently at the cell surface of producing cells—

either by enabling the formation of multimeric Shh complexes or lipid shedding—would have 
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interesting implications for its role as an expander. Expanders are often formalized as having a 

dose dependent reversible effect on morphogen spread, while a transient role of Scube2 in Shh 

multimeric complex formation or shedding would be localized and irreversible. Mathematical 

modeling may reveal interesting implications each proposed mechanism in Scube2-Shh 

feedback interactions during pattern scaling. 

 In my initial proposals, I aimed to characterize the interactions of Scube2 with Shh 

ligands more directly using Shh fluorescent fusion proteins. However, these experiments were 

hampered by the lack of functionality shown by Shh-FP fusions. Shh-moxNG knock-in zebrafish 

lines, which I developed based on previously reported semi-functional Shh-GFPs, were 

homozygotic lethal and seem to remain anchored at the surface of producing cells (Chamberlain 

et al., 2008).This was confirmed in mosaic mRNA injection experiments where Shha-Citrine 

ligands had starkly shorter effective ranges than unmodified Shha. To answer questions about 

the interactions between Hedgehog ligands and Scube2 proteins, more biochemical studies are 

required. Of particular interest would be a study on the persistency of Scube2-Shh complexes 

and interactions of Scube2 with other regulators of the Hedgehog signaling pathway. 

 Scube2’s expression and role in patterning of other tissues also warrants further 

exploration. During my work, I observed scube2 expression in the developing dorsal ear, where 

Shh signaling also instructs the specification of ventral fates. This expression pattern raises the 

possibility that Scube2 plays a similar role in ear patterning as what I uncovered in the neural 

tube. Tg(scube2:scube2-moxNG) was also found diffusing between cells of the ear and 

secreted into the lumen of the ear. This expression suggests that Scube2-Shh feedback 

relationships may be a common feature in Shh-patterning systems. Scube2 was also strongly 

expressed in the pharyngeal arches and neural crest cells, where Shh is also known to be 

important for patterning. Relationships between Scube2 and Shh may be important for shaping 

Shh signaling in each of these contexts.  
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 Further exploration of the roles of additional Scube family proteins in Shh signaling is 

also warranted. While no triple mutant mouse has been made, mouse mutants of Scube1, 

Scube2, and Scube3 have each been analyzed independently (Fuchs et al., 2016; Lin et al., 

2015; Tu et al., 2008). Scube2 and Scube3 mutant mice both have modest phenotypes in 

craniofacial development and their neural development has not been rigorously investigated 

(Fuchs et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2015). Interestingly, however, Scube1 has strong neural and 

craniofacial development phenotypes in mouse (Tu et al., 2008). The authors compared this 

mutant to the Noggin mutant and argued that Scube1’s primary role may be in antagonizing 

BMP signaling. This was also the conclusion reached by one of the three original cloning papers 

for the zebrafish Scube2 mutant, but later findings showed that this was a misinterpretation of 

Scube2’s role as a positive regulator of Hedgehog signaling. Notably, Noggin mouse mutants, to 

which Scube1 was compared, have defects in ventral neural patterning (McMahon et al., 1998). 

Defective ventral neural patterning and excessive BMP signaling in the neural tube is also the 

phenotype of mutant lines with a partial loss of Shh signaling, such as the zebrafish Scube2 

mutant. Scube1 in mouse may serve a similar role to Scube2 in zebrafish, as it is expressed in 

only the dorsal somites during patterning of the posterior neural tube. This expression pattern 

suggestions Scube1 is repressed by Shh mediated patterning of the ventral mesoderm. Further 

exploration of the role Scube1 and other Scube family proteins play in Shh mediated patterning 

in mice is warranted. Given the dependence of zebrafish Shh signaling on Scube family 

proteins, it is likely that double or triple Scube mutant mice would show extremely severe Shh 

signaling defects.  

In Chapter III, we explored the role of the secreted BMP antagonist, Chordin, in shaping 

the cell fate landscape through single cell RNA sequencing. As expected, we found that Chordin 

CRISPR mutants show large increases in ventral cell fate specification relative to controls. 

Additionally, we were able examine cell-fate specification in the shared neuro-mesodermal 

progenitor population in the tailbud and uncover the role of chordin expressing cells in this 
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system. Through this analysis we identified the transcriptional signature of both the Chordin-

producing and Chordin-responding cells and generated a list of novel, uncharacterized genes 

that help define this sub population. As sequencing costs decrease, this strategy for 

characterizing mutant phenotypes may become a central mode of analysis. From a relatively 

simple loss of function experiment, we were able to gain new insights into the functions of a 

critical regulator of early patterning. This fine-grained analysis of cells in development opens a 

new window into the study of patterning mechanisms. Studying mutant lines in this way will be a 

powerful tool for disease modeling. For example, genetic causes of developmental disorders 

could be investigated in a model system by inducing the known mutation and measuring 

systemic effects on development.  

One of the most interesting things we learned from these data was how cell type 

specification is canalized in embryogenesis. In this thesis, we have devoted significant time to 

discussing patterning robustness in the context of morphogen-mediated patterning systems and 

scale invariance. Another crucial component of patterning robustness is how transcriptional 

regulation and signaling networks constrain cells to certain specification paths. Our mapping of 

cell fate specification in Chordin mutants is an intriguing example of this. Although Chordin null 

embryos are deficient in a crucial process in early development, specification of the organizer, 

these embryos had no fundamentally “new” cell types. Instead, while the cell state landscape 

was shifted towards more ventral fates, they were still constricted to the same cell identities. 

This canalization of cell identity is another way by which embryos enforce robust patterning 

regimes and gives us insights into how the body plan may evolve. Constriction of cell fates 

along certain paths would permit mutations in evolution to readily affect cell proportion while still 

conserving the fundamental roles of cell types.  

In Appendix 3, we set out to study the scaling of somite patterning. Our initial interest in 

this question was driven by a curiosity for how pattern scaling is achieved in a system less 

dependent on morphogen gradients. Instead, we illuminated how central a scaling morphogen 
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activity gradient is to the patterning of the somites. When we began characterizing the scaling of 

somite patterning, we expected that a more physical change, such as a decrease in tail 

elongation speed, would account for somite scaling. However, only PSM size, when a delay in 

morphological emergence is accounted for, correlates with somite size between embryos of 

different sizes and over time. This led us to explore how PSM size may inform somite size via 

known signaling gradients. 

FGF gradients in the somites are thought to set the “wavefront” at which somites are 

specified, and their travel posteriorly is thought to be set by the speed of tail elongation. After 

our studies on the scaling of somite size with PSM size, we were curious whether this signaling 

gradient was dynamically scaling with PSM size. Staining for dpERK revealed that the FGF 

response gradient adjusts its length scale proportionally to the size of the PSM, both over time 

and between embryos of varying sizes. This dynamic scaling of the FGF signaling gradient 

helps refine the existing clock and wavefront model. By formalizing our predictions in a 

mathematical model, we were able to make predictions that recapitulated past experiments and 

enabled a novel test in the form of our “echo” experiment. These predictions and experiments 

confirmed the importance of a scaling gradient to somite patterning models. While we attempted 

to explore gradient scaling somewhat in Appendix 3, the mechanism of remained elusive. 

Further complicating our understanding was our recent observation that Wnt signaling gradients 

also scale with PSM size. Our experiments with somite transplantation led us to hypothesize 

that newly formed somites help regulate the FGF signaling gradient. Retinoic acid signaling was 

an obvious candidate for this role, as it is known to inhibit FGF signaling in the PSM and to be 

produced in the newly formed somites. However, we found that FGF gradients still scale in 

retinoic acid production morphants.  

HSPGs are known to be important regulators of FGF and Wnt signaling 

(Balasubramanian and Zhang, 2016; Yan and Lin, 2007; Yan and Lin, 2009; Yu et al., 2009). 

Interestingly, the HSPG Glypican 5c is specifically and highly expressed in the anterior PSM 
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and newly formed somites in zebrafish (Gupta and Brand, 2013). Of all the Glypicans, Glypican 

5 is the closest homologue of the fly gene Dally (Flybase). Dally is known to act as a co-receptor 

for Wnt and FGF; while Notum is known to cleave Dally causing the release of a mobile form of 

Dally which then inhibits morphogen signaling (Ayers et al., 2010; Giráldez et al., 2002; Kreuger 

et al., 2004). Moreover, Notum is known to cleave Glypicans and enable their release in 

vertebrates (Traister et al., 2008). During somite formation, Notum’s expression is restricted to 

the posterior tailbud and is known to inhibit Wnt signaling in the PSM (Flowers et al., 2012). I 

hypothesize that Notum, a secreted enzyme, diffuses over the length of the PSM and cleaves 

Glypican 5c in the anterior tailbud. In this hypothesized system, Notum-mediated cleavage of 

Glypican5c would increase over time as the PSM shrinks, thereby sharpening the Wnt signaling 

gradient, and potentially the FGF gradient as well. This would provide a dynamic source-sink 

like system that could regulate the distributions of both Wnt and FGF ligands. Given that source-

sink gradients are also capable of some scaling, such a mechanism would plausibly explain 

scaling of both the Wnt and FGF activation gradients over time and between embryos of 

different sizes (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010). HSPGs have been proposed to act as a sink for FGF 

gradients in previous studies, but the specific mechanism by which HSPGs inhibit morphogen 

spread locally was not clear (Yu et al., 2009). Furthermore, this model would explain the local 

inhibitory effect of transplanted somites on FGF signaling while accounting for the scaling of 

FGF signaling in retinoic acid signaling deficient embryos, both of which we observed in 

Appendix 3. 

The intersection of gene expression databases, imaging, and genetic tools as a platform 

for studying development 

 The accessibility of digital gene expression databases has been a defining driver of this 

experimental work. During my dissertation research, I spent countless hours scouring the 

Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN) to analyze gene expression patterns and inform my 
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thinking about developmental mechanisms. The broad availability of this information in the 

digital age vastly accelerated the pace of my work, helped instruct my thinking, and informed the 

hypothesis at the foundation of our work with Scube2, discussed in Chapter II. In Chapter III, we 

showed how single-cell RNA sequencing will streamline gene expression analysis. My hope is 

that the resources developed in this work will enable developmental biologists to rapidly probe 

the gene expression of their cell types of interest. The trove of gene expression information we 

generated in Chapter III can be readily combined with recent advances in forward genetics, 

such as CRISPR Cas9. With these tools, it is now possible for researchers to identify genes 

known to be co-expressed in their cell population, generate guide RNAs, and begin phenotyping 

zebrafish mutants within a single week. The mechanisms of these effects can then be 

interrogated in vivo using sophisticated imaging tools, as used throughout this work and further 

developed by collaborative work in Appendix 4. These tools will increase the pace at which we 

uncover the genetic, molecular, and cellular mechanisms of development, but it will require 

generations of diligent work and critical thinking by developmental biologists to integrate these 

findings into a systems-level understanding of how animals are built. I am proud through this 

work to have made a small contribution to this endeavor of human understanding. 
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Appendix 1. 

Supplemental Information for Chapter II 

Supplemental Figures: 

 

Figure S2.1 Segmentation and collection of neural imaging data 

(A) Image of a 20 hpf tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter embryo undergoing selection of the “axis of 

reflection” which serves to mark a measurement of Dorsoventral height and separate the two 

halves of the neural tube. These positions are picked by the user, first by picking the bottom of 

the floor plate cell, then inputting the top coordinate of the roof plate cell. (B) Image of a 20 hpf 

tg(ptch2:kaede) reporter embryo after a user has selected the proper width of the spinal cord. 

The algorithm then calculates how much imaging data to collect based on a ratio which avoids 

mature neurons and the lumen of the spinal cord. (C) After collection of average intensities in 

each bin, data is stored as shown. Average profiles for generating distribution plots and 
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Supplemental Figure 2.1 (Continued) segmenting domains are gathered by averaging these 

data along the A-P axis for both halves of the neural tube. 

 

 

Figure S2.2 Progenitor domain width determination and bar plot generation 

(A) Averaged image intensity profiles from the green channel of both sides of a segmented 

neural tube from a tg(dbx1b:gfp;olig2:dsred;nkx2.2a:memgfp) embryo. Black diamonds 

represent peaks found by a peak finding algorithm, while open circles and lines show the 

calculated domain boundaries and width for this embryo based on the universally applied 

threshold in this dataset. Thresholds are determined by 50% of average peak intensity of the 

control population for each dataset. (B) Example domain determination of nkx2.2a and dbx1b+ 
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Supplemental Figure 2.2 (Continued) cells. Red lines mark the predicted nkx2.2a domain, 

which correlates with the boundary of their fluorescence. Green lines mark the predicted width 

of the dbx1b domain which correlates well with visible fluorescence of this domain. Some 

anterior-posterior variability in domain size is observed. (C) Formatted as in part A, this plots the 

averages olig2:dsred+ intensity, peak, and determined width. (D) Example domain 

determination of olig2+ cells. Blue lines mark the predicted olig2:dsred domain, which correlates 

with the boundary of their fluorescence. Thresholds are determined by 25% of average peak 

intensity of the control embryos in each dataset. (E) Example stacked bar plot generated only 

from this embryo using calculated domain positions to determine domain sizes.   
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Figure S2.3 Time lapse imaging of tg(scube2:moxng) 
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Supplemental Figure 2.3 (Continued) Time-lapse images of 

tg(scube2:moxng;shh:memCherry) embryos which have been injected at the single cell stage 

with membrane-mtagbfp2 mRNA. Time in hours post fertilization is displayed in the bottom right 

corner for each panel through the course of the movie. (A) At extremely early stages there is 

weak mesodermal expression of scube2 in the notochord. (B) Expression of scube2:moxng is 

beginning to be seen in neural progenitors as the neural plate converges. (C) By 12.5 hpf a 

pronounced gap in inexpression of neural progenitors between shh:mem-mcherry and 

scube2:moxng cells is visible. (D) Expansion of the scube2+ domain dorsally is visible as cells 

continue to converge. (E) scube2 expression is visibly constricted to the medial neural tube.   
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Figure S2.4 Results of a small scale CRISPR screen for regulators of scube2. 

(A) List of genes selected for a screen for potential regulators of tg(scube2:moxng) and their 

phenotypes as gathered from imaging experiments. List was generated from known expression 

patterns, and in the case of znf362b and sox21b, correlation of expression with scube2 in 

unpublished single cell sequencing data (discussed in Chapter III). (B-C) tg(scube2:moxng) 

embryos imaged at 18 hpf that were injected at the single cell stage with mem-mtagbfp2 mRNA 

and injected at the 8-16 cell stage with mem-mCherry mRNA, Cas9 protein, and sgRNAs 

targeting either the tyrosinase pigment gene as a control (A) or pax6a&b (B). 
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Figure S2.5 Rescue of scube2 CRISPR mutants with scube2 or scube2-citrine mRNA 

(A) Results of a scube2 mutant in-cross. The allele was generated by mutagenesis with 

CRISPR using three guides targeting scube2 coding sequence (B) Embryos rescued by the 

injection of scube2 mRNA co-injected with mem-mcardinal which were screened for being mem-

mcardinal positive. (C) Embryos rescued by the injection of scube2-citrine mRNA co-injected 

with mem-mcardinal which were also screened for mem-mcardinal fluorescence. 
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Appendix 2. 

Supplemental Information for Chapter III 

Supplemental Tables Legends 

Note: supplementary tables are included in supporting materials 

 

Supplemental Table 3.1 

Summary of sequencing statistics for all inDrops RNA-seq libraries. 

 

Supplemental Table 3.2 

Table of significantly enriched marker genes and corresponding annotations for all 195 cell state 

clusters identified in the study. The top 20 positive differentially expressed genes (ranked by fold 

enrichment) determined by MAST (Finak et al., 2015) and Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test were 

determined by comparing cells of each cluster to all other cells from the same collection 

timepoint. Differentially expressed genes were identified using the FindAllMarkers routine in 

Seurat 2.2.0 according to the following criteria: (1) a log2-fold change >0.5, (2) Adjusted p-value 

<0.05. (3) >10% of cells in either test group must express at least one UMI.  

 

Supplemental Table 3.3 

Sequences of primers used in this study. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.1 

(A) Representative phase contrast images of cells dissociated from zebrafish embryos at the 

indicated timepoints. Scale bars: 50 μm. (B) Scatterplot of estimated total numbers of cells per 

embryo vs. time. Each blue dot represents a separate biological sample (cells dissociated from 

a set of 5-10 embryos, see Methods) manually quantified with a hemocytometer. Red and grey 

dots denote previously reported estimates from (Kimmel et al., 1995) and (Kobitski et al., 2015), 

respectively. (C) Estimation of scRNA-seq cell sampling depth. Table lists total cells per embryo 
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Supplemental Figure 3.1 (Continued) inferred from cell counts data in (B) alongside the total 

number of wild-type cells profiled by scRNA-seq, and associated sampling depths. (D) 

Demonstration of quantitative cell recovery. Estimated total cell yields resulting from the 

dissociation of sets of 1-20 embryos harvested at 24hpf.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.2 

(A) tSNE embeddings of cells from 7 developmental timepoints, colored by local density cluster 

IDs. (B) tSNE embedding for the 24hpf timepoint, including additional biological replicates. Left: 

cells colored by local density cluster ID. Right: cells colored by inferred germ layer identity.(C) 

Left: tSNE embedding of cells for the 24hpf timepoint, colored by biological sample of origin. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.2 (Continued) Right: stacked heatmap depicting the contribution of 

each biological replicate to each cluster. Clusters are ranked in order of decreasing cell 

number.(D) Numbers of significant principal component dimensions and highly variable genes 

identified for each timepoint (see Methods). (E) Fraction of overlap in sets of identified variable 

genes between all timepoint pairs. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.3 

Single-cell graphs (see also Figure 3.2). Nodes are colored by log10 expression counts for 

positional marker genes (A), and marker genes for particular cell/tissue types (B-J). Insets show 

zoomed regions marked by red boxes. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.4 

(A) Additional tSNE maps of the 6hpf timepoint (see also Figure 3.3B), with the top 100 most 

proximal cells to specified 24hpf states highlighted in red (proximity calculated by single-cell 

graph diffusion distance) or blue (proximity calculated by correlation distance between gene 

expression profiles for each 6hpf cell and each 24hpf state). All regions of the original tSNE map 

are shown, including non-epiblast/non-hypoblast clusters. (B) Overview of the graph-predicted 

fate outcomes for each region of the 6hpf tSNE map. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.5 

(A) Detailed overview of the coarse-grained graph depicted in Figure 3.3C. Inset: single-cell 

graph (same layout as Figure 3.2A) with nodes colored by local density tSNE clusters that were 

used for collapsing nodes. (B) Edge weights in the coarse-grained graph highlighted by color 

and edge thickness. Nodes are hidden from view. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.6 

(A) Overview of isothermal / Gibson assembly strategies for constructing TracerSeq libraries. In 

a 3-fragment assembly, two dsDNA fragments are joined via a single-stranded “bridge oligo” 

that contains a random 20mer, flanked by two 20bp homology arms to fragments 1 and 2. In a 

2-fragment assembly, a single fragment is circularized via assembly at an identical junction.(B) 

1% TAE gel illustrating 2-fragment isothermal assembly of the ~6.7kb final product from the 4kb 

and ~2.7kb fragments.(C) Sanger sequencing of the fully assembled TracerSeq junction. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.6 (Continued) Sequencing reads from individual bacterial clones and 

their consensus sequence are indicated (note, the library is not passed through bacteria prior to 

use in fish). The N20 barcode region and GFP stop codon are marked in red and blue, 

respectively. Bottom, comparison to the original pMTB vector sequence. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.7 

(A) Live fluorescent microscopy of representative TracerSeq embryos illustrating mosaic GFP 

expression. Anterior, left. (B) Heatmap of pairwise edit distances between 1,000 random 20mer 

sequences (left) and 1,000 randomly selected unique TracerSeq transcript barcodes from Fish1 

(right). Heatmap rows and columns were hierarchically clustered using correlation distance and 
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Supplemental Figure 3.7 (Continued) average linkage. Clusters of sequences with small or 

zero edit distances (interpreted to derive from the same clonal insertion event) are evident for 

Fish1, but not for the random 20mers.(C) Histograms of all barcode edit distances plotted in (B), 

excluding self-barcode pairs. Grey bars denote pairwise distances between barcodes from 

Fish1, compared to distances between random 20mers (dotted red line). For Fish1, two 

histogram peaks are evident, with the first resembling the random distribution, and the second 

centered at an edit distance of zero (blue arrow). (D) Histograms comparing pairwise barcode 

edit distances within and between all 5 TracerSeq fish embryos vs. the random distribution. 

Peaks corresponding to identical or near identical barcodes (blue arrows) were only evident 

when comparing barcodes within a fish. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.8 

(A) Histograms depicting the distribution in clone sizes (numbers of cells) over all 5 TracerSeq 

embryos. (B) Histograms depicting the distribution in numbers of clones detected per cell over 

all 5 TracerSeq embryos. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.9 

(A-D) See also Figure 3.4B. Shown are additional heatmaps depicting dual 

lineage/transcriptome information for each cell in TracerSeq embryos 2-5. Heatmaps are 

clustered using Jaccard similarity and average linkage. (E) Heatmap of TracerSeq lineage 

coupling z-scores between each pair of 24hpf states. Z-scores are hierarchically clustered by 

correlation distance and average linkage. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.10 
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Supplemental Figure 3.10 (Continued) (A-C) Lineage coupling correlation scores mapped 

onto the single-cell graph. Color values correspond to a single row of the matrix in Figure 3.5A 

(D-F) Scatterplots comparing lineage coupling correlation distances vs. scaled diffusion 

distances predicted from the state tree. Plots match those appearing in Figure 3.5B, with 

additional points labeled. Red labels indicate states with significant non-zero TracerSeq lineage 

correlations (adj. p-value < 0.005), ranked by p-value. Blue labels indicate states in the upper 

left quadrant of the plot with short normalized graph diffusion distances (<0.1) and weak lineage 

correlations (correlation distance > 0.6), ranked by increasing diffusion distance. (G) Left, two-

dimensional histogram of lineage correlation distance vs. diffusion distance scores over all state 

pairs. Number of scatter points appearing in each 2D bin is indicated by a heatmap. Right, 

proposed interpretation of various state-lineage relationships. A simplistic model, assuming tree-

like relationships, predicts that lineage and state distances will be highly correlated. Cell state 

pairs that are related by lineage but separated by large distances in state space suggest the 

presence of “Divergent Clones”. Cell state pairs that are highly similar in state but unrelated by 

lineage suggest the presence of “Convergent Clones”.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.11 

(A) Single-cell graph with close-up view of the pharyngeal arch / neural crest loop. Nodes are 

colored by collection timepoint. Arrows indicate two distinct hypothetical state trajectories into 

the loop with either neural plate or mesodermal origins. (B) Clustered heatmap of TracerSeq 
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Supplemental Figure 3.11 (Continued) lineage correlation scores (from Figure 3.5A). State 

names are hidden except those for three select states participating in the pharyngeal arch / 

neural crest loop. Together these states span two independent TracerSeq groups (MesEndo 

and EctoII). (C) Close-up views of the single-cell graph. Graph edges are shown in dark grey. 

Red dots denote locations of cell nodes assigned to each state. (D) Scatterplots comparing 

lineage coupling correlation distances to scaled diffusion distances predicted from the state tree. 

Each plot is anchored on the states depicted in (B-C). Lineage correlation scores (y-axis) 

correspond to rows of the heatmap in (B). Middle panel: Additional relationships are highlighted 

in yellow between pharyngeal arch-cd248b and selected lateral plate mesodermal states. These 

states (plotted in the upper left quadrant) display weak lineage correlations to pharyngeal arch-

cd248b, despite being in close transcriptional proximity on the state tree. (E) States with 

significant TracerSeq lineage correlations (adj. p-value < 0.005), ranked by p-value. Numbers 

correspond to labels in (D). State names are colored by germ layer of origin. (F) Proposed 

lineage model: A majority of cells in the pharyngeal arch / neural crest loop are neural-derived. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.12 

Brightfield microscopy of live 2dpf embryos co-injected with CRISPR/Cas9 at the 1-cell stage 

with sgRNAs targeting tyrosinase (left) or chordin (right) genes. Following injection, damaged 

embryos were immediately identified and removed; all other embryos were retained. Embryos 

were chosen at random for inDrops sample preparation at stages corresponding to ~14-16hpf; 

remaining embryos were used to assess effectiveness of the CRISPR targeting. Top images: 

overview of the entire clutch including all embryos. Bottom images, representative examples of 

3 different embryos from each condition. tyrosinase-targeted embryos displayed substantially 
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Supplemental Figure 3.12 (Continued) lower levels of visible pigment, but are otherwise 

normal. chordin-targeted embryos displayed the classic “ventralization” phenotype with small 

heads, enlarged somites (arrowheads), and overabundance of ventral mesodermal tissue 

(asterisks). 
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Supplemental Figure 3.13  
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Supplemental Figure 3.13 (Continued) (A-C) Single-cell tSNE maps for three stage-matched 

pairs of chordin and tyrosinase CRISPR-targeted samples (~14-16hpf). Left: cells colored by 

14hpf (wildtype) state identities assigned by a kNN-classifier (see Methods). Close clustering of 

cells with similar color codes demonstrates the comparability of the chordin cell state landscape 

to the original wildtype landscape. Right: cells colored by genotype. Data points were down-

sampled to an equal number of chordin and tyrosinase cells in each plot. Local changes in the 

proportions of the two genotypes demonstrate shifts in state abundances in the chordin and 

tyrosinase samples. Red arrow in (C) indicates a cluster in which no tyrosinase cells appeared. 

(D) Differential gene expression analysis of the “chordin-only” cell cluster identified in (C). Listed 

are the top 10 positively enriched genes for this cell cluster, determined by Wilcoxon rank-sum 

test (log2 fold change >1) ranked by adjusted p-value. Analysis was limited to transcripts with 

average expression level >25 transcripts per million (TPM). Counts overlays for selected 

differentially expressed genes confirm enrichment of transcripts associated with heat-shock/ 

stress response and a neural progenitor / dividing cell state (sox19a, pcna). (E) Structural 

similarities between chordin/tyrosinase and wild-type datasets, assessed by a confusion matrix. 

Rows: wild-type kNN-classifier assignments (n=28). Columns: k-Means cell cluster assignments 

derived from the tSNE map (k = 200, cityblock distance). Data are column-normalized and 

columns are sorted by row maxima. Cells within each k-Means cluster predominantly map to a 

single wild-type state.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.14 

(A) State-by-state analysis of the chordin phenotype. Cells from 3 chordin-targeted and 3 control 

(tyrosinase-targeted) samples were assigned to one of the 28 wild-type annotated states by a 

kNN-classifier (see Figure S3.13 and Methods) and assessed for cell abundance changes and 

differential gene expression. After normalizing to total cell counts, the relative contribution of 

cells from the two CRISPR samples to each state was assessed by log2-fold change. Adjusted 

p-values report significant changes (2-tailed t-test). The extent to which chordin and control 

(tyrosinase) cells that were assigned to the same state differed in their transcriptional signatures 

was assessed by identifying differentially expressed genes (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, adj. pvalue 
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Supplemental Figure 3.14 (Continued) < 0.01; absolute log2 fold change >1). This analysis 

was limited to transcripts with average expression level >25 transcripts per million (TPM). For 

each state, the number of differentially expressed genes (DEG) between chordin and tyrosinase 

cells was compared to the number of “state-defining” DEG. State-defining DEG were identified 

by comparing cells of each state to cells of all other states, using the same rank-sum test criteria 

specified above. Differences between states were systematically associated with much larger 

DEG numbers than were chd/tyr differences. On average, >70% of all chd/tyr DEG were “novel” 

(i.e. not present in the state-defining DEG list). For each state, up to 10 “novel” up-regulated DE 

genes, ranked by adj. p-value, are listed. These genes include most predominantly a set of 

multiple heat-shock / stress associated transcripts (e.g. hsp70, hsp70.2, tp53inp1). (B) 

Quantitative trends of the chordin phenotype, depicted in a scatterplot. Each cell state is colored 

by known dorsal / ventral locations in the embryo (magenta: ventral tissues; green: dorsal 

tissues; grey: “intermediate” tissues). The size of each point reflects the % abundance of each 

tissue in the wild-type embryo. X-values report the relative changes in state abundance (log2) in 

chordin vs control (tyrosinase) embryos. Y-values report the number of differentially expressed 

genes identified between chordin vs control cells in each cluster, same rank-sum test criteria as 

in (A). 
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Supplemental Figure 3.15 

Single-cell graphs, colored by normalized transcript counts for genes encoding select BMP 

inhibitors (A), and BMP proteins (B).  
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Supplemental Figure 3.16 

(A) Left: Subspace-projection layout of a subgraph (n=5,634 cells) corresponding to the tailbud 
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Supplemental Figure 3.16 (Continued) region of the zebrafish embryo, colored by pseudo-

spatiotemporal ordering (see Methods). Colormap was centered on peak brachyury/ta 

expression. TB: tailbud; SC: spinal cord; PSM: presomitic mesoderm. Right: Expression counts 

for ta / brachyury. Heatmap of gaussian-smoothened expression z-scores for select dynamically 

expressed genes (see Methods). Distinct cascades of pro-neural or pro-mesodermal genes 

define two bifurcating trajectories emerging from the central tailbud region. Trajectory cells 

originated from multiple collection timepoints. Black bars indicate the relative contributions of 

each timepoint to different regions of the tailbud trajectory. Early timepoint cells dominate the 

center of the rajectory; later timepoints dominate the tips. Log2 ratios of differential cell state 

abundances in chordin vs. tyrosinase samples (same data as in Figure 3.6D). Red arrow 

hypothesizes a “critical point” in the branching trajectory. Overlay of normalized expression 

counts for chordin.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.17 

Panel of genes co-expressed with chordin in the tailbud. (A) Pearson correlation coefficients 

were calculated comparing the normalized transcript counts for chordin to all other genes, 
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Supplemental Figure 3.17 (Continued) across all cells in the tailbud subgraph (Figure 

S3.16A). Listed are the top 40 most correlated genes. (B) Left: Gene expression overlays for the 

top 15 most correlated genes plotted for the tailbud subgraph. Red stripe indicates the graph 

region containing chordin+ cells. Right: Single-cell coexpression scatterplots of normalized 

transcript counts (vs. chordin counts) for the same 15 genes as in (A).  
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Abstract  

Little is known about how the sizes of animal tissues are controlled. A prominent example is 

somite size which varies widely both within an individual and across species. Despite intense 

study of the segmentation clock governing the timing of somite generation, how it relates to 

somite size is poorly understood. Here we examine somite scaling and find that somite size at 

specification scales with the length of the PSM despite considerable variation in PSM length 

across developmental stages and in surgically size-reduced embryos. Measurement of clock 

period, axis elongation speed, and clock gene expression patterns demonstrate that existing 

models fail to explain scaling. We posit a “clock and scaled gradient” model, in which somite 

boundaries are set by a dynamically scaling signaling gradient across the presomitic mesoderm. 

Our model not only explains existing data, but also makes a unique prediction that we 

experimentally confirm—the formation of periodic “echoes” in somite size following perturbation 

of the size of one somite. Our findings demonstrate that gradient scaling plays a central role 

both in progression and size control of somitogenesis. 

Introduction 

 Scaling―matching organ size to body size―is a fundamental property of developing 

organisms. Even within the same species, developing embryos often vary in size, due to 

environmental and maternal variability. In addition, embryo size can change drastically across 

developmental stages. Nevertheless, embryos robustly develop with invariant proportions, 

suggesting that some mechanism of pattern scaling is encoded in the developmental program 

(Cooke, 1981). While the scaling of morphogen gradients has received significant attention, 

both theoretically and experimentally (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010; Gregor et al., 2005; Gregor et 

al., 2008; Inomata et al., 2013; Lander et al., 2011; McHale et al., 2006; O'Connor et al., 2006), 

understanding has been limited for scaling of other patterning processes, such as somite 

segmentation. 
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 During embryogenesis, somites provide the first body segments in vertebrates, 

eventually giving rise to tissues such as the vertebrae and axial skeletal muscles. Somite 

segmentation occurs sequentially in an anterior to posterior progression along the presomitic 

mesoderm (PSM), with temporal and spatial periodicity. Temporal periodicity (e.g. somites are 

formed in symmetric pairs every 25 min in zebrafish (Schroter et al., 2008)) is known to be 

generated by a system of coupled cellular oscillators (Delaune et al., 2012; Lauschke et al., 

2013; Masamizu et al., 2006; Palmeirim et al., 1997), called the segmentation clock, which is 

driven and synchronized by complex signaling networks (Dequeant et al., 2006; Hubaud and 

Pourquie, 2014; Krol et al., 2011). Yet, how these oscillations relate to the spatially periodic 

pattern of the mature somites and how somite sizes are determined remains controversial 

(Akiyama et al., 2014; Cooke and Zeeman, 1976; Cotterell et al., 2015; Lauschke et al., 2013; 

Shih et al., 2015; Soroldoni et al., 2014; Takahashi et al., 2010; Tsiairis and Aulehla, 2016).  

 Somites were first documented to scale in Xenopus following bisection; the resulting 

embryos have smaller but the same number of somites when compared to intact control 

embryos (Cooke, 1975). Although this experiment was performed more than 40 years ago, the 

underlying mechanism for somite scaling has not been identified. In particular, the relationship 

between PSM length and somite size has been disputed: previous groups have reported that in 

intact developing embryos, somite size does not scale with PSM size (Gomez et al., 2008), 

while in ex vivo culture of PSM, somite length has been shown to linearly scale with PSM length 

(Lauschke et al., 2013).  

 In this study, we demonstrate that somite length indeed scales with PSM length and that 

gradient scaling underlies somite scaling, using both surgically size-reduced and normally 

developing zebrafish embryos, in combination with live imaging, quantitative measurement, and 

mathematical modeling. We demonstrate that previously reported discrepancies between 

somite size and PSM size can be explained by a time delay between somite size and 
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morphological boundary formation. The relationship between somite and PSM length is 

remarkably different when this delay is considered, revealing that somite length always scales 

with PSM length. This result led us to evaluate several variables that could potentially modulate 

somite length. We found that clock period, axis elongation speed, and clock gene expression 

patterns did not scale, whereas the Fgf activity gradient did scale with PSM length. Based on 

this observation, we developed a “clock and scaled gradient model” based on the original clock 

and wavefront model (Cooke and Zeeman, 1976) with a simple yet important refinement in 

which a gradient scaled to the PSM size sets the wavefront position. Using transplants, we 

show that somite derived signals can inhibit Fgf signaling providing a potential mechanism for 

gradient scaling. The clock and scaled gradient model not only explains existing experimental 

data but also inspired a novel experimental test with an unintuitive outcome—the creation of 

“echoes” in somite size following perturbation of the system. Together, we present the 

quantitative study of somite scaling as an experimental platform to test the feasibility of multiple 

theoretical models. 

Results 

Somite length at specification scales with PSM length throughout developmental time.  

Although somite length has been shown to scale with overall body length in Xenopus (Cooke, 

1975), whether somite length scales with PSM size has been controversial (Gomez et al., 2008; 

Lauschke et al., 2013). To test this relationship we measured somite length and PSM length 

using live imaging. Initially we did not observe a clear relationship between PSM length and 

somite size (see Figure 1F). However, somite specification within the PSM occurs long before 

the appearance of the morphological boundaries (Akiyama et al., 2014; Bajard et al., ; Dubrulle 

et al., 2001; Elsdale et al., 1976; Giudicelli et al., 2007; Ozbudak and Lewis, 2008; Primmett et 

al., 1989; Roy et al., 1999) (Figure 1A), and thus we speculated that the inconsistency with 
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respect to somite scaling could be attributed to this delay. Although previous studies have 

shown the delay is around 4-5 cycles, the delay duration could vary along developmental 

stages. To examine if somite length scales with PSM length when this specification to formation 

delay is considered, we experimentally measured this delay using embryos from different 

developmental stages. Dual-specificity phosphatase inhibitor BCI is known to act immediately 

on Fgf signaling leading to an eventual reduction of somite size (Figure S1) (Akiyama et al., 

2014). We transiently treated embryos at 5 somite stage (ss), 10ss, and 15ss with BCI and 

measured the length of the newly formed somites using live imaging for six subsequent cycles 

(Figure 1B and C). Regardless of the developmental stage for the pulse BCI treatment, we 

observed 4-cycle delay on average before a visibly smaller somite formed (Figure 1D). Our 

experimentally determined delay is similar, albeit slightly shorter, to what has been proposed in 

previous work (4-5 cycles) (Akiyama et al., 2014; Bajard et al., ; Dubrulle et al., 2001; Elsdale et 

al., 1976; Giudicelli et al., 2007; Ozbudak and Lewis, 2008; Primmett et al., 1989; Roy et al., 

1999). Taking this 4-cycle delay into consideration, we reexamined the relationship between 

PSM length and somite size (comparing the size of the Nth somite with the PSM size at the N-4 

ss, Figure 1E). Strikingly, we found that somite size indeed scales with PSM size when this 4-

cycle delay is considered (Figure 1F). No clear relationship between somite and PSM length is 

apparent without the delay (Figure 1F). This relationship between PSM length and somite size 

was still observed with a 3 or 5 cycle delay, suggesting that minor fluctuations in the delay or 

measurement error would not affect the conclusion (Figure 1F). The delay between somite 

specification and formation is reflected in different peak positions in time course measurements 

of PSM and somite size (Figure 1G). Consideration of this delay may be necessary to assess 

scaling in previous data (Gomez et al., 2008; Schroter et al., 2008).  
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Figure 1. Somite scaling over time with time delay.  

(A) Schematic illustration of time delay between somite boundary specification and somite 

boundary formation. (B) Schematic illustration of BCI experiment. The embryos were treated 

with BCI for 5 min and then subjected to live imaging in egg water without BCI. The BCI 

treatment was done at 3 different somite stages (5, 10, 15 ss), in case the delay time varies 

over time. (C) BCI treated embryos form smaller somites (magenta arrow). (D) Relative AP 

length of somites, normalized by the somite length of control embryos at somite stage of BCI 

treatment. At each somite stage, the smaller somite was formed 4 cycles after BCI treatment. 

Error bars denote SD. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001. (n=5 for each condition) (E) Comparison of 

PSM length and somite length was made using PSM length at N-4 ss (e.g. 10 ss) and somite 

length at N ss (e.g. 14 ss), using live imaging data. (F) Somite size vs PSM size between control 

and chopped embryos with and without time delay (3, 4, 5 cycles). (G) Size dynamics of PSM 
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Figure 1 (Continued) and somites. Note the peaks appear at different somite stages. Error 

bars denote SD.  
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Somite length at specification scales with PSM length among individuals with different 

body sizes.  

Given that somite size at specification scales with PSM length throughout developmental time, 

we then wondered whether somite length scales with PSM length between zebrafish embryos of 

varying sizes. Inspired by classic work in Xenopus (Cooke, 1975) on somite scaling in surgically 

size reduced embryos, we sought to apply this technique to zebrafish. We first attempted to cut 

zebrafish embryos at the blastula stage longitudinally (along the animal-vegetal axis) as was 

done in Xenopus. However, the resulting embryos had varying degrees of dorsalization or 

ventralization presumably due to dorsal determinants being portioned in unpredictable ways and 

were difficult to study quantitatively. We thus sought a method to reduce embryo size without 

perturbing D-V patterning. By using separate latitudinal cuts to remove cells near the animal 

pole and yolk near the vegetal pole at the blastula stage (Figure 2A left panel), we found that 

the resulting size-reduced embryos quickly recovered and a large percentage of them 

developed normally (Figure 2A). Total body size and organ size, including somites, of these 

chopped embryos were found to be smaller (Figure 2B and C). Consistent with previous work in 

Xenopus (Cooke, 1975), the chopped embryos had the same number of somites, each of which 

was smaller in size (33 in both control and chopped embryos at 1 day post-fertilization, n=5 for 

each. Somite number was counted using still images of the live embryos). Combining this size 

reduction technique and live imaging, we measured somite and PSM length, and found somite 

length scales with PSM length between embryos of varying sizes when the same 4-cycle delay 

is considered (Figure 2D, see also Figure S2). The scaling was observed throughout our 

timecourses (from 5 ss to 20 ss, Figure S3). Taken together, we conclude that somite length 

always scales with PSM length as long as the time delay between specification and 

morphological boundary formation is considered.   
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Figure 2. Somite scaling between individuals of different sizes. 

 (A) Size reduction technique. Scale bar, 500 μm. (B) Body and organ sizes comparison 

between control and chopped embryos. (C) Somite size comparison between control and 

chopped embryos. (D) Somite size vs PSM size between control and chopped embryos. 
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Clock period does not scale with PSM length.  

Given our finding that somite length scales with PSM length both over time and among 

individuals with different sizes, we next asked what mechanism might link PSM size to somite 

size. For this purpose, we searched for a component of the known somite patterning system 

that scales with PSM length, both across developmental stages and among individuals. In the 

classic clock and wavefront model, somite length is the product of clock period and wavefront 

regression speed. We first measured the period of the segmentation clock both in control and 

chopped embryos over time, since it is known that a change in the period of clock gene 

expression causes a change in somite length (Herrgen et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011; Schroter 

and Oates, 2010). We measured the clock period as the time between the formation of 

successive somite boundaries, and found no difference in this period between control and 

chopped embryos (Figure 3A, Figure S4) or between those at different developmental stages 

(Figure 3B) (Schroter et al., 2008), suggesting that scaling is not achieved by regulation of clock 

period.  

Axis elongation speed does not scale with PSM length.  

We next quantified the axis elongation speed, since slower axis elongation is known to lead to 

shorter somite length (Goudevenou et al., 2011; Rauch et al., 1997). One explanation for this 

comes from the clock and wavefront model, in which the wavefront speed (and hence somite 

size) has often been directly linked to axis elongation speed (Cooke and Zeeman, 1976; 

Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004; Hubaud and Pourquie, 2014; Saga, 2012). This possibility is also 

consistent with the idea that a gradient of Fgf is established by mRNA decay coupled with axis 

elongation, and that this drives wavefront progression (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004). Therefore, 

we expected somites to be smaller in chopped embryos due to a decrease in the axis 

elongation speed (e.g. cells are incorporated into the PSM at the tailbud at a slower rate). We 

measured the change in axis length, defined by a distance between the posterior boundary of   
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Figure 3 Determining which components of the somite formation system scale.  

(A) Somite formation frequency vs. initial PSM size. No significant difference was found 

between control and chopped embryos at the 5% significance level, and the confidence interval 

on the difference of means (-1.78 - 0.66) includes the hypothesized value of 0. (B) Somite 
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Figure 3 (Continued) formation time of control and chopped embryos. The slope corresponds 

to somite formation period. Note the slopes do not change over time. Error bars denote SD. (C) 

Axis elongation speed vs. PSM size. No significant difference was found between control and 

chopped embryos at the 5% significance level, and the confidence interval on the difference of 

means (-0.10 - 0.15) includes the hypothesized value of 0. (D). Axis length vs. time. The slope 

represents the speed of axis elongation. (E) Quantification of her1 wavelength along the blue 

line in the first panel. Green line in the third panel shows the phase gradient obtained by wavelet 

transform. Orange triangles show manually measured wavelength. (F) Wavelength vs. PSM 

among individuals. (G) Wavelength vs. PSM size over time. (H to K) Quantification of Fgf 

activity based on dpERK immunostaining. (H and I) dpERK scaling between control and 

chopped embryos. (J and K) dpERK scaling across developmental stages. Both are shown by 

absolute position (H and J), and relative position (I and K). (L to S) Quantification of Fgf activity 

based on ERK biosensor mRNA-injected embryos. The manipulated embryos (L and N) were 

used to generate kymographs of ERK activity (M and O). Black arrowheads represent newly 

formed somites. LUT, high (red) to low (blue) reporter intensity. (P) Definition of L50. (Q and R) 

Change in PSM size and L50 position overtime, in control embryos (Q) (n=4) and chopped 

embryos (R) (n=3). Different marks correspond to different embryos. (S) L50 vs PSM length 

over time both in control and chopped embryos. 
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4th somite and the tail tip, over time(Bajard et al., 2014). Contrary to our expectation, we found 

that axis elongation speed did not differ between control and chopped embryos, at least for 

5ss—15ss (Figure 3C, Figure S4); this seemingly confusing result can be explained if the major 

mechanism of axis elongation at these stages is, for example, convergence and extension, 

whose rate should not be size dependent (Steventon et al., 2016). Notably, the axis elongation 

speed was nearly constant over our experimental time window (Figure 3D), although PSM size 

decreased drastically. Since axis elongation speed neither changes over time as somites 

decrease in size nor between embryos of varying sizes, altered axis elongation speed cannot 

explain scaling of somite patterning.  

Wavelength of her1 traveling waves does not scale with PSM length.  

We then asked if the wavelength of the traveling wave pattern of a segmentation clock gene 

(e.g. her1) could explain scaling of somite formation. Canonical segmentation clock genes 

exhibit traveling waves; a stripe pattern that sweeps through the PSM from posterior to anterior 

due to a phase delay toward the anterior direction. While these traveling waves have not been 

experimentally shown to cause somite size alterations, a correlation between wavelength 

(spatial interval of the stripes) and somite length has been observed (Jorg et al., 2016; 

Lauschke et al., 2013). To determine whether her1 traveling waves are involved in scaling, we 

generated and quantified phase maps from her1 in situ hybridization samples (Figure 3E). We 

extracted the phase information from signal intensities using a wavelet transform, then 

converted the approximately linear phase gradient into an effective wavelength, defined as the 

distance between peaks of her1 intensity (Figure 3E). We measured the phase gradient from an 

area of PSM including B-4 (the presumptive position corresponding to a morphological 

boundary four cycles later, blue line in Figure 3E, left panel). We also measured the phase 

gradient manually, by identifying peaks and troughs in the intensity profile (orange triangles in 

Figure 3E, right panel). This manual measurement was found to correspond well with phases 
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obtained from the wavelet transform (green line in Figure 3E, left panel). We found that unlike 

somite size, wavelength does not always scale with PSM size: although the wavelength scales 

with PSM size following embryonic size reduction, it does not scale during embryonic 

development (Figure 3 F and G) (Holley et al., 2000). This is consistent with recent work 

demonstrating that the number of her1 waves changes over time, confirming that the phase 

gradient does not scale with PSM size (Soroldoni et al., 2014). Since somite size scales with 

PSM size over developmental stages as well as among individuals of different size, this result 

indicates that it is unlikely that the somite scaling is achieved through regulation of the 

wavelength of her1. The conclusion is supported by a previous study which showed that 

repeated induction of deltaC expression in a deltaC mutant background can successfully rescue 

somite boundary formation, although the induced deltaC expression did not show the traveling 

wave pattern (Soza-Ried et al., 2014).  

The Fgf activity gradient scales with PSM length.  

Our final candidate feature that could relate somite size to PSM size was the FGF gradient 

(Akiyama et al., 2014; Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001). To measure FGF signaling 

we used whole mount immunohistochemistry against doubly phosphorylated ERK (dpERK), a 

downstream readout of Fgf activity, and extracted the signal intensity. We found that the 

gradient range varies considerably between embryos on an absolute length scale, but is quite 

consistent when plotted as a function of relative PSM length, both for control and chopped 

embryos (Figure 3H and I, Figure S5 and S6) and for embryos from different developmental 

stages (Figure 3J and K, Figure S5 and S6). We further tested if Fgf activity scales with PSM 

size in embryos carrying a FRET-based ERK biosensor (Figure 3 L-S). We calculated the PSM 

location where the relative intensity of FRET signal crosses 50% of the maximal intensity (L50) 

(Figure 3P). Time course analysis of L50 in both control and chopped embryos confirmed that 

the Fgf activity gradient scales with PSM size (Figure 3Q-S). L50 analysis was further 
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performed when Fgf activity was measured by dpERK and by sprouty4 mRNA, a downstream 

gene of Fgf signaling, confirming Fgf activity scaling (Figure S7).  

Since Wnt signaling is also known to form a gradient in PSM, we examined whether Wnt 

signaling scales with PSM length. We performed L50 analysis on expression patterns of sp5l 

mRNA, a downstream gene of Wnt signaling (Thorpe et al., 2005), and found Wnt activity also 

scales with PSM length (Figure S8). Although we cannot determine which signaling is upstream 

(we expect them to interacting with each other (Bajard et al., 2014; Stulberg et al., 2012; Wahl 

et al., 2007)), for simplicity, we will mainly focus on Fgf signaling in this paper.  

A clock and scaled gradient model can explain somite scaling.  

Given our observation of a dynamically scaling FGF activity gradient, we turned to modeling to 

see whether this feature is capable of explaining scaling of somite patterning. In the original 

clock and wavefront model, the timing of somite boundary specification is controlled by a clock 

and the positioning by the level of a signal that encodes a posteriorly moving wavefront. How 

the position of the wavefront is determined at each time point is unspecified in the original 

model. Importantly, our observations reveal that the activity of the signaling molecule linked with 

wavefront activity, Fgf or potentially Wnt, forms a dynamic gradient that scales with PSM size. 

We term this updated model the “clock and scaled gradient” model. In this model, scaling of the 

gradient to PSM size generates a posteriorly moving wavefront, when it is combined with axis 

elongation (which increases PSM size) and somite formation (which decreases PSM size) 

(Figure 4 A and B). We constructed a simple mathematical model to formalize these interactions 

(Supplementary Materials and Methods) and found that this model can successfully reproduce 

our biological results on somite size scaling (Figure 4C-F). Similar somite formation dynamics 

can be observed regardless of the precise shape of the gradient (Figure 4C and D; steep 

sigmoidal gradient, Figure 4E and F; linear gradient).  
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Figure 4. Clock and scaled gradient model.  

(A) Schematic illustration of the clock and scaled gradient model. (B) Superimposition of the 

gradients from each time point in (A). (C and D) Simulation results using a sigmoidal gradient. 

(E and F) Simulation results using a linear gradient. (C and E) Simulation results of control and 
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Figure 4 (Continued) chopped embryos. (D and F) Simulation results of a single embryo over 

time. (G and H) Stepwise regression of the gradient in clock and scaled gradient model. (G) L50 

in the model was determined similarly to Figure 3I. (H) Clock and scaled gradient model predicts 

stepwise regression of L50 position. (I) Simulation results for perturbation experiments for local 

or global inhibition/ activation of Fgf, slower clock and slower axis elongation. (J) Somite size 

versus PSM length shows perfect scaling in silico when axial elongation speed is zero, 

mimicking the results from the in vitro mPSM system(Lauschke et al., 2013). (K) Simulation 

results of long-term suppression of a gradient in the clock and scaled gradient model. Error bars 

denote SD. (L and M) Low concentration of SU5402 (16 μM) results in one or two larger 

somite(s) (n=7 for both SU5402 and untreated). Error bars denote SD. 
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We also observed step-wise regression of the L50 in our model, consistent with the recent 

report (Figure 4G and H) (Akiyama et al., 2014). Moreover using this model, we can also 

accurately predict the resulting changes in somite size following a wide range of additional 

perturbations (Figure 4 I and J): one smaller somite following transient Fgf activation (Akiyama 

et al., 2014) (Figure 4I); multiple smaller somites followed by one larger somite after Fgf bead 

transplantation (Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001) (Figure 4I); larger somites with a 

slower clock (Herrgen et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011; Schroter and Oates, 2010) (Figure 4I); 

smaller somites with slower axis elongation (Goudevenou et al., 2011; Rauch et al., 

1997)(Figure 4I); and scaling of somite and PSM size in vitro under culture conditions that do 

not permit axis elongation (Lauschke et al., 2013)(Figure 4J). We found that in all cases, the 

model’s predictions were in agreement with experimental results.  

The clock and scaled gradient model predicts one larger somite in long-term Fgf 

inhibition.  

A simple perturbation to test our model is long-term Fgf inhibition. This experiment was recently 

carried out using chick embryos and multiple larger somites were shown to form during long-

term Fgf inhibition (Cotterell et al., 2015). This result was contradictory to what the clock and 

wavefront model would predict, but consistent with a novel Turing framework for somitogenesis 

(Cotterell et al., 2015). We simulated the same perturbation using our clock and scaled gradient 

model and found that it predicts the same result as the clock and wavefront model: only one 

larger somite (Figure 4K). To test if the long-term Fgf inhibition has the same effect in zebrafish 

embryos, we treated zebrafish embryo with the Fgf inhibitor, SU5402 (Sawada et al., 2001), at a 

low concentration (16 μM) in which embryos grew until late stages. Unlike in chick (Cotterell et 

al., 2015), we observed one larger somite but not multiple larger somites following long-term 

SU5402 treatment (Figure 4L and M, for individual data, see Figure S14), consistent with our 

model. Moreover, we observed the same tendency under constant darkness, confirming the 
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result we obtained was not due to the light instability of SU5402 (10 out of 11) (Figure S10). 

These differences in results could potentially be explained by how acutely the drug can be 

administered: in zebrafish, embryos can be soaked in a vast excess of drug causing a rapid 

step up in drug levels followed by a plateau in vivo, whereas in chick the drug levels may rise 

more slowly. Simulations showed that increasing FGF inhibition over a few hours can cause 

multiple large somites in our model (Figure S11). 

Newly formed somites play a critical role in Fgf gradient scaling.  

One potential mechanism of gradient scaling is that newly formed somites modulate the 

Fgf gradient, for example, by secreting a negative regulator of the pathway. To examine 

whether the newly formed somite can modulate Fgf gradient, we transplanted a newly formed 

somite into the posterior PSM, and compared it to a control experiment in which PSM cells were 

transplanted to the same axial level (Figure 5A). From our model, we predicted that the 

ectopically transplanted somite would locally inhibit Fgf signaling. One to two cycles (0.5-1 hour) 

after transplantation, the embryos were fixed and stained for dpERK. We found that in the PSM 

surrounding the transplanted somite, the dpERK level was significantly decreased (Figure 5B), 

whereas the dpERK level in the PSM surrounding transplanted PSM cells was largely 

unaffected (Figure 5C). To quantify ERK activity, we normalized the dpERK signal near the 

transplant with that of the non-transplanted side of the same embryo at the same axial level 

(Figure 5A). We found the dpERK levels around the transplanted somite to be significantly lower 

than the control (Figure 5D). These data support our hypothesis that mature somites rapidly and 

potently modulate the Fgf activity gradient to effect gradient scaling. 

One immediate candidate molecule that could contribute to Fgf scaling is retinoic acid, 

since it forms an opposing signaling gradient to Fgf and antagonizes Fgf signaling in posterior 

tailbud. To test the role of retinoic acid in Fgf scaling, we examined whether Fgf scaling holds in 

the absence of retinoic acid by knocking down retinoic acid synthetace (raldh1) using  
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Figure 5 New somites inhibit FGF activity.  

(A) Schematic illustration of somite transplantation. (B and C) dpERK immunostaining. Dashed 

line shows transplanted tissue. (D) Comparison of relative intensities between PSM 

transplanted samples (n=9) and somite transplanted samples (n=9). Error bars denote SD. ***P 

< 0.001.  

 

morpholino. The Fgf activity was found to scale with PSM length in raldh1 knocked down 

embryos, suggesting that retinoic acid does not play the central role in Fgf gradient scaling 

(Figure S12). 

A unique prediction from the clock and scaled gradient model: an “echo effect” on 

somite size 

 We further sought a novel experimental test for which our model makes a unique 

prediction. Key aspects of the clock and scaled gradient model are the 4-cycle delay between 

somite specification and formation, and the feedback between newly formed somites and 

gradient length. We thus reasoned that if we experimentally created one larger somite, it would 

shorten the PSM and rescale the gradient in a jump, which would then result in another larger 

somite four cycles later, and this process would repeat creating “echoes” of larger somites with 

a ~4-cycle periodicity (Figure 6A). Simulations of our model supported this idea (Figure 6B  
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Figure 6 Experimental validation of the clock and scaled gradient model. 
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Figure 6 (Continued) (A) Schematic illustration of the outcome of the clock and scaled gradient 

model, following induction of one larger somite. The induced larger somite is colored in 

magenta, the larger somites as a result of system response are colored in blue and cyan. (B 

and C) Simulation results without (B) and with noise (C) for the somites size (red line in B, red 

arrow head in C). Blue line in B and blue arrowhead in C show the second, and cyan line in B 

and cyan arrowhead in C show the third large somite. (D) Schematic illustration of the in vivo 

experiment, and an embryo with larger somites at different time points. (E) Time course of 

percentage increase in somite length of SU5402 treated embryos, compared to those in control 

embryos (n=12). (F) Frequency distribution of somite cycles between the peaks. (G) Percentage 

increase in somite size in SU5402-treated embryos at the peaks detected in each embryo, 

compared to control embryos at the corresponding somite stage. In both C and E, blue lines and 

blue shades indicate the average somite size and the variance of one standard deviation, 

respectively. For C, D and E, red, blue and cyan arrowheads show the first, second and third 

larger somites. (H-J) Examination of ERK activity and her1 wavelength after transient SU5402 

treatment. (H) Schematic illustration of the experiment. After fixation, the samples were 

subjected to dpERK and her1 in situ hybridization. (I) dpERK intensity curves for SU5402 

treated embryos were calculated by averaging intensity curves for each time points. Relative 

signal intensity (y axis) was determined by scaling factors: (maximum intensity of treated 

embryos) / (maximum intensity of untreated embryos at the corresponding time points). Relative 

position (x axis) was determined by normalized positions in PSM in treated embryos by 

averaged PSM length of untreated embryos at the corresponding time points. (J) Time course 

analysis of her1 wavelength of untreated embryos and SU5402 treated embryos. We found no 

significant difference at significant level of 0.05 at any time point. Error bars denote SD. (K-M) 

Simulation results for percentage increase of somite size over time, based on different models. 

After induction of one larger somite (arrowheads in magenta), clock and wavefront model (when 

wavefront speed is associated with axis elongation only) predicts one smaller somite (K), 
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Figure 6 (Continued) wavelength/ Turing model (Cotterell et al., 2015) predicts smaller somites 

and the somite size eventually comes back to normal(L). Only the Clock and Scaled Gradient 

model predicts the “echo effect” that somite size dynamics shows ups and downs repeatedly 

every 4 cycles (M). 
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and C). Furthermore, we were encouraged by previous experiments that showed an “echo 

effect” of somite abnormalities following heatshock treatment (Primmett et al., 1989). 

To test this prediction we transiently treated embryos with the Fgf inhibitor, SU5402, which is 

known to induce a larger somite (Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001), followed by 

extensive washes for two hours, then performed live imaging to measure the length of the newly 

formed somites (Figure 6D). Strikingly, we found that somite size became smaller and larger 

with a several-cycle period, which was uniquely predicted by the clock and scaled gradient 

model (Figure 6E and F, for individual data, see Figure S13). We noted that the periodicity was 

not always precisely 4 (Figure 6F), possibly due to internal fluctuation of the delay time or 

experimental variation, such as variation in washout timing of SU5402. By analyzing individual 

embryos (Figure S13), we confirmed that all the peaks of somite size in pulse SU5402 treated 

embryos are larger than those in control embryos (Figure 6G). As predicted, we observed the 

echo effect in long-term SU5402 treated embryos as well (Figure S14), but we chose to focus 

on transient treatment because the embryos were healthier. The echo effect was also seen in 

the embryos transiently treated with BCI (Figure S15). These results confirm that echo effect is 

a general phenomenon for somite formation. 

We then evaluated the effect of transient SU5402 on both dpERK activity and her1 wavelength. 

To perform time-course analysis, we fixed the embryos every 30 min while washing after 

SU5402 treatment. dpERK immunostaining confirmed quick recovery of Fgf activity after 

SU5402 treatment. Furthermore, as we assumed, the dpERK activity was found to scale even to 

the induced smaller PSM. In addition, we found no significant difference in her1 wavelengths 

between control and SU5402 treated embryos.  

This rebounding effect is only predicted if the “specification position” of new somites (rather than 

the somite itself) scales with PSM size, which is the core assumption of the clock and scaled 

gradient model (Figure 6K-M). Without gradient scaling, the clock and wavefront model predicts 
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a single smaller somite following the induced larger somite, but the size of the following somites 

immediately returns to normal (Figure 6K), consistent with previous theoretical work (Baker et 

al., 2006). Interestingly, for a class of mechanisms that assumes that the “size” of a somite is 

what is determined, rather than the “position” of the next somitic furrow (e.g. somite size is 

determined by the wavelength of traveling waves, or the wavelength of a Turing-type pattern), 

then the predicted result is qualitatively different (Figure 6L). In these models, somite size 

scales with the smaller PSM resulting from the induced larger somite, and then somite size 

gradually goes back to the normal size without rebounding dynamics. Together, the clock and 

scaled gradient model is uniquely supported by our experimental tests.  

Traveling waves have a minor effect in the clock and scaled gradient model 

  Spatial differences in the phase of the coupled oscillators comprising the segmentation 

clock are known to create traveling waves of clock gene expression in the PSM from the 

posterior to the anterior (Ares et al., 2012; Ay et al., 2014; Giudicelli et al., 2007; Morelli et al., 

2009; Uriu et al., 2009), but a mechanistic role for these waves is unclear. Thus far we have 

assumed synchronous oscillations throughout the PSM in our model for simplicity, as was done 

in the original clock and wavefront model (Cooke and Zeeman, 1976). To see how traveling 

waves affect the clock and scaled gradient model, we assumed a simple linear phase gradient 

along the AP axis (for details, see supplementary materials and methods) and repeated the 

simulations. As shown in Figure 7A, this results in only a minor modification to somite sizes as 

compared to a model without a phase gradient. Interestingly, we noticed that the somite 

formation period (defined as the time between successive boundaries being specified) was 

smaller when including a phase gradient (Figure 7B). This is consistent with the observation of 

the segmentation period in zebrafish being slightly faster than the intrinsic clock period 

(Soroldoni et al., 2014), and is reminiscent of the Doppler Effect, in which an observer moving 

towards a source of traveling waves measures a higher frequency than the intrinsic frequency of  
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Figure 7 Traveling waves have modest effects on the clock and scaled gradient model.  

(A) Somite sizes are only slightly changed (~9%) by the presence of a phase gradient. (B) The 

phase gradient decreased the segmentation period (~11%). Error bars denote SD. 

 

the oscillators. In Soroldoni et al., this effect is attributed to the movement of the anterior 

boundary of the PSM; the simulations in Figure 7 suggest it could also be due to the movement 

of the gradient caused by its scaling. 

Discussion 

Here we have proposed a novel mechanism for somite size control: the clock and scaled 

gradient model. This model is based on the original clock and wavefront model but the 

wavefront specifies new somite boundaries at a position defined at a fixed percentage along the 

PSM causing a somite to form with a delay of ~4 cycles. Previously, multiple models of 

somitogenesis have been proposed, but were difficult to experimentally distinguish since they 

were all consistent with existing data from wild type embryos as well as existing experimental 

perturbations. Here we utilized a novel perturbation—changing system size—to discriminate 

between existing models, and showed that only the clock and scaled gradient model can explain 

existing data and our new experimental data. We found that in patterning of the somites, somite 

length scales with PSM length in vivo. Importantly, we demonstrate that the delay between 

somite boundary specification and formation is critical to examining the relationship between 
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somite and PSM length. This is because the change in PSM length (and as a result, somite 

length) is dynamic, as a result of the changing rates of PSM production by axis elongation and 

consumption by somite formation (Figure 1G). Consistently, when the PSM is grown in culture 

conditions that do not permit axis extension, there is a monotonic decrease in PSM size and 

somite-PSM scaling is observable without considering delay (Lauschke et al., 2013). 

Considering the delay time between somite boundary specification and the appearance of a 

morphological somite will be essential in studying somite scaling in other situations, such as in 

other species, where complex dynamics of PSM length can be observed (Gomez et al., 2008; 

Schroter et al., 2008).  

The clock and wavefront model is the classic model for somitogenesis (Cooke and 

Zeeman, 1976) and explains a number of previous experimental observations. In the original 

clock and wavefront model, what controls wavefront progression and how it is linked to axis 

elongation is unspecified. A simple way to specify wavefront progression is to just tie it to axis 

elongation (Cooke and Zeeman, 1976; Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004; Hubaud and Pourquie, 

2014; Saga, 2012). The consequence of this version of the clock and wavefront model is that 

somite size is equal to how far the tail moves in one clock cycle. While many of the existing 

perturbations can be explained by this version of the clock and wavefront model, a key feature 

that cannot be predicted is the phenomenon of scaling. For example, in the absence of axis 

elongation no somites should form, but this prediction is contradicted by in vitro cultured PSM 

which has no axis elongation yet forms a series of progressively smaller somites (Lauschke et 

al., 2013). Similarly, this simple clock and wavefront model does not predict the non-monotonic 

somite size variations following induction of a single large somite, as seen in Figure 6, since 

perturbations to the anterior PSM should not affect wavefront position.  

An alternative class of models for explaining somite formation is based on using the 

wavelength of traveling waves in determining somite size (Jorg et al., 2015; Jorg et al., 2016; 
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Lauschke et al., 2013). However, previous studies in addition to our new results suggest that the 

wavelength of the traveling waves is not the primary mechanism to set somite sizes. First, the 

simple scenario (Lauschke et al., 2013) assumes that the phase gradient (inverse of 

wavelength) of the entire PSM scales with PSM length and that the scaled wavelength sets the 

somite size. However, (Soroldoni et al., 2014) and our results show that phase gradient does 

not always scale with PSM length, which argues against this simple mechanism. Second, one 

could still imagine some modification of the simple wavelength model would explain in vivo 

situation of somite scaling (e.g., the wavelength at B-4 locally scales with PSM length). 

However, this model is still hard to reconcile with the echo effect we observed after inducing one 

large somite (Figure 6), because regardless of the details, this class of models assumes somite 

“size” (not somitic furrow position) is controlled by the wavelength. In Figure 6L, we explicitly 

model the case where somite sizes scale with PSM size (including the 4-cycle delay) and find 

that it cannot explain the echo effect. In order to directly test if traveling waves are functional, 

one should experimentally modify the spatial pattern of the waves (for example, changing or 

eliminating the spatial phase gradient), without affecting the intrinsic period of the oscillators 

(Soza-Ried et al., 2014), and a mechanism for detecting a spatial gradient in clock gene 

expression level should be proposed. We suggest that traveling waves may be a byproduct of 

the need to synchronize oscillators locally (within the spatial scale of a somitic furrow), that while 

visually striking and mathematically interesting, have only a peripheral role in somite formation. 

Another type of model is ‘Turing-like’, in which somites are formed via a combination of a 

periodic Turing instability (Cooke and Zeeman, 1976; Cotterell et al., 2015). There are several 

reasons why our data does not support Turing-like models. Firstly, a recent paper (Cotterell et 

al., 2015) showed how a Turing-like model of somitogenesis could, in principle, explain somite 

scaling, if one allowed the level of Fgf to effectively modulate the Turing-spacing of the somites. 

However, the change in somite size in response to PSM length is small, and is inconsistent with 
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our in vivo measurement where somite length is almost proportional to PSM length (Figure 1F 

and 2D). A second argument against a Turing-like model is that, unlike the clock and wavefront 

and clock and scaled gradient models, the ‘clock’ is not separable from the other components in 

the system. Therefore we don’t necessarily expect a slower clock to increase somite size, at 

least not in perfect proportion as has been observed in vivo (Herrgen et al., 2010; Kim et al., 

2011; Schroter and Oates, 2010) since a change in clock period would be associated with other 

parameters. Thirdly, the assumption that Fgf modulates the Turing-spacing of somites is 

incompatible with the results of perturbing Fgf, specifically: 1) a Turing-like model predicts 

consistently larger somites following sustained Fgf inhibition, which we do not see (Figure 4 L 

nd M); 2) a Turing-like model predicts a symmetric effect of implanting a Fgf bead (i.e. smaller 

somites anterior and posterior to the bead) unlike what is seen in vivo which shows a definite 

anterior-posterior bias (Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001). Finally, it is difficult to 

reconcile a Turing-like model with the results from Figure 6. The reason is that, like the phase-

gradient model, and unlike the clock and scaled gradient model, Turing-like models 

fundamentally control somite size, not somite boundary position. Therefore, for exactly the same 

reasons as argued for the phase-based models, even with perfect somite size scaling in 

wildtype embryos, we do not predict the non-monotonic segment size variation following 

transient Fgf inhibition. 

 The clock and scaled gradient model presented here is a fairly simple model. We used a 

simple model for three reasons: 1) so that the key assumptions of the model (clock + scaling 

gradient) are directly supported by experimental data; 2) so that the model is at the right level of 

detail to make comparisons to our data; and 3) so that the model gives us a qualitative and 

intuitive understanding of somite size control, which may be obscured in a more complex model 

(Gunawardena, 2014). However, the model’s simplicity does mean that it should not be viewed 

as a comprehensive, nor completely realistic, model of somitogenesis. Firstly, we have 
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assumed that somite maturation, and its effects on gradient scaling, occur instantly, whereas in 

reality we expect this to be a more gradual effect. Mathematically, this might mean that the 4-

cycle delay should be changed from a step function to a more slowly varying function. This 

modification may be particularly important to understand the formation of the first four somites, 

and to reduce the sensitivity of somite size to initial conditions and/or perturbations. A second 

shortcoming of our model is that we have chosen the somite boundary to be set by a simple 

threshold of the gradient - an assumption that has not been directly measured, and is likely a 

simplification. Thirdly, we have largely focused on dpERK as readout of wavefront activity and 

demonstrated dpERK scaling as a proof of concept. However, the wavefront could be set by a 

complex function of multiple inputs such as Fgf and Wnt along with downstream signal 

integration (Bajard et al., 2014; Stulberg et al., 2012; Wahl et al., 2007), without affecting the 

core conclusions of our model. As reported, dpERK shows a steep gradient (Akiyama et al., 

2014), but in our model, similar somite formation dynamics can be observed regardless of the 

precise shape of the gradient; even a simple linear gradient can recapitulate the in vivo behavior 

rather closely (Figure 4E and F).  

One reason we chose to look at scaling of somites in size-reduced embryos is that we 

thought we might discover a mechanism for scaling that is not based on scaling of a molecular 

gradient (e.g. change in axis extension speed, growth rate, phase gradient, oscillation period). 

However, in the end we found that scaling of a molecular gradient is indeed what underlies 

somite scaling as has been observed in other examples of pattern scaling (Ben-Zvi et al., 

2010a; Ben-Zvi et al., 2011; Inomata et al. 2013). Future research on this issue could reveal 

what design benefits (e.g. robustness, evolvability) systems employing gradient scaling have 

compared to other potential mechanisms for scaling. 

Methods 
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Fish care.  

Fish (AB) were kept at 27°C on a 14-hr-light/ 10-hr-dark cycle. Embryos were collected by 

natural crosses. All fish-related procedures were carried out with the approval of Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Harvard University. 

Size reduction technique.  

Chorions were enzymatically removed using pronase (Sigma Aldrich, 1mg/ml in egg water 

(Westerfield, 2000)) at ~512 cell stage. Eggs were treated with pronase until the chorions loses 

their tension and washed gently with egg water. Remaining chorions were removed manually 

using tweezers. The embryos were placed on a glass dish with 1/3 Ringer’s solution 

(Westerfield, 2000), with 2% methylcellulose (Sigma Aldrich) in 1/3 Ringer’s solution spread 

thinly on the bottom of the dish, to restrict movement embryos. We found using 1/3 Ringer’s 

solution is critical for embryos to recover from the damage of chopping. Then the blastoderm 

was chopped at the animal pole, and the yolk was wounded, resulting in oozing out of the yolk, 

using either hand-pulled glass pipette or looped steel wire (30 μm in diameter) glued in the 

capillary glass. The chopped embryos were incubated in the 1/3 Ringer’s solution for 30 min, 

and then moved to fresh 1/3 Ringer’s solution for further incubation. The survival rate of the 

chopped embryos varies depending on condition of the embryos. Healthy embryos and good 

dissection would produce maximum ~60% of success rate; developing normally until late stages 

(at least several days). The ratio of remaining cells and yolk affects how normal the embryos 

develop; usually cutting 50% position of blastula horizontally and wounding the vegetal part of 

yolk produces good results. 
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BCI and SU5402 treatment.  

Embryos were treated with BCI (Dual Specificity Protein Phosphatase 1/6 Inhibitor, Calbiochem) 

as described (Akiyama et al., 2014). For SU5402 treatment, embryos were treated at a low 

concentration (Calbiochem, 16 μM) to minimize toxicity.  

Morpholino injection. 

raldh1 morpholinos (Kawakami et al., 2005; Yabe et al., 2003) were injected (Nanoinject) at 1 

cell stage at the concentration of 2 mM.  

Imaging.  

For live imaging, the embryos were mounted laterally using the dorsal mount (Megason, 2009) 

in egg water with 0.01% tricaine (Wentern Chemical, Inc.). Live imaging was performed using 

Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 and AxioCam MRm. For multiple image acquisition, we used a 

motorized stage, controlled by AxioVision 3.8. The temperature was maintained at 28.5 ± 0.5°C 

using a home-made incubator. The images were taken every 2 min, and the size of z slice 

varied depending on the size of embryos. The images of the in situ hybridization samples were 

also acquired using Zeiss Axio Observer Z1. The images of dpERK immunostaining samples 

were acquired using Leica TCS SP8. Finally, a Nikon Ti spinning disk confocal was used to 

acquire the images of transplanted samples.  

Image processing.  

Image processing was done using FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012) and Matlab custom code. For 

time course measurement of axis elongation and somite size, we used the Gaussian-based 

stack focuser in FIJI. For axis elongation measurement, the length from 4th somite to tail tip was 

measured, using FIJI’s LOI interpolator. For in situ hybridization samples and immunostaining 

samples, noise was first reduced using Gaussian blur (sigma = 7.0), and the signal was 
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extracted along AP axis, using FIJI’s Plot profile function. To compare intensity profiles of BCI 

and SU treated embryos (Figure 6I, Figure S1 and S9), we averaged over multiple embryos. To 

calculate relative intensity, first, the minimum value was set to 0; and then the intensities at each 

position was scaled with a scaling factor of (average maximum intensity in drug treated 

embryo/average maximum intensity of untreated embryo). 

In situ hybridization and immunostaining. 

 In situ hybridization (Nikaido et al., 1997) was performed as previously described. dpERK 

immunostaining was performed basically following the protocol described in Sawada et 

al.(Sawada et al., 2001), except that we used Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG 

(ThermoFisher Scientific A-11001) as the 2nd antibody. Nuclei were stained with propidium 

iodide (Life Technologies P1304MP). 

Somite/PSM transplantation.  

Transplantation was performed as described(Haines et al., 2004; Kawanishi et al., 2013), with 

minor modification. For making a cut on the skin, we used a mouth pipette filled with pancreatin, 

so the cut can be made both physically and enzymatically. Embryos for donor tissue were 

injected with Alexa Fluor 680 conjugated 10,000 MW Dextran, which can be detected directly 

after immunostaining.  

Live imaging of ERK activity dynamics.  

The FRET-based Erk biosensor termed Eevee-ERKnls is composed by an enhanced cyan-

emitting mutant of GFP (ECFP), a WW domain (ligand domain), an EV linker, an Erk substrate 

(sensor domain), a yellow fluorescent protein for energy transfer (Ypet), and a nuclear 

localization signal (NLS) (Komatsu et al., 2011). When Erk phosphorylates the Erk substrate, 

the WW domain binds to the Erk substrate, leading to the induction of FRET from ECFP to Ypet. 
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It has been confirmed that the Erk biosensor can monitor FGF-dependent Erk activity in living 

zebrafish embryos (Dini Wahyu Kartika Sari, 2018). One cell stage of embryos were injected 

mRNA encoding a FRET-based ERK biosensor termed Eevee-ERKnls (Dini Wahyu Kartika 

Sari, 2018; Komatsu et al., 2011). The embryos at a certain stage were excited with a 440-nm 

laser, and fluorescence spectra were acquired by using a Lambda Scanning mode of a LSM710 

confocal microscope (Zeiss). Using a Linear Unmixing mode, CFP and Ypet signals were 

separated from the original spectra data. FRET/CFP ratio images and kymographs were 

created with MetaMorph software (Molecular Device). 

Statistical testing.  

Significance was calculated by one-tailed Student’s t tests, using Excel (Microsoft). Unequal 

variance comparison was performed for Figure 1D, Figure 2 B and C, and equal variance 

comparison was performed for Figure 5D and Figure 6J.  

Wavelet transform. 

We follow the approach of (Soroldoni et al., 2014) and use the wavelet transform to generate 

phase maps for her1 along the embryo. Consider that the her1 pattern is of the form: 

0( ) ( )sin( ( ) )h x h A x x= + +   

i.e. has a spatially varying amplitude, ( )A x  and a spatially varying phase, (x)  . By performing a 

wavelet transform we can convert the intensity profile ( )h x  into an effective phase profile ( )x  , 

plotted in Figure 3E. Note, we plot the phase for positions more anterior than the first clear peak 

since it is only in these ranges where there is a distinct spatial pattern above noise, and, in all 

cases, contains the position at which the next somite boundary is specified i.e. B-4. We also 

measured the phase gradient manually, by identifying peaks and troughs in the intensity profile 
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(separated by π). This manual measurement (orange triangles in Figure 3E) was found to well 

match the corresponding phases as obtained from the wavelet transform, giving us confidence 

in our implementation. For further details of the wavelet transform, we refer the reader to 

(Soroldoni et al., 2014) for more discussion. 
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Supplementary Figures: 

 

 

Figure S1 Time course analysis of dpERK intensity before and after transient BCI 

treatment. (A) Schematic illustration of the experiment. At each time point, control and treated 

embryos (seven embryos each) were fixed and analyzed. (B) Intensity curves were calculated 

by averaging intensity curves of treated embryos. Relative signal intensity (y axis) was 

determined by scaling factors: (maximum intensity of treated embryos) / (maximum intensity of 

control embryos at the corresponding time points). Relative position (x axis) was determined by 

normalizing positions in PSM in treated embryos by averaged PSM length of control embryos at 

the corresponding time points. Colors correspond to the colors in (A). dpERK intensity increases 

immediately after BCI treatment, and comes back to normal after 15 min of wash. 
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Figure S2 Scaling of mesp-b stripe. (A) in situ hybridization samples of mesp-b. (B) PSM 

length vs distance between mesp-b stripes. 

 

Figure S3 Somite size vs PSM size between control and chopped embryos from different 

somite stages. 
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Figure S4 Clock period and axis elongation speed with and without 4 cycle delay. Neither 

clock period nor axis elongation speed scale with PSM length even when the time delay is taken 

into consideration.  
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Figure S5 dpERK scaling for different thresholds.  
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Supplemental Figure 5 (Continued) (A) Schematic illustration of position names. (B) For each 

PSM, log-deviation in the position log( / ) log( ) log( )x x x x= −  are plotted against log-deviation in 

the PSM length log(L/ L) log(L) log(L)= − , for different a given dpERK threshold intensities. The 

scaling coefficient S is obtained by linear regression (95% confidence interval on the slope is 

shown in gray). Correlation r is shown. In both cases (control vs chopped, and over time), L20, 

L50 and L80 scales with PSM length more than other positions.  

 

 

Figure S6 Correlation coefficient and scaling coefficient for dpERK gradient.  

dpERK correlation (x) and scaling (o) for several threshold intensities. Error bars represent the 

95% confidence intervals. At L20, L50 and L80, the correlation and scaling coefficients are 

closer to 1, compared to other positions, which is consistent with Figure S5. 
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Figure S7 Fgf activity scaling detected by dpERK and spry4.  

(A to C) L50 analysis on dpERK. (D to F) L50 analysis on spry4 expression. (A) dpERK activity 

was detected by immunostaining. (D) spry4 mRNA was detected by in situ hybridization. (B and 

C, E and F) L50 was calculated using spry4 in situ hybridization samples similarly as in Figure 

3I. For both dpERK and spry4, L50 was found to scale with PSM length both between control 

and chopped embryos (B and E) and over time (C and F) 
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Figure S8 Wnt signal scales with PSM length.  

(A) sp5l mRNA was detected by in situ hybridization. (B and C) L50 was calculated using sp5l in 

situ hybridization samples similarly as in Figure 3I. L50 was found to scale with PSM length both 

between control and chopped embryos (B) and over time (C) 

Figure S9  

(A) Schematic illustration of the experiment. At each time point, control and treated embryos 

(seven embryos each) were fixed and analyzed. (B) Intensity curves were calculated by 

averaging intensity curves of treated embryos. Relative signal intensity (y axis) was determined 

by using scaling factors: (maximum intensity of treated embryos) / (maximum intensity of control 

embryos at the corresponding time points). Relative position (x axis) was determined by 

normalizing positions in PSM in treated embryos by averaged PSM length of control embryos at 

the corresponding time points. Colors correspond to the colors in (A). dpERK intensity drops 

immediately after onset of SU5402 treatment, and remain almost the same level over the course 

of experiment.  
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Figure S10 Long-term SU5402 treatment under constant dark condition  

The embryos were treated with SU5402 at low concentration (16mM) for 4 hrs with the light 

completely blocked. One or two larger somites were formed (magenta arrow in the right panel) 

several cycles after initiation of the treatment (10 out of 11). 

 

Figure S11 Increasing Fgf inhibition can cause multiple larger somites. Here using the 

clock and scaled gradient model, we simulated the situation in which FGF inhibition occurs 

increasingly, rather than in a step-wise manner (A). (B) As a result, multiple larger somites were 

predicted to be formed, consistent with the result in chick (Cotterell et al., 2015). Error bars 

denote SD. 
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Figure S12 dpERK scaling in raldh1 morphants. In search of the mechanism underlying Fgf 

activity gradient scaling, we attempted to knockdown raldh, a synthetase for retinoic acid. 

Embryos injected with raldh morpholino were subjected to dpERK immunostaining (A), and L50 

was measured as described in the main text (B). Despite losing raldh expression, the Fgf 

gradient still scaled with PSM length. 

 

Figure S13 Somite length change in individual samples. Somite sizes were measured using 

time-lapse imaging both in control (A) and SU5402 treated embryos (B). The peaks are 

detected using matlab function. Note the periodic change in somite length is much more obvious 

in SU5402 treated embryos, compared to control embryos. 
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Figure S14 Somite length change in individual samples in long-term SU5402 treatment. 

Somite sizes were measured using time-lapse imaging. As predicted in the simulation of clock 

and scaled gradient model (Figure 4I), echo effect was observed.

 

Figure S15 Somite length change in individual samples in long-term SU5402 treatment. 

Somite sizes were measured using time-lapse imaging. As predicted in the simulation of clock 

and scaled gradient model (Figure 4I), echo effect was observed. 
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Figure S16 dpERK intensity change in individual samples for echo experiment. (A) 

Schematic illustration of the experiment. Samples were fixed every 30 min after SU5402 

treatment. (B) Intensity profiles of dpERK immunostaining for control (blue) and treated embryos 

(red).  
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